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The hydrodynaidcoharacteristics of the various components that
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INTRODUCTION

means of analyses and derivation are given.

In order to maintain this

work as a readily usable handbook for direct engineering use, hydrodynamic fundamentals and derivations are kept to a mininm,
with clear exposition of the various relationships.

consistent

For those

interested in review ng the basic fundamentals or wploring

urther

into the various subjects, comprehensive references are given on seek
subject.
In all cases, a conscientious effort was made to provide pertineat
engineering information on all components of hydrofoil configuratiems,
even though some of the proposed formals may be tentative and even
conjectural; so that there would be a definite basis on which to propare a design and on which to make comparison when additional
information is fothcoming,
It was felt that the hydrodynamic oharacteristios should be
presented without qOalifloat

as to what combination of

provide the best h drofoil configuration.
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only after a complete configuration has been chosen tentatively on the

basis of specified functional requirements.
Although treatment of the "best" foil ie*, "optimum" number of
struts, 4'most effect.ive" ccIA~xigrations, etc. has therefore not been
included in this volue,, some practical limitations as to sise,, speed,
lentry, et~c. were considered so that effort could be concentrated on
deriving more exact properties in the range of applications considered
to be most frequently employed.

Th.s. limitations are based on

evaluations of existing craft and analyses of general. design studies,,
such as are indicated in Volume I* In most instances, it is stated in

(

this text where such limitations are used aM the procedure for obtaining information for cases beyond such Limits is shown or Inferrod.

The material contained herein is presented under chapter headingsp
as indicated in the table of contents, with the chapters so sequenced
as to tfilJ into i-hr*e mall" Sxcm'pizags.

Cha~pters 1-6 contain the basic

the various other influences on the foils.
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be neglected, and possibly of greatest importance at the present times
to indicate the dearth of necessary information for predicting the
hydrodynamic effects of cavitation on a foil configuration with
sufficient accuracy.
Design examples have been distributed throughout the text to give
reay indication of how to apply some c" the iuprtant formulas sm
methods.

and

An appendix showing the detail calculations of the lift

drag of a chosen design is also included to serve as a sunuar7 of the
proposed material and its application.

Since '.he basic principles (and geometry) of hydrofoils are the
same as those of airfoilss most hydrofoil properties have been derived
from airfoil theory and data, with airfoil nomenclature being generally
adopted.

Chapter 1, an introduction to airfoil principles, has there-

fore been includod to failiarise the reader with this Subject, vbfth
is necessary to the proper underbtanding of hydrofoil hyirodynimies.
On the other hand, the hydrodynamics *ofhulls have not bea cenprehensively presented in the text.

Information on hull draF is reeftly

available fr,= many published soure., most of

bieh are knoion t

naval architect, and the detailed coverage of sueb inforiot-eO
work would be needles

duplication.

In this particular ease,

diseussion herein with references to the more ba

in WOaS*
sekeA

ewrks has been

considered sufficient.
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The criterion for presenting information in this volume has been,
therefore, to elaborate on subjects that are new to the naval architect,
but to abridge the treatment of more famili tr subjects which are amply
treated in general marine texts,
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AIRFOIL PRINCIPLES

Introduction
Basically, a hydrofoil is an airfoil operating in water.
Aerodynamic foil principles can therefore be utilized in developing
the hydrodynamic characteristics of a hydrofoil.
In some instances, suih 2ft where the foil operates at large
distances balow the water surface, established airfoil theori (in
incompressible flow) and pertinent airfoil data can ba used directly
for determining the hydrodynamic characteristics of the foil.

In

more practical cases, the airfoil methods must be corrected by suitable factors to take account of the surface effects, supporting struts,
high speeds (cavitation) and other factors associated with practical
hydrofoil configurations.
In any case, aerodynamic foil principles form the basis for the
development of hydrodynamic characteristics of hydrofoils.

Therefore,

this chapter is presented to familiarise the reader with the airfoil
notation employed, the underlying airfoil theory that is most
applicable to hydrofoils, and the availability of pertinent airfoil
data for use in deriving hydrofoil characteristics.

fJ
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Airfoil Notation
Foil Section Geometr
Figure 1.1 shows the typical airfoil section notation.. The
chord C of the foil is the distance from the leading edge to'the
trailing edge, and the angle of attack de ih the angle between the
chord line and the direction of advance# as indicated.

g0

kANGLE

OF ATTACK

£L

GEOMETRY OF AN AtIFOIL SECTION
a~.
b.

SECTION WITH THICKNESS,+
T14 SECTIO116"SKELETON".THE MEAN LINE
(CAMSER LINE) HAI A MAXIMUM DAUSER,.
AT A*DISTANCE X FROM TU4E LEADINGS EDGE

FIGURE 1.1
The -mean line of the section to co1lea the caster line, the camber
being considered the uszir1nu separ'ationt between this line and the
chord line.

Fbr simple circular arco sections, the mean line has

symtrioal Camber with the mmiaxi

soperation and maxim=m foil.

thickness at tVW mld-chord position,, but for typical airfoil

CONFIDENTIAL
1
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sections the shape of the camber line and the chordwide location
of maximum camber and maximum thickness vary, depending on the type
of section employed. A description of modern airfoil section
shapes employed by NACA is given by Abbott 1 '2 .
Wing Geometr

Figure 1.2 shows the typical
wing geometry and notation. Dim-

ensiona are characteristically

taken about the quarter-chord

%

A~t OPSWj6%

line (14 of the chord from the
leading edge of the foil).

PL ANFoORM

Thus,

the span is the projected distance

MAL -1P&

J

between the tips of the quarterchord line, and the sweep and

AMU& OP V,

dihedral angles are measured

F O"TAL VItW

from the projected quarter-chord
WING GEOMETRY

line in the horiz5ontal and

F IGUR E 1.
21

tranv rse Plaws respectively
as indicated. Two important

Oparameters" in dealing with
winigs are i

CONFIDENTIAL
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the plan form area, 5

-

the projected area of the wing
in a horisontal plane

the aspect ratio,

-

the ratio of span to mean chord,

A

or b
The difference between "displacement bodies"
and "lifting surfaces" in the selection of
reference areas should be noted here. For
ships and similar bodies the total wetted
area is usually chosen as the reference area,
whereas for wings the projected area of one
side of the wing is taken.
Force Notation
The force system acting on a foil (or any body) may conveniently
be referred to the components along and about the three co-ordinate
axes of the body. These are identified, for the foil, ass
Lift

- force in the vertical direction

Drag Force

-

force in the fore and aft direction

Side Force

-

force in the transverse direction

Pitching Moment - about the transverse axis
Rolling Moment

- about the fore and aft axis

Yawing Moment

-

about the vertical axis

I
tI
(

111.

-r

i
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Considering the forces in

LIFT

the plane of symmetry for
straight forward flight, the
forces on the foil section
are shown in Figure 1.3.

ACOYNAMIC

CENTER

(The transverse axis is taken
to be at the "aerodynamic

FIGURE 1.3

center", which is discussed

below,)

In many applications# pressures and forces in fluid flow are
proportional to the "dynamic pressure"

P4 V
where
V

(lb/ft 2 )

--

mass density of the flrd (#sec2/fth)4

-

speed of advance (ft/sec)

(1.1)

The mass density of the fluid varies slightly with teprature.
At the standard 59"F (iC),

.

- l.94 (#s9e2/ft4) for fresh water

p

- 1.99' (#e2/ft)

Thus, using these units, p/z

andV1V

for salt water
may be considered equal to 1.0

in water.
CONFIDENTIAL
II - 1.6
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Example
What is the dynamio pressure in sea water at 30 knots?
V

-

1.69 x 30 - 50.7 ft/sec

p

- 1.99 #sec2/ft4

V'

-

2570 ft2/s0

2

= 1.99/2 x 2570 = 2558 lb/ft 2
The forces on the foil may readily be represented in nondimensional coefficient form, by referring them to the dynamic

pressure and the foil area. Thus
Lift Coefficient,

CL

Drag Coe.Licient,

CD =

Pitching Moment Coefficient,

where

L

L

CS

5
(1.2)
4/

ScC

- lifn of the foil

D - drag of the foil

N4

S

pitching moment on the foil about som point en
the foil chord - taken positive when tending to
inerease the foil angle of attack

= planform area

C a foil chord
* dynami
-)

pressure

The pitching moment coefficient is essentially constant when
moments are to-ken about the aerodynamic oenter.

CONFIDENTIAL
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point is a quarter-chord distance behind the leading edge and is thus
a good reference point for wing geometry, as shown in Figure 1.2.)
For such moment center, the pitching moment ooeffioient is identified

The basic aerodynamic notation and the units usually employed
are as follows

A

apet

b

projected foil span

ft.

C

foil chord

ft.

D

drag

lbs.

f

ndn-dmeni.onal

ratio

oil camber

ft.

L

lift

M

pitching moment

lbs.
ft.lbs.

lbs/ft2

. ~d'namic pressure,
5

projected foil area

ft.

t

foil thicLkns

ft.

V

speed of advance

ft/e.

s.gle of attack

radians

de
pnsity

te
ofa...

COnI

fluid

TIAL

.,.2/ftk
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A

angle of mwep

degree.s

r

angle of dihedral

degrees

CI)

drag coeffioient,0

0/0's

nen dimsioal,

CL

lift GOOffioi~nto

L/qS

non-dimensien~a

Cvh pitching mosent coefficient, Ii4S.

OONMIDETAL
Lp1.

n

iedjnei 9 nm
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Lifting-Line Airfoil TheorZ

General
Classical airfoil theory originally developed by scientists
such as Prandtl, Lanchuster, Glauert, Munk, at al, is

study in many treatises on aerodynamics 3

4 '

available for

. These works are

based on the concept of a single lifting lifwi, which is

sufficiently

Although in recent years

accurate for wings of large aspect ratio.

advances have been made in the development of a lifting-surface
theory (most applicable for foils
of small aspect ratio)# the lifting-

Importance.

CIRCULATIONO

,

line theory is still of foremost
A

Nwo-Dimensional Theory
The basic theory of lift

is

derived from the concept of a
rectilinear vortex advancing in
a fluid in a direction normal to
the vortex axis.

'ORIGIN OF LIFT

The super-

OF CIRCULATION
IRPOSITION
lmo0

'%f'"VMOE V IN(&)
LE S TT 9 LIPTINO VORl'X

position of the circulatory

(.

motion of the vortex upon the

A FroiL SEECTION (C) PRODUCES

THE SAME KIND OF FLOW PATTERN.

free stream velwityp as shown

In -Figure 1 Is, result:s In an_______________
CONFIDENTIAL
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increase in velocity on one side of the vortex and a decrease on the
other side.

According to Bernoulli's theorem, therefore, the static

pressure in decreased on the "auction" side and increased on the
"pressure" side.

The resultant lift force is perpendicular to the

free-stream direction, and has the magnitude:

L a bpV(O
where
V

(lbs.)

is the mass density of the fluid

(#sac2/ft4)

is the fluid

(ft/sea)

elocity

(1.3)

is the circulation of the vortax (the integral
of the vortex velocity over a closed pith
(ftI/se)
encircling the vortex center)

*

b

is the foil span in ft. (assumed to be infinite
in the considered two-dimensional flow pattern)

The relationship between circulation and the lift coefficient of
a foil qection can then be expressed as

The value of the circulation around an airfoil of known geometry
can be determined by fluid potential theory.

Thus, for a "thin air-

foil" section,
In

2

f c Ve.

(due to angle of attack, and applied

at the quarter-chard position)
4hhaf-hord

position)

L

-"TI

CONFM
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Then cembining equations (1.4) and (1.5) we get

CL:--

(CC

0 *f)

Cw ,. -JE (CK.
where

CL

+ 4f)

}

(1.6)

I

is the lift coefficient

CmLg is the moment coefficient taken
about the leading e"ge of the foil
0(0

in the angle of attack in two-dimensional flow

f/c

is

the camber ratio of the foil.

From equation (1.6) it

'a seen that for a cambered foil# the

lift is not zero at zere angle of attack (as measured in Figure 1.1).
Rather, the angle of zero lift is seen to bet

o

(1.7)

21"

-

However, sero angle of attack does have a particular lignifioaee
in cambered sections.

In two-dimensional flow, it approximately

indicates the flow pattern where locally thert is

no flow around the

leading edge of the section from one side to the other.

For this

condition of wImooth entrance", the "symmetric" or "optimm" lift
coefficient is approximatoly

CL4

4r

CONFIDNTIAL
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Example
What is the lift coefficient of a "thin" foil section
(in two-dimensional flow) having a camber ratio of
5*?

f/C - 3% at an angle of attack of 0C
Comewimv.

A/o

,

Ejouriams (/.4) Amp (1-7),
"

o.oq

tADAsn,,

Xd0-Z3.oa -o,04

A,,,,Ct

,S (, /.7)

Of ,.,,,)
2 -f(o,

The optimm lift coefficient o this section is

#jro.o3 , a38

theoretically (equation 1.8),t

In practice, airfoil sections are not "thin", but have a finite
thicknesso as indicated in Figure 1.1 above.

Properties of practical

airfoil sections can also be determined by fluid potential methods.
The ealculations involved are arduoust however, and the results are
not really applicable due to vioous losses in the boundary-layer
flow. Experimental data on the propertie

of airfoil sections, as

discussed below should be employed in engineering applications.
1 2
However, a review of tkx data for modern airfoil sectiens ,

indicates that the values given in equation (1.6) for the lift

OONFIDENTIAL
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and moment coefficients are reasonably accurate, and may be used for
preliminary purposes.

Wing Theor
A wing, with chord c and span b, is the equivalent of a lifting
line having finite (limited) length.

As illustrated in Figure 1,.,

around the ends or tips of this line, a flow is caused from the
pressure sids of the .foilto the suction side.

The circulation of

the bound vortex, therefore, finds continuation in the form of a
pair of tip vortices, one originating from each wing tip, approximately as sketched in Figure 1.5.

In other words, the single vortex

(as visualised in Figure i.4)'is replaced by a vortex system, which is
remotely similar in shape to a horseshoe,

(thus, sometimes called a

horseshoe vortexm).
Within the space between the two tip vortices, their circulations
combine, thus "inducing' a downwash velocity and causing as a consequence a downward deflection of the basic stream from its undisturbed
direction.

This deflection reaches a final angle at some distance

behind the wing, as a component part of the vortex-pair in Figure 1.5.
At the position of the foil or lifting line, the delection of
the fluid (one-half the final downvaah angle) results in the iinduced
angle of attack".

Because of this angle, the lift fores ii now

CONFIDENTIAL
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I

SPAN

V (ADVANCING FLUID)

b

c
I? HORD
LIFTJNG LINE

(b)/

TIP VORTICES

PLAN VIEW

PRESSURE

(d)

FRONTAL VIEW

FLOW PATTERN PAST THREE-DIMENSIONAL WING
I5,) WINO PLANFORM

(b)

EoUIVALENT VORTEX SYSTEm

(C)

ORIGIN OF TIP VORTICES

(d)

VORTEX PAIR FAR NENIND WINS

FIGURE 1.5
CONFIDENTIAL
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cot

displaced from its direction
;L

normal to the free-stream
flor and is tilted backward
by the induced angle

Kip

as illustrated in Figure

1.6.

The lift (defined as
ORIGIN OF THE INDUCED
RESISTANCE. COLE CLtool(

the vertical component of
the foil force) is accordingly

FIGURE 1.6
CL.

C. L. Cos ei

C. eL

(1.9)

and there is now a component of drag or resistance (defined as the
force component in direction of the motion) - the induced drag
corresponding to
C C. L.Sau4

4j

4f4D4

(1.10)

Since within the scope of application of vortex-line theory, the
induced angle is comparatively small, it
Cos set

is

1.0

as indicated in equations (1.9) and (1.10).

CONFIDENTIAL
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For an actual foil, the loading (or circulation) is not constant along the span as was assumed for the simple horseshoe vortex
but varies depending on the section geometry at each point along
the span and on the downwash at that point due to the trailing

vortices (for instance, the horseshoe vortex system leads t6 an
infinite downwash at the tips, an untenable assumption).

The classical treatment of
3
this consideration by Prandtl

indicates that an elliptic .

ELLIPTIC

ELLIPTIC

LOADING

distribution of lift along the

[OWNWASH

span of the foil as shown in
Figure 1.7, results in a con-

ELLIPTIC LCADING

stant value of downwash along
the span (constant value of

FIGURE 1.7

induced angle) and a minimum
value of induced drag.
For the case of elliptic lift

distribution, the derived values

of induced angle and induced drag are,

C

CL/A

CDOL
whore A

CLge

in coefficient forms

/(

a 4 /VrA

in the foil aspect ratio.

COI-FlNTIAL
II

-
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The expression for the lift coefficient based on the angle of'
attack in two-dimensional flow, equation (1.6), must be modified for
the finite wing by taking the induced angle into account.

CL
where

of

Thus

Z1? (cc .. OCLO - CL/-A)

(1,12)

is the geometric angle of attack

oL

is the angle of zero lift, from equation (1.7).

The lift curve slope is an important concept in airfoil (and
hydrofoil) analyses.

Rearranging the term of equation (1.12) and

taking the derivative, the slope is

d CL

.(1.13)

It is frequently more convenient and useful to invert equation
(1.13) and determine the angle of attack necessary to produce a
desired lift coefficient.

Thus. the "inverse slope" or "lift

angle" is

OLCL

7 Ir
where

CLC

dCL

(114)

ir A

is the lift angle d-ge to the lifting-line vortex
, ia

LiL

is

the lift angle due to the trailing vortices

CONFIDENTIAL
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What is the angle of attack of a wing with elliptical

5, needed to produce a lift

loading, having A =

coefficient of CL = 0.5?
'roM E' uA'Ino

14),
(1,
.a0..

4"

Fo

.2

Q SYMHTEMICAL

&a. (A/* CWSuw)
a O.Z2 gOs W ,B
. Ti/I 3% CRMOIRI U S T,i (PtgwMN4 uaegpij)a
Per "-eo "- 34°

6.-3,4
5 -3
It should P'so be noted that from equatiou (l.1):

which is also

useful relationship in airfoil analysis.

CONVIDEUNTIAL
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1. Modifioationh to Lifting-Line Theor 1
Effect of Planforx
The lifting line theory as outlined above is exact for wings of
large aspect ratio, having elliptical lift

distribution.

Considering

wings of simple geometry (i.e., straight, non-twisted, constant
section shape), elliptical distribution is found only for wings of
elliptical planformo

It is therefore necessary to determine the

effect of other planforms on the induced characteristics.
The method proposed by Glauert4 can be ,,sed to determie the
corrections to be applied to the induced angle and induced drag terms
for wings of various planforme.
now beccas

I,'
-1

CO)
where 1

Figure

The induced terms of equation (1.15)

1.8

r

WA

are the corrective term for the induced
angle and induced drag, respectively.
gives the T' and S corrections for wings of

rectangular planform in term of the aspect ratio.
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Asar0
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"s'*r FOR RECTANGULAR PLANFORMS

FIGURE 1.8

usber' has calculated the correction terms for winp having
straight taper from midepan to tip, for several aspect ratio& as
a function of taper ratio, as shown in Figure 1.9.

1'

The value of

can be read off directly from Figure 1.9(a)o interpolating -as

required for other aspect ratios.

The value of J

ratio can readily be deteriad from the

for any aspect

maction

#.A
where

J

is girn ntF

re 1.9(b) for any aspect ratio (as

sggested by Hoerner 7 ).

nI

- 1.21
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The above planform corrections are derived on the basis of the
lifting line theory, without consideration of the finite chord.
the practical case, there is

In

some advantage to be gained from having

square wing tips (both in planform and in lateral section) as they.
prevent the flow from "getting around" the wing tip, thus increasing
the effective span and aspect ratio.

It

will be shown, in the die-

cussion of lifting surface theory below, that for wings of low aspect
ratio the rectangular planform is more effective (has

less induced

angle and drag) than those of rounded or tapered form.
Effects of Sweep
The effects of sweep on a foil have been investigated theoretically
in several references 8 ,

9

.

A simplified method of approach is

presented

herein.
For a swept wing (as illustrated in Figure
angle of attack is

1.2),

that of the foil section at midspan.

the reference
Thus, for the

flow normal to the quarter-chord line, the nominal angle of attack is
increased by YcosA but the dynemic prosure is
The net effect is

to decrease the section lift

Equation (1.41)

d21rsA

decreased by coa.A
curve by the factor CijA

may then be written for the swept foils

iAA
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are the section and induced lift angles

where

dAJI~~i.for the unswept toil
A
I
For elliptical lift

is the angle of sweep
is a factor to be determined.
distribution, the factor I - 1 and the

induced term is the same as for a atraight foil with elliptic
distribution. However, the low taper ratios required for swept-baek
wings to make the lift distribution elliptical (as shown in Figure

1.i14 below) are not practical, because of wing-tip stalling.
From an analysis of test data of swept wings, Hoerner7 shows
varies approximately as

that

(~.)A

where

'/cosA.

= /UlA
is the lift

')

Thus

10)'

angle of the foil without sweep.

J

The induced drag term may also be expressed approximately as

4491O

diC

(1.19)O

Tests conducted by NAOAn on various swept wings indicate that
the lift

curve and induced drag do not obey these simple formalatiens

in all eases, particularly at large smep angles.

Wins with
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sweep forw-rd have different characteristics than those with sweep.back, and in some instances the induced drag increases with increase
in aspect ratio.

Therefore, the above relationships should only be

used in the absence of specific test data.
Effects of Dihedral
According to a simple theory1 2 , each panel of a dihedraled or
V-shaped wing has an induced angle (in the direction normal to the
panel) equal to that of a complete wing with an aspect ratio which
is twice thu

of the panel.

Referring the lift

and drag forces to the projected area and

span (see Figure 1.2 above), and noting that the reference angle of
attack is that of the foil section at midspan (in a vertical plane),
the lift

angle may be simply expressed as

I~~

C.
=

rces"

TA
(1.20)

where

is the dihedral angle
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Example
What are the induced characteristics of a wing,,
havin

A

-

290 and

2?
25

r'

According to

equation (1.18)

For

A-29* (coo

29W

0.91)0 the induced

angle and induced drag are roughily increased by'
10%.

The angle of dihedral does not affect the

induced characteristics.

Lifting Surface Considerations
The theory of lifting surfaces has been promoted in recent years
to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of wings of small aspect
ratio.

Weinig'3 and Weisingr~ have produced theories capable of

being applied readily for engineering purposes.

LawrencelS has more

recently produced generalised functions that agree with Weissinger' a
results and further allow the determination of the chordwise load
distribution.
The complete formala, for the lift of an airfoil may be expressed
ass

CL

£ + L.ic(.1
IIC

*-

11-1*26
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where

C

includes the angle of zero lift, for cambered foils
is the correction factor applied to the basic lifting line theory. Val es of E are given in Figure
1.10.

S

? 2IW'C

is a normal force coefficient, which can be derived

rigorously for zero aspect ratio by any of several
concepts. The simplest concept in that it represents
the viscous drag coefficient normal to a twodimensional flat plate (Co- 2.0) with a fluid speed
of V slocc

Equation (1.21) is thus seen to represent the corrected lifting
line theory (with Sin c

substituted for oC for greater accuracy at

high angles) plus a non-linear term which in actually derived for
zero aspect ratio but which appears to be valid throughout the range
of low aspect ratios (A ( 2).
The drag due to lift

C-

Co
where

4,

is

CZ is

may be given approximately as:

+ CL2 +m 0C

the first teu

(1.22)

of equation (1.21)

the second term of equation (1.21).

Values of E can be derived from Figure 1.10, where
plotted against aspect ratio for rectangular foils.

It

I/4 is
is seen that

Weinig and Weissinger show different values in the range of

An empirical' factor

E

-1

Ole

for A >2 falls between the two

theoretical values.
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FIGURE 1.10

Lawrence (and Weissinger) also derived values for triangular
wings.

Figure. 1,11 gives a comparison between the rectangular and

triangular values of the complete factor
ing line theory (E = 1),

a

I

ft -

TAj

for small aspect ratios.
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C0?14FDENTIAL

LICTNG LINE_

SGAE

REAGUAR PLATE
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a CORNERS

______EDGES

3

02

RATIO

ASPECT

tOMPARIS0N OF SMALL ASPECT RATIO THEORY

a

DATA

FIGURE 1.114
Various test data for rectangular foils have been analyzed by
1Ioerner*, and tite results are also showun in Figure 1.11.

It

is seen

that the characteristics are dependent on the edge shape of the
sections;~ those having square edges showing slightly greater lift
than theory indicates while those having rounded edges and rounded
corners are close to the theory for foils with triangular plan forma*

*in

an unpublished memorandum
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For foils of aspect ratio larger than 2.0, the angle of attack
is usually small so that the second or non-linear term of equation
(1.21) may be neglected, and the equation may then be rewrittens

dC1.

1

dot4 1(1023)

irA

to which the planform, sweep and dihedral corrections can readily be
applied.

Thus,

for the complete wing:

CLj cosA
d WQ)
E

A

(l.2h)

14+6

dCo
-here

Ztc~se

11A cos A
is

the lifting surface correction,

is

the angle of sweep

+'
2
21A]

is the angle of dihedral
T,

6

are the respective planfonu corrections.
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For foils of aspect ratio larger than 2.0, the angle of attack
is usually small so that the second or non-I.near term of equation
(1.21) may be neglected, and the equation may then be rewrittens

dot

-

dcL

.

(M,

> z)

(1.23)

,rA

j

to which the planform, sweep and dihedral corrections can readily be
applied.

Thus,

for the complete wings

CL COSAE I rcsp
WWq)
where

E

P
,

AJ}

(1.24)

irA cos A
is

the lifting surface correction,,[i 4/

is

the angle of sweep

i

the angle of dihedral

6" are the respective planform corrections.
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The Influence of Fluid Boundaries
When the wing is operating close to a fluid boundary, its "freeflight" aerodynamic characteristics are modified, to an extent depending on the type of boundary and the distance of the wing from it.
There are two main types of boundary:

(a) the rigid boundary - the walls of a wind tunnel in which a
wing is being tasted, and the ground
when an airplane is in the process of
taking off or landing.
(b) the free boundary

-

the boundary of an lopen-jet" tunnel,
where a wing is being tested in a jet of
air that is freely surrounded by the
atmosphere.

As will be shown below, this

is also equivalent to the effect on one
wing of an equal biplane.
The influence of fluid boundaries IW treated in detail in many
classica. workn3' 5 and will only be discussed briefly herein.

For

convenience, the term *ground effectw is used for the effect of a
rigid boundary, and "biplane effeot" for that of a free boundary.
While the biplane effect need maIdoa be considered in modern

OMFIDENTIAL
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aerodynamics, it is basically involved in the influence of the
water surface upon the characteristics of hydrofoils.

The presence of a rigid boundary at the distance IL from the
wing, as shown in Figure 1.12(a), affects the motion of the fluid
about the tip vortices originating at the wing.

By reasons bf

symmetry, this infuence is
identical to that of a

--

"mirror image" of the foil

)

I-

01O10 WALL

Lb

and vortex system at the

same distance k beyond the
(a) GROUND EFFECT

boundary.

(

(That is, the

R N
Hb--

F

h(

boundary can be replaced by
the mirror image, in consider-

hc

Eh
QUIVALENT
OUNIDARY
)'W*EE

ing the effect on the wing.)

A

(b) BIPLANE EFFECT

It is easily seen that the
downwash and the induced

angle at the wing are reduced.
As a consequence,

FIGURE 1.12

the lift

curve slope AC%,.

is

somevhat increased and the induced drag

decreased in the presence of a rigid boundary.

The biplane effect, on the other hartd, produces the opposite
results.

Consider the biplane represented in Figure 1.12(b) with

(CONFIDENTIAL
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the separation of 2h between the wings. Here, each wing provides the
same lift and has identical vortex systems in the same direction.

It

is easily seen that the downwash avid the induced angle at one wing
are increased due to the vortex system ef the other wing, in direct
apposition to the ground effect discussed above.

It can readily be

shown that a free boundary a distance k from a wing can be replaced

by a "biplane image" a distance 2h from the wing, and thus is
equivalent to the "biplane" effect on one wing.
The influence of either the ground effect or biplane effect on
the induced characteristics of the wing may be expressed as a factor,

K, in the equation

7.C,
The factor

K

d ()

IrA

is given in Figure 1.13*, as a function of l/b,

Kb denoting biplane effect and K

denoting ground effect.

It is

seen that at a given h/b the ground effect would decrease the induced
tems by the same amount as the biplane effect would increase them.
When h - o, the induced terms would vanish due to ground effect and

* See Figure 2.7,

Chapter 2, for a
more detailed graph.
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would double due to biplane effect, When

kb = Kg

-

1.0, the

Ofree-flight" condition exists, i.e. no boundary effect.

2

EPoECT

I

K6

BIPLANE AND GROUND EFFECT FACTORK

FIGURE 1.13
For small values of

"LI corrections to

K

must be made fto

such things as the actual tip clearance of dihedraled or swept
foils,

Furthermore, there are the effects of the image of the

lifting Vortex which is also present (but which has not been shm)
in the complete flow system near a boundary.

Such image influenee

the foil section characteristics when the distance
compared to the foil chord.
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Usually, for aircraft the ratio h/b is sufficiently large so
that thes, secondary influences are negligible.
however,

h/b

For hydrofoils,

is generally small and these effects must be considered.

Therefore, the treatment of these secondary influences, as well as
other boundary effects on the characteristics of hydrofoils, is given
in Chapter 2.

IiI
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Pitching Moment Characteristics
Foil Section Characteristics
As indicated in equations (1.5) and (1.6) above, the lift
originating in a nymmetrical foil section (due to angle of attack)
can be represented as a single force applied approximately at the
quarter-chord point.

The lift due to camber, however, is centered

at the half-chord point.
Taking the moments about the quarter-chord point, it is seen that
the moment is only due to the lift developed by camber. Thus, from
equation (1.6)

Cm/

(1.26)

and is a constant for any given foil section,

F/

being the foil camber

ratio, and is thus approximately independent of the magnitude of the
lift.
Experimental data on airfoil sectionsl,2 indicate that the value
of the coefficient and the chordwise position are slightly different
from the theoretical values given above.

It is therefore usual to

defi n the constant moment coefficient by

CM4Lc
which is taken about the aerodynamic center, or a.c.
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Effect of Planform
The aerodynamic center and the corresponding moment coefficient
for a complete wing depends on the geometry of the line of aerodynamic

centers and the spanwise life distribution.

Cm.,

For wings employing the same section shape,

and the a.c.

position are thb same as for the foil section when the a.c. line is
straight and normal to the direction of advance*

(This applies to

rectangular and tapered planforms without sweep, and is

independent

of lift distribution.)
For other cases, such as when sweep, twist and variations in
section shape are employed, the effects must be determined as a
function of geometry of the foil and the resultant lift distribution.
Methods for determining the spanwise loading distribution for foils of
arbitrary plan form are given by Deloung and Harper 9 .
In the particular case where the taper ratio bears a certain
relation to the angle of sweep as indicated in Figure
loading is

elliptical and the aerodynamic center is

+

. c.

.
where

X
A

from which

-

given byt

A +aw A

,o,*

" taper ratio (tip chord/root chord)
sweep angle

CM&C can be determined.
CON
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ANGLE OF SWEEP,A, DEGREES
PLANFORM

PARAMETERS FOR APPROXIMATE
ELLIPTIC LOADING

FIGURE 1.14

Pitching moment characteristics of wings of various configurations are, however, most readily determined from wind tunnel
tests.

Thus. available test data on wings of various form (such

as presented in

references 10 and 11) can be utilized to determine

the pitching moment of similar wings under consideration.
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Small Aspect Ratio Wings
In his treatment of lifting surfaces, Lawrence 15 also derives
values of the aerodynamic center for rectangular and triangular
wings of small aspect ratio.

(Triangular wings were assumed to have

the apex leading and the base trailing.)

The values given in Figure

1.15 are for the linear

portion of lift. (the
first

term of equation

-

1.21), measured from the
leading edge.

.

The non-

dc

k. z

-a

linear lift (second term
of equation 1.21) is
assumed to

be uniformly

applied over the planform,

1

so that for the rectangular

wing its center is at mid-

4

ASPECT RATIO

PERODYNAMIC CENTER
A

AEOYAICCNE

FOR SMALL ASPECT RATIO FOILS

chord, while for the

FI GURE 1.15

triangular wing it is at
the 2/3 chord position.

The effect of camber on the Iment of smll aspect ratio wings
has not been investigated speclfically.

It is

assmed that the'lift

due to camber is,applied at the mid-chord as for wings of larger
aspect ratio.
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Airfoil Drag

There are three basic types of drag (or resistance) that are
experienced by an airfoil, which are

(a)

the induced drag resulting from lift, as discussed above.

(b)

the friction drag, reaIting from the shear forces in the
fluid at the body.

As a function of the fluid velocity,

these forces are set up tangential to the contour of the
body, and the sum of the components in the direction of
the free fluid flow represent the friction drag.

(c)

the preseu.re drag, resulting from unequal pressures on
the front and rear of the body. In a perfect fluid, the
pressure (which acts normal to the contour of the body)
would have components in the direction of free fluid flow
which would sum up to zero.

However, due to viscous

effects, the pressures on the rear of the body are
reduced, resulting in a net pressure drag.

The magnitude

of this drag depends primarily on the shape of the body,
and is thus sometimes called "form drag".

CONFIDENTIAL
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The basic difference between
friction drag and pressure drag
-

can be best illustrated by con-

DRAG

FRICTION

sidering the drag on a thin flat
plate, as shown in Figure 1.16.
When the plate lies parallel to
the direction of flow, the drag
is almost entirely frictional;
when normal to the flow,
entirely due to pressure.

PRESSURE

It

FRICTION AND

is common procedure to couple

ON A

friction and form drag together

DRAG

PRESSURE DRAG

FLAT PLATE

as "parasite drag", which is

FIGURE 1.16

defined as that drag independent
of, or not due to, lift.

Parasite drag is

the rmost important component of the total drag

on a foil in the high speed ranges of aircraft and hydrofoil craft,
and is indeed an important consideration in all fields of fluid
mechanics.

A comprehensive treatment of the subject wculd be ex-

haustive and is not within the scope of this work.

Reference should

be made to staudard texts, Prandtl 3 for a presentation applicable to
airfoils and to Hoerner 7 for a detailed treatment of the parasite
drag of various aircraft components.
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Since the standard naval architect'ural texts explain the concept
of friction drag (frictional resistance of ships) and pressure drag
(eddy making resistance), it is not considered necessary to dwell on
the general aspects of this subject at this time.

Particular appli-

cation to hydrofoils is given in detail in following chapters.

It should be pointed out, however, that there
are slight differences in the procedure of
analyzing parasite drag as employed in aircraft
and ship design. Airfoil drag coefficients are
referred to the plan area of the wing, and other
aircraft components (nacelles, fuselages, etc.)
are referred to on the frontal or cross-sectional
area; whereas the standard ship practice is to use
the total wetted area of all submerged components.
Furthermore, the marine industry has adopted the
"Schoenherr line" for turbulent friction, whereas
in aeronautics no standard has been adopted
although the "Prandtl-Schlichting line" is in
general favor.

The procedure employed herein is

to use the reference areas

employed in aerodynamics (except for hulls, where marine methods are
retained) but basing the friction drag coefficients on Schoenherr's
function,

CONFIDENTIAL
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Airfoil Data

The aircraft industry has published a wealth of information on
The evolution of the characteristics of

airfoil characteristics.*
hydrofoils,

as presented herein, has been accomplished by drawing

heavily on this information, utilizing airfoil theory with such
corrections as have been indicated by experimental data.

This

material has been applied directly or modified as required for
surface effects, as can be seen in the chapters that follow.

Some of the data is
usable form so that it

of basic nature and is

published in readily

can be applied directly to the hydrofoil..

Thus, NACA has published correlated section data on a wide variety
of airfoil shapesl

, 2,

l 6 , from which the basic section characteristics

can be readily ascertained.

Figure 1.17 shows a typical set of data

available for one of the MACA series.

* See "Index of NACA Technical Publications"

National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

Washington, D. C.
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H
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SECTION

MACA 65,-212

TYPICAL SECTION CHARACTERISTICS

FIGURE 1.17

From this particular data, the following two-dimensional ohweteristics can be found,
section lift coefficient
section lift curve slope
section drag coefficient (smooth and rough-various

Reynolds numbers)
section moment coefficient (about the 1/ chord and
about the a.o.)
angle of zero lift
maximum lift coefficient
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Data is alvo available on the characteristics of misoellaneous
shapes and bodies, flaps, etc. as may be required for a detailed
analysis of hydrofoils but which are too varied to allow individual
treatment in the text that follows.
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SUBMERGED FOILS

General Considerations

The hydrodynamic characteristics of hydrofoils operatiaig in water
are closely related to those of airfoils operating in air.

When the

hydrofoil is so deeply submerged as to be considered operating in an
infinite fluid, it is directly equivalent to the airfoil, taking into
account the difference in density between water and air (and assuming
that speeds are below those at which cavitation in water and compressibility in air would be influential).

In the prtactical case, the hydrofoil acts close to the water
surface with a consequent effect on its

hydrodynamic properties.

This effect can be accounted for to some extent by classical airfoil
treatment of the influence of fluid boundaries, but it also requires
consideration of the gravity effect that is

unique to a body operating

near the water surface (the boundary between two fluids of great
difference in density).

This gravity effect produces an increase in

drag on the foil and is represented physically by a wave system similar
to that produced by a ship.

(The wave system is treated in Chapter 6.)

The basic hydrofoil theory, therefore, takes into account all
surface effects on a simple, fully submerged foil.

From the relation-

ships established from the theory, the "airfoil" effects and the
effects cau be separated and independently considered for general
engineering application.
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Corrections to the basic hydrofoil characteristics for variations
in foil geometry, the effects of struts and other appendages,

and the

influence of various operational factcrs can be readily and clearly
indicated as functions of the "airfoil" and "wave" effects considered
separately°

The hydrodynamic characteristics of the fully submerged foil are
treated in this chapter along these lines; surface-piercing foils are
treated in Chapter 3.

The influence of cavitation has not been con-

sidered in the derivation of these foil characteristics.

The con-

ditions under which cavitation will occur, and the consequent effect
on the foil properties are treated in Chapter 12.
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Hydrofoil Theory
Two-Dimensional The.ory

The concept of a rectilinear vortex advancing in a fluid has been
used in the development of airfoil theory, as indicated in Chapter l.
It can be &imilarly used to develop hydrofoil theory

with the added

condition that the vortex i' located below a free water surface.

This case has been investigated by Kotchin I, with the results that
the lift is modified by the free surface and a drag on the vortex is

produced (in association with a surface wave).

The relationships are

given as:

L =fV®b oe
where

4Th

n~l(21

•

L

is the lift

DW

is the "wave drag"
is the span (considered to be infinite

in the two-dimensional case)

h. is the depth of submergence
V
(-

is the fluid velocity
is the value of the circulation
is

/is

the fluid density
the acceleration of gravity
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1

and*d

Equation (2.1) indicates that the lift of the vortex in infinite
fluid (the first term of the equation, as shown in Chapter 1) is
modified by an image system due to the proximity of the free surface.
This image system changes the magnitude and direction of the fluid
flow, resulting in a change in lift, indicated in equation (2.1) and
a drag of the "induced" type, equation (2.2).

It can be seen from the

equations that both the drag and the change in lift reduce to zero as
the subnergence approaches infinity, thus

oducing to the case for

the foil in infini.e fluid.

Values of the factor

f

1

13

are given in Figure 2.1 as a function

5

4

/Fhl$vdfh

FiOURE 2.i
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of the Frou .e number,

.

.l'

It is seen that in the limiting

cases

F &

.0. A4
"--,o
*

and thus, from equation (2,1)p the image system is. seen to be that
of a"mirror" image at F4 v 0
indicated in Figure 2.2.

and a "biplane" image at

F
r

change in fluid velocity past the

h

VF

vortex, but no change in fluid

h

"

r

Thus, the wave drag
Ph, 0

must be zero and is so indicated
in evaluating equation (2.2) at

*a onl
-

&a

VORTEX SYSTEMS AT
LIMITING FROUDE NUMSERS

these limiting Froude numbers.

(At

as

In these

cases, the image "produces" a

direction.

a co

ften the sub-

(h b I

FIGURE 2.2

mergence is not zero.)

For practical applications of hydrofoil craft, the speed is
high and the foil submergence is relatively low so that the Froude

number,

F• V/jjE

, is high.

velocity is concerned, the value

Insofar as the effect on fluid

fl

*1.0

generally used without serious error.

Then, equation (2.1) may be written

CONFIDENTIAL
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=

L
or

o (V(-,t)

b

(.)

uCLC(Y)

where

44.

the decrease in fluid velocity at the
vortex due to its biplane image.

,

L/,vS
5

CLI2

Thus, the equation for the lift

of the vortex near the free

surface can be treated as that of a vortex in infinite fluid with the
velocity

(V.A) instead of V.

From Chapte,

1, then, the circulation

around the equivalent foil section can be written

-~~
where

0(c.
~ (v-A

C

is the foil chord

4(e

is the angle of attack of the foil in two
dimensions (measured from the angle of zero
lift
for cambered foils).

2

From equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4), the lift and drag can be
derived for the foil, in coefficient forms

CL

VVT
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where

COW

V'S

Fh

-

(e.VV)

is given in Figure 2.6 as a function of

Noting that At u

14 r/,

the value of

V

,

can be determined

from equation (2-4),

V-AA

)2(2.7)

At normally small angles of attack, the effect on the fluVi
is negligible for uubmergence
,(V

.)JL

z

velocity

of over 1 chord, and

1.0

when

h/C >I.O

V
As the submergence decreases, however, the effect on lift
important.

becomes

Furthermore, with a foil of finite chord, the imfiwense ot

the vortex image must be considered over the entire ahord,,

instead of

only at the lifting line as heretofore assumed.
Finite Chord Corrections
When the submergence is small, the curvature of the fluid flew due
to the vortex image appreciably affects the lift
foil section.

characteristics of the

This can be treated by a simple approximate method

familiar in aerodynamics , which is to consider the flom sempemns at

CONFIDENTIAL
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(

a "control" point 1/2 chord

\

behind the location of the
lifting vorteg, as indicated

h
C/11

The downward

in Figure 2.3.

$F

velocity component due to

both vortices at this point

FiGURE 2.3

j*'*en

(2.8)

WA~

and the reduction in horizontal velocity

AG......

IT 4e544

7

(2,9)

NoW to satisfy the condition that there is no fluid flow

2

the

foil, the angle of attack must be equal to the angle of fluid flows
or

which by combining equtions (2,3),ad (2.9) is

,A

(2.10)

From equation (2.6)

to which =Ait be addled the "induded" wave angle.
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Oombining equati( to (2.3) and (2.9), and noting that for small
values of "/V,

higher )owers can be diaregarded,

CL

(2

C (-)

V[(4, .V

'.2)

v

and
I,'LCL
U

__

where

1J

.

,,.l3)

4h/

The total foil angle (neat.'wared from the angle of zero

.,t) and

the total wave drag coefficient -.
an then be found by vmbati ','inof
term z

c ,,

The derivftives

(,WCL)CL[

I

2

andl
=

h

(2.14)

are similar in 1"rrm except that

the respective factors for the efftetiv

TI - 2.10

fluid valoltf.y are

'

M,

(v.

Me d , *

LLCL)

1 4 U4
L

Squatione (2.10j
ir

ara

addk.)

%j(, dlmeni~lo!sr

e

'asic equations for the hydro-

a. 'ollowing

and indlcate

effects of the free

Cr..A
C

k)

iri

wV~

f~f.
r.

In

o'

/

(b)

h~

MOew

Vz'oude

th' wave effects disappear.

(inite oic...
f;

e0

Ait nfinite

r . ratio

itIHI4r~~l

number or Irifint

of submergence FrOUde

',_ %~.
function

the. va) j of

1.become

Vite-

of 1'k,

At value. of

negligible.

theories f 'the Umdpe ia
ft",~ "ilk t~
been advanced
iKooii 3 and KIsvub*
-4Fo~
eto are not an -lowly illustrated 40I t
asOmAINted 4e eaae for log" t*6'MM ftee 0i
&
igI~ble wave
&~et
M~ the 2o3ul
"gelolg
ethtkg
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The Foil of Finite S
Fo.r the foil of finite span, there is the additional influence of
the trailing vortex system.

In Chapter 1, the induced effeat# on a

finite wing in the presence of a fluid bou.dary were shown to be
1)
~((

IA

which were added directly to the airfoil properties in two dimemeionsp
to give the total wing characteristics.
However, thi
foil.

procedure cannot be u ed in the case of the hydro-

Both the finite chord and wave effects in two dimaenion

are

modified by finite span oonsiderattonj and tUe airfoil indroed effeets
are modified by the influence of gravity.

Therefore, the hdrofoil of

finite span must be investigated as an entity.

The oonoep& of separate,

additive terms will be useful however in evaluating the charaooristics
of the foil, as will later be shown.
n the development of the theory of the hydrofoil of finite
span, the vortex line concept is used.

Finite chord effect* ae not

conasidered herein, but will be re-intr ued later.

The hydrodynaes of tbe vortedK li

of fivite mpe* In th vieftMW

of the free surface, (and In Infinitely do" water) sW
SOAte
works

by nve'al autbws

7 's .

hftwoee*e3*beUP

o the detaile end procedure requi,04 t

n-

Smtto 40,e~r

doteftbw
et

tk&ft~t~wa
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characteristics of the hydrofoil, since the expressions derived are
rather complicated and do not lend themselves to simple formulation
or evaluation.

Qualitatively, however, the characteristics can be shown to be
composed of three major components,
(a)

as followas

The aerodynauic induced effects of a foil in the presense
of a rigid wall.

This is

identical to the ground effect

discussed in Chapter 1, wherein the induced angle is
modified by the factor, K43
(b)

The lateral wave induced effect, due to the trailing vo'-ex
system (the trailing vortices from the foil tips and their
images above the water surface).

The induced factor varies

with Froude nmber, from the limiting vilue 0r.)
,

ere

4

to

is the biplane factor.

The total effect of the above components
together results in a function similar to,&
which is gi*n in Figure 2,1 above.

(e) The transverse wave induced effect, due to tUe lifting
Vete Istem (the if1MA Ine wfrtm 1A V t
image. above thbe free
woSe~).
h
a..4wt

w~it~eas

(

.b"0"
mo

"AO0/4a

Vote

ei j

A,0f
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Breslin8 evaluated the drag of a foil of aspect ratio 10 at a submergiace/span ratio of 0.084.

The results for an

usumied elliptical lift

distribution are shown in Figure 2.4, with the effect of each component
being indicated.
Practical Considerations

As indicated above and as shown in Figure 2.-,
dynamic and lateral wave effect is

the combined aer.-

similar to the function given for

the two-dimensional case (compare Figure 2.l)j and as in that case, it
may be considered equivalent to the biplane effect at high Froude
numbers.

That is,

the induced angle of the foil in infinite fluid is

14.

modified by the biplane factor,

However, Figure 2.4 indicates that the difference in transverse
wave drag between the three-dimensional theory and the two-dimensional
theory is

significant.

so arcdous that it

Ivaluation of the three-dimensional formla is

appears more reasonable for engineering purposes to

use the two-dimensional formula, reduced by a suitable factor.
Arbitrarily the factor

(

iis

used, which factor has a simple

correlation to that used for the

f-fect of the trailing vorties.

i)

Thus. the equation for the imdued

lift

angle is

in tLe pemo.

of

the free surfaces

nI

2. U

1I
,I
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A

CL

WA

Ii

and the transverse wave lift angle is

Caz= ( o
where (:L
(W

is the induced lift angle in infinite fluid
)

is the wave lift

angle in two-dimensional flow.

From this, the following concept can be stateds
The induced angle of a foil of finite span in infinite
fluid is increased by two additive terms as the foil
approaches the free water surface.

One of these is due

to the effect of the surface on the trailing vortices,
the other on tha lifting vortex. Each of these term
ins modified in the same dogme by a common fastor
that depends on the submsrgence-span ratio of the foil.

The wse of this factor (k-

) for the transverse wave effsets M

have little theoretical justification, but -is onsidered to be ot tiw
proper magnitude,.

Applying this factor to the cae shown in Fie

2.4, the tot&l drag is seen to agree reasonably with that deuived by
the complete theory.
CONFIDENTIAL
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Basic Foil Characteristics
As indicated in the preceding section, the hydrodynamic characteristics of the hydrofoil are approximately given as the Bum of two
distinct components:
(a)

The aerodynamic characteristics of a foil operating near
a free fluid boundary.

These are identified as the basic

airfoil effects, denoted by the subscrIpt 4. in the equations.
(b)

The additional transverse wave effects occurring in the
presence of the water surface.

These are identified as the

wave effects, denoted by the subscript w in the equations.
The basic ;irfoil effects are given in Chapter 1.

For the hydro-

foil, however, the finite chord and reduced fluid velocity corrections
must be added to account for small foil submergence.
tezu

involving U

(introduced in the preceding section for the two-

simensional case) must then be added.
of U

The correction

For finite foils, the values

have been calculated along the span, and the average value

determined.

Thus, the airfoil term can be shown to bes

WA
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where

is the factor denoting change in fluid flow, and
i.s given in Figure 2.5

It

is the lifting surface correction,

r

1 4 I/4

, ' are the respective planform correction terms,
given in Chapter 1

K

is the biplane factor, generalized to account for
various foil configurations, as later indicated.
For the basic foil, the factor is Kb given in
Figure 2.7.

The wave effects are readily determined from the hydrofoil
theory given in the preceding section:

t(.......-O4-'
("l
Values of

(e .

ctL4) I(e*

(Vb-,)

and(I(6 -I) are given in Figure 2.6.
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%L~allow Water Corrections

Operations in shallow water affect both the airfoil and wave induced characteristics*

For the airfoil components, the induced effects

are reduced by the usual ground effects but this involves such extremely
shallow water (depth frois foil to bottom of 1/2 foil span or less) that
it is not a practical operating condition and can be ignored.
Howevers the wave induced components are influenced in moderaely
deep water by the presence of the bottom, depending on the speed at
which the foil is travelling,
than

Thus, when the depth of water is loes

(or the craft speed in above the

the transverse wave effects vanish.

critical value, V, ir~Z

In the subcritical range, the wave

effects are modified to some Wxent which has not been determined**
Tentatively, the following factor is proposed for correcting the
wave drag in shallow watr operations:

'1~;o

I-

4. V-(J
(2.20)

by wbiah the wave induced effects,. equations (2.18) and (2.19) should
be waltiplieei.
tivo-.dinm'o9mr theory of waye drag in shallow water has bees
*drnta,1 li~ Neyez*, but shove little correlation witi4 imodel toots
of ti.
spa foil,. The toot reuults 1 0 ll are else obssue *A
that th* actual shallow water effect caumt be detezmdtned, becaue
there xoe no .~primsbtal results on the wave drag ,a deep yates
to a~fforl campawison,

*A
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Summary of Basic Foil Characteristics
The total effects of the foil are then determined by adding the
twe Components, thugs

1

dCL

4t(cis)

dij'K"q)

(2.21)4

(2.22)

where for the simple, horizontal foil the airfoil effects are given in
equations (2.16) and (2.17) and the wave effects in equations (2.16)
and (2.19).

In the following sections of this chapter, the effects of

struts and other appurtenances, changes in foil geometry, ete. are
considered as they affect the airfoil characteristics of the simple
foil.

The wave induced effects are not considered changed from that

given above (ecept where epecifically noted).
istios would still

The total character-

be expressed as the sum of the airfoil and wave

effects, but with modified values as required.

IIAL
1-
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 2.1

I

DETERMINE THE CHARACTERISTIGS OF A
FULLY SUBMERGED FOIL
THE FOIL IS RECTANGULAR, WITH A SPAN OF 20FT.
AND A CHORD OF 2 FT.,OPERATING AT A SUMERGENCE
OF 3FT.
DETERMINE THE EFFECTS AT SPEEDS OF 30,35 6 40 KNOTS
AT AN AVERAGE WATER DEPTH OF '200 FT.

PARTICULARS

10
1.5
0.15
V :50.1 59-Z
6.0Z
Fhz V/Vh 5.16
0.54
VP/d - 0.40
A
h/c
h/b

67.6 I(f/sec)
ro59
0,11

AIRFOIL EFFECTS
E ,I.oz
0.04 (Fiwce Z.5)
1L.
K&Kb I.37 (F twe T.1)
O'Z2'(Fgure 1. of 4cWr 1)
,"=

6

O.O'0018
Fro~n Egitetor (2.16):

Fro" EIl;,.tlon (2.1l)

-.0. 04"7 (/.to64.)
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 2.1

SH2O

NNAVE EFFECTS
F~orn Fijure 2.6
Z Fhl
'5.37

Kb-l

F'rom Equations (Z.8,Z1)
2t42Z0
(.

0.Q!.7(1-0.,40)u.OQZ5(I40.OSCL)

(i. 0.08 CL)'O

QL
0.0105(1-0.71) 'o.00015 (14'.O8CL)

~dCL~w0.013(1-0.54)'O.0015(1+0.08

cICow

0.00Z5 (I4O.O6CL)

d(CL%)

0.001:5 (1+0.O6CL)

0.00075(010.06 CL)
TOTAL EFFECTSAssmea 4esigm CL:0.50 at 30 Knots

cI

30

0.50

is
40__1_O-2

1

dC6..

(clo(.

Acow

AA.

JLCo

oZ8

0.003 0.049 0.003 0.231

0.052

0.25

0.002 '0.049

'0002 01L7

0.050

0.5

0.0491

0.349

j 0 2 24 , 0.001
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Effects of Struts, End Plates and Nacello.

The changes in induced effects due to struts, end platee, nacelles

end other similar attachments to the foil can be considered due to two
separate causes t
First, a favorable effect due to the retarding of spanwise flow.
This is the commonly known "end plate effect" and may be
considered as a redistribution of trailing vortices along the
surface of the attached member rather than the foil
ing in a reduction of induced angle and drag.

result=

Theoretical

analyses have been made for airfoils and the results are
readily adapted to hydrofoils.
Second, an adverse effect (generally) which is a function uf the
thickness (spanwise extent) of the attachment.

This effect

is generally identified as "interference* and is due to the
interruption of spanwise lift distribution and/or due to the,

constriotion in flow past the body. Analysis of test data

is the most suitable means for evaluating this effect.
End Struts and Znd Plates
Analysis of the biplane, boxplane anti end plate effects on airfoil!r
have been made by several authors, and ate as given by Du and1 2 .
Hcerner 13 has shown these effects referrod to a hydrofoil, and the
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functions are reproduced in Figure 2.7 in term of the factors, K(, by
which the basic airfoil induced offset must be modified.

Thust

Kb

is the hydrofoil wbiplaneW effect, a function of

1Kbe

is the hydrofoil with end struts, ftoxplaiw" effects

K0 is

the'end plate effects a function of

The following relationships are seen to exist, 4apOPrexiate

Kb.'

K~I+

The end plate efet

4#,

(2.*23)J

-b

h/4

is derived for a foil in inf~.nte fluid

with a pair of end plates of actual heights

ho .

However, for the hjafw-

foil, the end plate effectiveness is modified by the presene of the
free eurftee and an effective end plate weigkt must be wmbs~ttw& bs'
the actual height in equation (2.2004
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t!

....
IS=

FIGURE 2.8

From Figure 2.8, considering the upper portion of the end plate

only, the end plate effect approaches the boxplane condition when
the ratio 46A approaches 1.0, and the effective end plate height
is then 1/2 that of the actual height, from equations (2.23).and
(2.24).

For the lower portion of the end plate, the effeotivenese

is increased as

1

p

approaches zero (due to the influence of its

image), so that at

0, the effetiv'e end plate height Is
O

twice the actual height.*
Thus, depending on submergence, the effective height varies
between 1/2 and 1.0 for the upper end plate and between 2.0 and
1.0 for the lower end plate. An empirical~formla to deterads

can be visevlised as follows:she biplane 'LA" of tto trailifg vortex reduces the spanvise flow of tuid .
the up wroil
.ureOcae ard) and ihoresase the'sp*0wis flow on the' lovoa
surf ace (outward). Therefore# the upper. end. plae, is lee. effectve., the lower end plate more effective than i4iffnit
luid.

*This

1I

-
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the total end plate effectiveness at a submergence, 1%, is as follows

b ,

(2.25)

Effect of Struts and Plates Inboard of Foil

Tips

The effectiveness of struts and end plates is reduced as the
member is moved inward from the foil tips.

Mangler l 4 calculated the

effectiveness of end plates in various spanwise positions on an airfoil and the results are shown by Hoerner 13 to be a function of the

epanwise position, #b

,

and the end plate height, h..

shown that a good approximation for any k4/b

It can be

is that the effective

height is reduced in the ratio
where 44 is the distance of the plate from the midspan of the foil.
Assuming this correction to apply for both plates and struts for the
hydrofoil, the total

K

factor can then be determined for the hydro-

foil. Thus, for a foil of the configuration shown in Figure 2.91

SURFACE

FvOURE a.9
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(2.26)

(is
whr

L);

is determined from equation (2,25).
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 2.2

,

"' ov

DETERMINE THE K FACTOR FOR THE
FOLLOWING CONFIGURATION
I
I

I
I

3#

36

AVERAGE CHORD" 1.5'
FOR FOIL, STRUTS B
END PLATES

M~CrO9R
8/PZA4Vf
7OR 27
81 r£F
FP'oa'Z P/yut'e 2. 7

END - PUrE E/ ,e'fC"/VE5

$

rorL A rrOR
K-/'i./83/

f

. .

L.14(a.0.3 + 20o/3aJ

=0.924
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End Plate Effect of Nacelles

It

has been shown by Hoerner

15

that a nacelle (wing tank) of

cylindrical shape has an effective end plate height of 1/2 the
diameter of the nacelle.
effect is

When located at the wing tip, however, this

counteracted by the rolling up of the trailing vortices more

readily due to the round tip, with , consequent reduction in effective

span equal to 1/2 the nacelle diameter. Thus, in this case, when considering the overall span to the outside of the nacelle, there in no
end plate effect.

However,

in order to formulate the end plate affect for all span-

wise locations of the nacelle,

the nominal span may "e considered to

be between centers of the tip nacelles.

Then, adding the end plate

effect, the same net relationship is derived.

As indicated in Figure

2.10, the total end plate effect of nacelles can be estimated by
considering:

(a)

the height is equal to 1/2 the rounded part of the nacelle
plus the full height of any flat sides

(b)

the spanwise location is

meaoured to the center of the

nacelle,
With these dimensions, the effect can then be calculated on the basis
of the end plate formulas derived above.
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(0) CONSIDERING FULL SPAN -NO END PLATE EFFECT

b
(b)

A

CONSIDERING SPAN TO tE NACELLEPLUS END PLATE EFFECT

Cc.+ d/m

p
(C NACELLE INBOARD OF TIP

(0) TYPICAL END PLATE VALUES

FIGURE 2.10

Effect of Lateral Area on End Plate Effect
The above formulations for struts, end plates and nacelles have
been derived on the basis of these members having a chord (longitudinal.extent) equal to that of the foil.

However,

depending on the

total lateral area of the member, and the shape of that area, the
effect may be greater or smaller than indicated above.

There are no

definite formulas available to account for this effect, but
tendencies can be noted, as in Figure 2.11.

GONFIDENTIAL
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members are full at the foll and tapering towards the upper and/or
lower ends they are more effective than those (such as struts) that
are full at the ends and taper towards the foil.

For rectangular

or near rectangular members, the effective height may be considered
to vary directly as the ratio of the mean chord -if the lateral area
to the chord of the foil.

LESS EFFECT

STANDARO EFFECT

GREATER EFFECT

END PLATE EFFECTIVENESS AS INFLUENCED 8y LATERAL AREA I

SHAPE

FIGURE 2.11
Interference
The "interference" effects arise due to the disruption of flow
at the foil caused by the superposition of other bodies on the foil.
Such interferences cause additional viscous effects (as treated in
Chapter

4)

and additional induced effects.
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The lift induced effects are due to disruption of spanwise distribution of liftj i.e. the superimposed body removes a portion of liftproducing foil area, causing a reduction in lift
lift along the remaining span of the foila

and a redistribution of

Opposing this effeot, the

constriction of fluid flow at the sides of the body results in super-

velocities of the fluid and thus a local increase of foil lift at the
intersection.

Tost data 13 indicates that the overall effect of a foil-strut
intersection is

to reduce the lift

induced drag for a given lift).

(or increaso the induced angle and
A simple analytioal expression can be

dorived for this effect by aesuming the lift

to be lost over that

portion of the foil span occupied by the struts, ts , and neglecting
the effet

of amuper-volocities.

By further assuming the upper foil

surface develops 2/3 of the total lifts
ference effect on the lift

it

can be shown that the Inter-

anglo slope and the induced drag may be

approximately expressed as

4A " ( 14
whore

r

4 q-'j

C~

ame the values derived without inter-

I

forence effects

COIFIDTNTM
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is a factor which depends on the strut thicknees,
foil span and spanwise location of the strut. This
is given by

P70.8

e-( Ma]
D5/

is the maximum strut thickness to foil span ratio

4is the strut location ratio, as given, above.
The above relationships are given for each strut on the
surface of a foil, where the junction is mll-filleted, and as such
agrees well with experimental data. For other conditions, the value
of I given above must be multiplied by:
(a) the number of struts

(b) 1/2 - for lower surface struts
(c) 2

- for unfilleted Junctions

It should be noted that the above relationship represent*
the interference effect of a foil-strut junction as a
function of lift (or angle of attack). I is not knoa
exactly whether this effect is induced or parasitic in
nature for convenience it is represented herein as
induced. The interference effect at sero lift is essentiall
parasitic and is given in Chapter 4.
The induced interference effects of naeelles are more difficult te
evaluate, being sensitive to nacelle vise and pesition.

Theoretioal

investigationslaI 16 indicate that the effects ef superimpesed
nacelles of emall extent on the laduced characteristics of wings are

smail. Test data1 7 on wing-fuselage intersections indicates that

01FIDUNTIAL
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an increase in induced drag is accompanied by an increase in lift,
both effects being minimized by appropriate fairings at the junctiona.
Therefore, in the absence of specific test data for considered foilnacelle configurations, the interference effect of nacelles maW be
neglected.
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 2.3
D~ETERMINE THE K FACTOR FOR THE FOLLOWING
FOIL- STRUT - NACELLE CONFIGURATION.
SURFACmn

BLkANE FACTOR
From

Fi 4gure 2.7,

1.542 (at h/b '0. 25)

kb

END - PLATE EFFECTIVENESS

Struts

stput effective he't ss

-The

2.5'

A23UMC AM effeCtlVe nacelle kuni&h if

if.

1.1)75

as ft. The",

the effective he.ihts. &rd.
5(5 - . ) Ak
6.k 0o.
.h*1.0

SIP

x

0So (Jo Angtwl
1.75

Then, from equation (2.25)

M&TA

K FAICTOR
From

Eaan (226)

4 4 ,
L'c

4.0.) x 13,

51Y.WWN385J
n -. 2.5

1.3

ArJ)
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Effects of Planform, Sweep and Dihedral
Effects of Planfom
Corrections to the induced angle and induced drag for a wing not
having elliptical lift

distribution have been indicated in Chapter 1.

The corrective factors are (

T) and I 14- J

respectively,

'r and Jr

being derived from the methods indicated.
In the presence of a free surface or in an equivalent biplane,
the value of the planform corrections and their relationship to the
Glauert 1 8 proposed that T and

biplane factor are not exactly known.

derived for the monoplane be added directly to the biplane factor
to give combined factors. (-C4 K)

and (J + K)

.

It appears more son-

venient to apply each factor independently, so that the combined
factors are

K (,4.)

and

with little loss in accuracy.

K(,+,)

This latter method is used herein, as

indicated in equations (2.16) and (2.17) above.
In regard to the wave induced effects, it has been shown by

Breslin 8 that uni.,-ra lift distribution results in less wave effects
than elliptical distribution.

Depending therefore on the relative

magnitude of airfoil effects and wave offecta, the espbia
is probably somewhat between the elliptical and rectangua,

planfora
Nowever,

CONFIDENTIAL
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the difference is small at high Froude numbers, and in view of the
empirical correction already applied to the wave effects of a finite
foil, equations (2.18) and (2.19),
regarded in

the effect of planform may be dis-

numerical computations of wave effects.

Effects of Sweep

As shown in Chapter 1, the effect of sweep may be expressed as

Otc4
CL
.

Where

CoA

lC.
dot 0

itk s

(2.27)

ii the angle of sweep
is the section lift angle, a function of

dQ 'dthe lifting vortex

is the induced lift angle, a function of
ECLi the trailing vortices.

k.

is a factor, determined from specific test data.

I¢eosA generally, and so in the

It was also shown that
absence of specific test data,

(2.28)

eO.
C

d9COA
where S

and- C

d(N )

are the complete airfoil functions
in the absencs of swep.
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For deeply submerged hydrofoils,

the above relationships can be

used, substituting the appropriate values of

(a)and

in equations "2 .16 ) and (2.17) for the airfoil effects.

O

given

The wave

effects are unchanged, the average submergence of the swept foil being
used in equations (2.18) and (2.19).

However, at small submergence, the above relationships are not expected to be accurate when large angle of sweep are employed.

The

biplane effect derived from the relatively simple lifting line theory
is

considered inadequate to show the inf.iencp- of the swept geometry

and: the variation in submergence (between the midspan and tip of the
foil at angles of attack).

The wave induced effects would also be modified by these factors, considering the interference in the waves generated along the span.
It is therefore necessar.t to obtain test data on hydrofoils of
large sweep and low submergences before accurate characteristics can
be determined.

Effects of Dihedral

The effects of dihedral on a fully submerged foil can be estimated
from the two established conditions for which the foil properties are
known.

Thus,

as indicated in Chapter 1, dihedral dces not affect the

induced characteristics for a foil in infinite fluid; while for a foil

CONFIDENTIAL
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with the tips touching the surface
(surface-piercing foil), the in-

L

duced effects are equivalent to

SURFACE

those of a foil with end struts

(boxplane condition) at the submergence i

hmnZ,

as is

shown in Chapter 3 following.

FIGURE 2.12

The effects of dihedral for any submergence can then be
estimated from the following

Kr
where

r

+.kt/
.b
1+
h/b

(2.29)

is the dihedral angle

kt/b is the tip submergence/foil span ratio

h/b is the average foil submergence ratio, k%,+
+enV4
Kb is the biplane coefficient (as may be modified by
other factors given previously) for the average
submergence ratio,
It is seen that at large valuea of k"/bp Kb approaches 1.0.
At k*/b - 0 (surface-piercing foil), K

is equal to the boxplane

effect given in equation (2.23) for a submergence of

bP 4" r.

As indicated in Chapter I, the effect of dihedral modifies the
foil section angle by the factor 41c

CONFIDENTIAL
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dihedral on the airfoil lift angle can then be written
cois r

where

/!L
L

and:
*c

foC

,

4- ((2.30)

are the lift
angles for the foil without
dihedral (at the mean submergence

is the foil angle measured at the foil
midspan in the vertical plane.

The wave effects can be estimated by using the subntergence
I ,1

±I'

in equations (2.18) and (2.19).
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 2.4
DETERMINE THE K FACTOR FOR A SUBMERGED
FOIL HAVING SWEEP AND DIHEDRAL
I

SR
DIHEDRAL,
re
SWEEP,
A
FOIL CHORD

a I5b
a300
a 2 FT.
STRUT C40RD
a 2 FT.
TIP SUBMEqGENCE 2.5 FT.

45'

D.1060 RAL

FE

c -

From Eq.r4"eon (z.Zq)

1"4, -t(+or)4 c2.;/,,4@'2s/4 " .%

hb-

?.7

F-..m F. u
The,

1

a
• 4 2-5/s

5w..,

1.137

CpEracT

From 6qu&,.
KA.

(t.28), &ik,al
,

30"

ti s4k
#| euc94rg Vio
u

1.51

:sTftoT EFF~c-r

S.nce some, "e.d.phtfe" t fd is ,h,,veJ b6tAWJ,
ft a g ti shro# Iknow is seqJ (meuJ df afrqre,
w
5
then, h/,
2.4 1.5 +h1 I'624
1
TOTAL

K FAcoot
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Foils of Small Aspect Ratio

For hydrofoils of small aspect ratio operating at a greater
submergence than 1 chord or 1 span (whichever foil dimension is
larger), the airfoil formulas for lift and drag given in Chapter I
should apply.

At smaller submergences, the biplane images will have an effect
as heretofore shown, with several
important distinctions.

As in-

Th

dicated in Figure 2.13, the bound

h

vortex image acts on the foil at
a point C/tE

behind the lifting

vortex (as suggested by DeYoung
and Harper 1 9).

Also, since angles
BOUND VORTEX IMAGE EFFECT

of attack tend to be large for

SMALL ASPECT RATIO FOIL

small aspect ratio foils, this

FIGURE 2.13

must be considered in determining A4 and

w , as shown. Thus, the

image effects are not linear and must be determined for each
individual case.

Generally, the expression for the lift would have the following
form:

CL

[

PC,
M+-Si"ac
+/,,

CODFE'hNIAL

2A4
.b

+ ESen'~.cos c

(2.31)
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where AA)

and /(W)

must be determined.

Since foils of small aspect ratio are not considered of general
or important application in hydrofoil craft, the above factors have
not been evalUated.
and A

-

Tests 20 have been conducted on foils of A

1

1.0 at various small submrgences and the data can be utilised

directly in estimating the lift, drag and pitching moment characteristics of similar foils.
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Pitching Moment Characteristics
For deeply submerged foil8, the pitching moment characteristics
given in Chapter I for airfoils may be used without serious error.
Thus, the pitching moment and the aerodynamic center can be determined

.from airfoil section characteristics (either theoretical or
experimental) and applied over the foil when the "equivalent wing"
lift distribution is ascertained.
For foils of shallow submergence (one chord or less), the pitohing moment characteristics are expected to be affected by the influence
of the vortex images, particularly when' the foil employs large angles
of sweep and dihedral.

It is considered necessary to run tank tests

on the configuration when accurate pitching moment characteristics are
required (particularly in cases where controllable foils are employed,
pivoting around some given axis).
For pr liminary purposes and where simiple planforms are employed,
the pitching moment characteristics can be estimated from the following
considerations.
The biplane image of the lifting vortex has been shown to cause
an increase in section lift anglej or, inversely, it causes a decrease
in section lift at a given angle of attack.

This is due to the

curvature of the fluid flow at the foil, which may be considered

CONFIDENTIAL
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equivalent to a reduction in effective foil camber.

Thus, there is

an increment of lift acting downward at the mid-chord position.

This

increment of lift can be shown to be

d

ACL
is
the

where

od,

)

C

4

C

(2.32)

is the lift slope of the foil in infinite fluid
in the increase in section lift angle due to the

vortex image
U

is given in Figure 2.5.

For foils of large aspect ratio A- Io
of

U

,

the two-dimensional value

can be used without serious error (see equation 2.13), and

equation (2.32) reduces to

ACL

CL

S

(2.33)

[U4 h/C)4 1]
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The forces on the foil can
then be represented as shown in

Figure 2.1hs. Cvna

GL+AC

and the a.c.

position in infinite fluid, and

e.

can be found as indicated in
Chapter 1.

L

-

6CL

The total foil pitch-

ing moment characteristics can

FIGURE 2J4

then readily be determined.

It

is seen that the value

of

AC

L

increases with decrease

of submergence, and the center of pressure correspondingly moves
forward towards the leading edge.

Available test data 20 on the

center of pressure of hydrofoils shows qualitative agreement with
the relationships given above.
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Summary of Submersed Foil Characteristics

Angle of Attack

The basic equation for the "lift angle" (inverse lift curve
slope) is

__

=

(.

(iL)l +

)

dCL

dC.

~
ta

(2.34&)
V,

from which

(I+lLCL)CL

a(-c~c,
where (JE1
OCL 19

(i

1
-I

1

'](2.35)

is the foil section lift angle, a function of the
lifting vortex and its biplane image
is the airfoil induced lift angle, a function of
the trailing vortices and their biplane images

induced lift
s the wave
image system

(AL gravity
AzLw
rio

angle., a function of the

is the angle of zero lift, measured in the same
plane as K o
The section angle of zero lift
alLA
must be corrected: oC o"
CO "
c
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Drag Due to Lift

The "induced" drag is given by

(C

3

)O)

(2.36)

and

where

_

) is the airfoil induced drag (as a function of lift)

dCoW

is the wave induced drag (as a function of lift)

Factors

The various factors in equations (2.3h) to (2.37) which have to be
evaluated on the basis of given foil parameters are as follows

i

the term denoting a reduction in fluid velocity,
given in Figure 2.5 as a function of kh/

E
4b

the lifting surface correction,

I+ V A

the biplane induced correction factor, given in
Figure 2.7 as a function of h/b
the generalized biplane induced factr, which is derived
from the biplane factor corrected for various configuration
effects. Thuv

CONFTTDENTIAL
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where

is the strut or end plate factor such
as in equation (2.26)

A

is the sweep factor

'/cosA

,

equatio

(2.28) or as derived experimentally
is the dihedral factor given in equation (2.29)
other factors as may be required.

Fh

submergence Froude number,

C-

v/"

the wave factor given in Figure 2.6 as a function of

r 1the

planform correction factors. from Chapter 1.

Poils of Small-Aspect Ratio (A < 2.0)
The following must be used for foils of arpect ratio lees
than 2.01

.'

C

IT

L

where

IrA

,(

+ Z sAocC SaC

(239

1T-

E

(2.38)

ii given in Figure 1.10 of Chapter 1.

Equations (2.37) and (2.38) are taken from Chapter 1, and are
applicable for h/b > !.O(</c •

For smaller submergences,

surface effects must be included as indicated previously in
this chapter.
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Moment Characteristics

For foils of h/C > io0, the pitching moment may be determined as
in Chapter 1 for airfoils.

At smaller submrgence., a correction must

be applied as indicated in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 3.

SUFAOE-PInCING rOL CHARCTERISTICS

1.

General Considerations

2.

Charactoris ios Prior t

3.

Ventilated Charaeteristics

Veitilation

4. Design Considerations

ag ebarateristies of

Forstlas are given for the Lift and
surfaoe-pieroing f ils in non-ventilato

and ventilated conditions.

Thes fnaXle. are based on a limit*d eeries of tests and are
considered primarily applicable only to fos
goosmtp and operating under slmiw oenditioen

n

3.1

ha"ing uIlmJ
a

hose t6s"l
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SURFACE-PIERCING FOILS

General Considerations
Foil Geometry and Notation

The characteristics of a surface-piercing foil are referred to
the projected dimensions of the submerged foil area as indicated in
Figure 3.1, and all lift and drag formulas can be referred to these
dimensions, after appropriate corrections.

PROJECTEO

SPAN-

b

FIGURE 3.1
The specific notation for surface-piercing foils is as follows:
b

the projected span of the submerged foil (the
horizontal distance between foil tips)

C

the foil chord

r

the dihedral angle

Ot

angle of attack, measured in the vertical plane

f

camber ratio, measured on the actual foil section
(in the plane normal to the quarter-chord line)

A

the projected aspect ratio (b/c for a rectangular foil)
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S

the projected foil area (bc for a rectangular foil)

S5,

the ratio of actual foil area to projected foil area.

Status of Existing Information

Available information on the hydrodynamic characteristics of
surface-piercing foils is limited to preliminary theoretical investigational and several sets of tests on specific configurations23

,4

.

Neither the theory nor the test data is sufficient to

allow accurate prediction of the hydrodynamic characteristics covering the wide range of configurations that employ surface-piercing
foil elements.

There are many varieties of shape as shown in Fi-,re

3.2 and variation in planform, camber, twist, etc. that are considered to have noticeable effect on the overall foil characteristics.

LADDER TYPE

TRAPEZOIDAL

V-FOIL

ARC FORM

ANHEDRAL TYPE

TYPICAL SURFACE - PIERCING

FIGURE 3.2
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Sottorf' s Experiments
Sottorf 2 ran a series of tests on various surface-piercing
V-foils and trapezoidal foils of 26.50 and 450 dihedral angle, with
a variety of sectional shapes (constant along the span) and submergence over a range of angle of attack.

Reference should be made

to the original report for the complete results of these tests;
however, certain representative data are reproduced herein in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 to illustrate the adequacy of the formulas
proposed below.

Application of Data
The data and formulas proposed are considered strictly to apply
to those types of foils tested, although they may be applied general1y
in the absence of more specific information for other types.
At this stage, it is recommended that tank tests
be run on particular surface-piercing foils considered for use, in order to determine more
accurate characteristics over the range of speeds
and angles of attack described.
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Characteristics Prior to Ventilation

Airfoil Effects

The airfoil induced characteristics of a surface-piercing foil
may be given approximately as
those of an equivalent submerged

J

NJ

foil with end struts (boxplane

condition), as indicated in
Figure 3.5.

V- FOIL

The equivalent

"boxplane" has the same projected span and encloses the
ARC

FORM

same water area within its

EQUIVALENT

perimeter as the foil it replaces.

BOX

PLANES

FIGURE 3.5

Thus, the boxplane

submergence ic the average
submergence of the surface-piercing foil; for example, it

is

1/2 the

maximum submergence of a V-foil and 2/3 that of a parabolic roil.

The airfoil effects of the surface--piercing foil may then be
given, from the equations in Chapter 2 for the submerged foil:

di AL

CL)

I+14
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where

It

is the average submergence of the foil

I40 is the bunplane factor, based on the average
submergence.

Values are given in Figure 2.7

5/51 is the foil area ratio (equivalent to 1/cosP
for a V-foil, where P is the dihedral angle)
other notation as given above and in Chapter 2,
Wave Zffects
The wave effects for a surface-pieroing foil may be estimated to
be the ame as that for the submerged foil at the equivalent average

lbl

- t'4Pt
9uLAno.
~~

where

,(4 2UCL)C (j6

,)

(3.3

k is the average submergence of the foil
other notation as given above and in Chapter 2&

Effects of Sweep
The effects of weep on the airfoil or wave effects of a surfacepiercing foil are not definitely known. There are no known reports in
the literature dealing with the thoory or teat results of surface-

piercing foils employing .sweep. Specific testg would have to be made,
at the present ti-e, to determine such effects.
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Comparison with Test Data
Comparison is made between the test data on V-foils, given in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4, and the formulas as derived above. It is ncted that
the test speeds are very high ( V/4 p

9.0), and therefore the wave

effects, equation (3.2), may be neglected.
For the cambered foil tested, the angle of sero lift may be
simply derived:
Cos P

The lift curve was calculated frcm equation (3.1) for the foil
tested, and the results ae shown in Figure 3.3.

Agreement with the

test data is seen to be reasonably good.
However, analysis of the drag data given in Figure 3.4 indicates
that equation (3.2) holds only at an "optimum" lift

coefficient.

and below this valne, the drag is noticeably higher.
The theoretical curves shown in the figure are derived
by considering the section drag coefficient in the order
of 0.01 (at the test Reynolds irmber of 6 Y 165) which
leads to the total expression

0 CAS 4. a

IrA

It is seen that this is valid only at an optimum lift
coefficient.
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From the data shown in the figure, it is seen that above the optimum
point, the slope of the drag curve is approximately twice the theoretical
value, while below the optimum the slope is roughly one-half the
theoretical value.

What signficiance this relationship has, and over

what range of configurations it
Qualitatively, however,

can be applied is not presently known.

this increase in drag appears to be due to two

considerations

(1)

The interference effect at the surface which causes
spray and replaces circulatory flow at the tips by
less efficient "planing" flow.

(2)

The section pressure drag (see Chapters 1 and 4).
For airfoil shapes, this drag increases according
to the factor ( I 4' Ac-.
from the optimum point.

), where

ACL is

measured

However, for the sharp

nosed, circular arc sections at the low Reynolds
number of 6 x 105 employed in the tests it is
considered that the pressure drag is much higher
than this value.

The relative magnitude of these factors could be determined by
further test data.
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 3.1

DETERMINE THE LIFT CURVE FOR THE FOLLOWING
SURFACE

-

PIERCING FOIL (PRIOR TO VENTILATION)
CHARACTERiSTICS

P a 30

AS
SECTION

The

RECTAtNULAR PLANWORM
0 % TNICK, ARCFORM WITH
FLAT PRESSURE SIDE

"box-plane" r+,OS ar e:

e4uivaleh

hit -..+&v% 30
4

S s 0.144--

r 0.14 4

0-72

L IFT ANGLE

From Chapej's / and 2":
(F,,a,,e

2.4)

(Foqu#.

t7)

o.07

tt.

K'bo =1. 2-2
g :/

-

?/g: ,,

.08

r o. 14

0.301(1

0 .14CL)

A L1L; OF ZERO Li~r

4,

-zLo

C

TOTAL CURjE

OC

-0.115

o.o01CL+o. o2lCL
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Ventilated Characteristics

Inception of Ventilation
The phenomenon of ventilation occurs when air from the atmosphere
displaces the low pressure water on the upper surface of the foil.
Some accumulation of boundary layer fluid at the water surface is
necessary to "trigger" such air entrance, which condition is most
readily met at large angles of attack.
From a study of the existing test data for surface-piercing
foils (and for vertical struts as shown in Chapter 7) the inception
of ventilation appears to be a local condition, depending on the foil
geometry at the water surface.

An smpirical expression has been found

that agrees well with the data of Figure 3.2.

In term

of the foil

angle of attacks, o , the inception point is

P ls-P
where

(3-4)

is the angle between the chord line and the upper
surface of the foil section at the leading edge

1

is the dihedral angle at the water surface.

Equation (3.4) can only be applied when the speed
of advance is large enough for the foil to normally
develop sub=atmospheric pressure on the suction
side over the entire span.
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angle,

,

is easily

determined for a foil with
sharp leading edge, but has no
exact definition for an airfoil
section.

AROFORM

SECTION

AIRFOIL

SECTION

It appears reasonable

to use the angle formed by a
circular arc tangent to the
section at the point of maximum

MEASUREMENT

OF ANGLE )9

FIGURE 3.6

thickness and passing through
the leading edge, as indicated
in Figure 3.6.

When the foil angle exceeds that given in equation (3.4)
above9 the lift of the foil falls off more or less rapidly until
the fully ventilated condition is reached, as indicated in Figure
3.3 (and as further indicated in references 4 and 5).

It is not apparent why, in some instances9 the
lift falls off immediately after zv is exceeded
whereas in others the lift falls off gradually
with angle of attack. In the latter cases, there
is some evidence of instability with the lift
alternatively assuming non-ventilated and
ventilated values for different test runs under
seemingly identical conditions. Further tests
and analyses are required to resolve this
phenomenon.
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Lift and Drag Characteristics

-

Fully Ventilated

The lift and drag of a
fully

ventilated

foil (with
CAVITY AT

flat. pressure side) can be

ATMOSPHlERIC

PKESuR

readily determined by the
6
use of Rayleigh's formula

for the lift of a flat plate
in discontinuous flow.

This

FIGURE 3.7

formula is expressed for the
normal force on the plate as

CN =
CN.-

Z Ir 1 1%cc.(3.5)

( -5

which strictly applies only to a two-dimensional flat plate.

However, since for a foil with both ends piercing the surface
the actual flow across the tips is limited (in a spanwise direction),
it is expected that this formula should approximately hold.

Therefore, referring this force to the case of the surfacepiercing V-foil, we get for small angles

CLU

21cc cosr

(3.6)

which is in excellent agreement with the data shown in Figure

3.3.

The angle of zero lift is dependent only on the shape of the lower
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surface of the foil.

In particular, it is apparently that angle at

which the trailing edge of the pressure side is in line with the flow.

The drag of a fully ventilated foil having a flat pressure side
is evidently a simple function of the angle of attack.

Including

one-half of the conventional friction profile drag (since only the
lower surface of the fcil is wetted) the total drag coefficient for
a V-foil is then

CDC
where

C0

.t.v.Ca..sr

(307)

is the basic section drag coefficient
(see Chapter 4)

CLv is

Notes

o

the lift

coefficient of equation (3.6).

Wave drag considerations have not been included in the
fully ventilated condition.

In practical applications,

such ventilation is expected to occur only at high
speeds where the wave drag is negligible.

Where con

sidered to be a factor, the wave effects may be
calculated in accordance with equation (3.3) given
for the non-ventilated condition.
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 3.2

sw.,,'

ESTIMATE THE VENTILATING CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE FOLLOWING SURFACE -PIERCING FOIL
r =300
A -5
10% THICK, ARCFORM SECTION

S IN EXAMPLE 3.1
A

WITH FLAT PRESSURE SIDE

Inception of Ventilato
For the section employed,

1 - 0.385 r.Jens (22Vqpe.)

Fro.'. Eq-.ccton (3.4)

K0v

0.38s5 xo .s0779fo
:q.0

:

°

Li ft
Frorn

E ju'ton (3,6)
l-. cs 30
3C
4 "T""a
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Design Considerations

The various correction factors for struts, planformn, etc.

can Oe

applied to the airfoil effects of a surface-piercing foil in a manner
similar to that for a fully submerged foil, the principles of which
are given in Chapter 2.

However, it

is

necessary to re-emphasize that the forraala

given

herein for the surface-piercing foil are tentative, being based on a
minimu of test data and theoretical Investigation, and should be
checked by tank tests where the configuration is
on which the formulas are based.
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FOIL PARASITE DRAG

Basic Foil Sle, tion Drag
Friction Drag
A body travelling in a viscous fluid experiences a friction drag,
which is the. result of shear forces between the fluid attached to the
body and that moving past the body.

There are three distinct regimes

of fluid flow past the bodyj laminar, turbulent (where a thin laxinar
sublayer remains), and a transitional region where the fluid flow is
partly laminar and partly turbulent.

The state of the fluid flow and

the resultant value of the friction drag are primarily functions of
the Reynolds numbers

V 1xv,
where

V

(4.1)

is the fluid speed (ft/sec)
is the length of the body (ft)

V

is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid (ft2/sec)

The transitional flow also depends on the initial state of the free
fluid (whether quiescent or turbulent due to outside influences) and
on the shape and roughness of the body.
The ba'ic friction drag functions of a flat, smooth plate parallel
to the flow are shown in Figure 4.1, in terms of Reynolds number.

The

f:riction drug coefficient is based on total wetted area.
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The laminar function is

that derived by Blasiusl

(4L.2)

C
and the turbulent function is

that proposed by Schoenherr

currently used as a standard in

0. 2*Z

I

(and is

the marine industry):

Loy, o

C

)(

C/(tvrb.)
Based on water tank tests in which the fluid was in a very
quiescent state,

Prandtl 2 proposed the transitional formula shown:

(

(4c,4)

/700

q(',--,)

The lminar and turbulent functions given above have largely been
verified by experiment, but the transitional regime is
modification depending on various conditions.

Thus,

occurs at lower Reynolds numbers when the fluid is

subject to

the transition

not "quiescent" or

when some obstruction or roughness particle on the body "triggers"
turbulence in

the fluid.

These are the conditions normally to be ex-

pected of hy&4ofoils operating in
the following formula

Airfoil
minimum
Airfoil
tunnels

is

open waters, and for this application

proposed

drag data should not be used to determine the
value of the parasite drag of a hydrofoil section.
tests are conducted in "low turbulence" wind
with very smooth models, usually designed to delay

CONFInENTIAL
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turbulence, Transition occurs at higher Reynolds numbers
and in the region where airfoil tests are generally conducted, so that the drag is much lower than experienced
on hydrofoils. (Useful information can be derived from
airfoil data on the effect of shape, angle of attack and
roughness, however. This will be discussed below.)

Schoenherr Coefficients

Equation (4.3) denotes the formula

for friction drag coefficient

proposed by Schoenherr, based on total wetted area.

Values have been

tabulated in reference 3 for Reynolds numbers between l0

and 1010.

For hydrofoil operations, the range is generally between 106 and 108,
for which the following approximation can be used for rapid estimations

9(tb)

o.o44 R

Pressure Drag and Increase of Friction Drag

(4.6)

-

As a Function of Foil Shape and Angle of Attack
For bodies that have considerable thickness and/or are set at
some angle to the flow, the friction drag is increased due to the
higher fluid velocities set up around the body (for foils there is a
small additional factor due to the fact that foil drag is referred to
projected area, instead of developed area).

Also, due to fluid

velocity, pressure is lost at the rear of the body setting up a
pressure differential or drag (identified in marine terminology as
eddy-making resistance).
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These factors are independent of each other, although both are
dependent on the fluid viscosity, and can be separately considered and
evaluated (see Hoerner 4 ). However, N.A.C.A. 5 test data indicates that
an approximate function exists for the total effect of foil thickness
on parasite dragt

Cd

~

C [1+~ 10(/0)

(14.7)

The variation of foil section drag with angle of attack can also
This is usually referred to lift coefficient instead of

be indicated.

angle of attack for convenience.

From the N.A.C.A. data, it can be

seen that the drag varies approximately as

Cd
where

AC

C
at which the drag is

is measured from

a minim=.

The actual variation for a particular foil section can be more
accurately determined from the data, which should be used when the

variation in

C

is large.

Proposed Formula
The basic foil parasite drag is then the sum of the various
friction and viscous pressure drag components for a smooth foil.

For

detailed investigations, the variation in lift coefficient along the
span must be considered when applying equation (4.8), but it

CONFIDENTIAL
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sufficiently accurate for most purposes to assume a constant lift
coefficient along the span in determining the parasite drag of the
foil.

Thus, for the whole foils

where

C00

is the basic foil parasite drag coefficient

C

is the flat plate friction coefficient based
on total wetted surface

/
ACL

is the foil thickness ratio
is the difference in CL
from CL(,p)
at which Cp, is a minimum.
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Effect of Surface Roughness

General Roughness Considerations

Surface roughness in the form of foreign particles, surface
irregularities, marine growth, structural joints, paint pigment, etc.
has a two-fold effect on the parasite drag of the foil:

(a)

It causes the transition to turbulent flow to occur at
lower Reynolds numbers than for a smooth foil.

(b)

It

increases the parasite drag to some value higher than

that indicated by the standard turbulent function.

The degree to which each of these effects occurs depends on the size of
the roughness particles and their distribution along the surface of the
foil.

Despite the attention that this subject has received in both the
marine and aircraft field, there have been no satisfactory, comprehensive
methods arrived at, either to determine fully the effect of specified
roughness or to estimate the roughness likely to be encountered in
service.

The general concept of the effect of roughness may be outlined
briefly.

Within the laminar portion of the fluid boundary layer around

a body, roughness particles have little effect.

CONFIDENTIAL
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particles are of such size as to emerge from this layer that their
effect is felt.

In the range where laminar flow normally occurs for smooth bodies,
nominal roughness has little effect since the boundary layer is fully
laminar.

When the roughness particles are located at the leading edge

of the body and pierce the relatively thin layer at that point,
turbulent flow is precipitated.

This results in premature transition

as mentioned above (and depending on the roughness of the rest of the
surface, would further result i% the turbulent condition described
below).

In turbulent flow, the laminar sub-layer is relatively small
compared to the turbulent layer, and the flow is sensitive to roughness particles of exceedingly smal magnitude.

Furthermore, since the

laminar sub-layer is nearly constant in thickness along the length of
the body for a given speed, the "critical" grain size (when the grains
pierce the sub-layer boundary) is essentially a function of speed.
This is indicated by the test resiults on rough surfaces, as shown in
Figure 4.2, wherein it is noted that the Rcritical" points at which
the drag deviates from the standard turbulent function vary approximately as the Reynolds number of the grain size.
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Values of

Figure 4.3.

kcr are given in

CRITICAL

These~Iation-

SAND GRAIN

SIZE FOR FULLY

5cIO~

ROUGH

SURFACES

ships apply primarily for
cr

"sand-grain" roughnessess

(INCHESs)

(which are spherical in shape)

5X-o

.

-

4

and which are applied over the
10 zo so 4050
VK

entire surface.

6o

5K0T)

FIGURE 4.3

Effect of Roughness Distribution and Shape
The above relationships do

not necessarily apply when the

roughness particles are more thinly spread over the surface..
Hoerner 4 ,6 indicates that the drag coefficient actually increases
(for sand-grain particles) as the grains are slightly separated,
presumably due to further agitation of the fluil.

As the grains

are spread further and further, however, the drag increment due to
roughness decreases and the slope of the curve also decreases from

the constant value at 100% concentration to the basic turbulent
curve at smooth condition, as indicated qualitatively in

Figure 4.4.
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FIGURE 4.4

For surface roughness composed of flatter particles (such as
hemispherical shapes) the drag generally decreases with spreading
out of the grains throughout the entire range, with no initial
tendency to increase as in the case of spherical grains.

Proposed Standard Roughness Condition

As stated above, there is insufficient knowledge of roughness
to prescribe exact design data and procedure to account for this
effect.

However, it is necessary to apply some roughness factor in

a practical case, and the following is proposed as a standard.
The standard roughness procedure applied in airfoil tests by
N.A.C.A. 5 is to use spherical grains ofoO.Ol "• diameter over a small
area near the leading edge of a 24., chord foil, at a test Reynolds
number of 6 x 10 6 .

The minimum parasite drag coefficient at zero
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foil thickness is found to be approximately 0.008 for all tests
(based on 1/2 wetted area).

The critical Reynolds number (at which

the drag curve departs from the basic drag curve) can then be found
from equations (h.3)and (h.lO) to be

Thenj the assumed drag function for this case is a curve between the
critical point and the tested minimum coefficient at 6 x 106;
Assuming this function to be a straight line (on log-log coordinates),
we get the recommended coefficient:

(4.12)

PCo.oze
as shown in Figure

h.5.

0

10
.007 -'

PROPOSED"~STANO~RD ROUGHNESS" DRAG COC FF1 OENIr

FIGURE 4.5
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Then the parasite drag coefficient of the foil in standard
roughness condition takes the form of that for the smooth condition,
equation (4.9) with the roughness value substituted:

C~o
5tJ)=
with notation as before.

Cy (sf)

L+ 10(%C2[ +(AC:O)'i

(14.13)

For a chosen foil section, the actual

variation with CL can be determined directly from the available
airfoil data, instead of as given above, for greater accuracy.

It should be noted that the service roughness coefficient
recommended for surface ships is a constant valme &C/ 0.0004 added to the smooth turbulent value.. The proposed
coefficient equation (4.12) results in a maxim= ACYC
0.0008, or twice the service roughness value for ships.
This is considered reasonable because of the sensitivity
of bodies of small length and high speeds to roughness
particles of small size.
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 4.1

,,,O"

DETERMINE THE PARASITE DRAG COEFFICIENT
OF THE FOLLOWING FOIL
12% AIRFOIL SECTION WITH
3% MEAN CAMBER- 24" CHORD

FOIL CHARACTERISTICS,

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS, SPEED, 40 KNOTS

Cl " 0.25

For sea water

4+

59°. F (standard condition), v a 1.28 x 10-9

R= 40-1.69 ,2

_0

=1.056x10

Then, from equation (4.12)
000

0.026

Cf(std)
CLopt = 411T

(1.056

ioT)j

-

0

7

.03 - 0.377 (from Chopter 1)

Then ICL = 0.577 -0.Z5 =0.I7

Then, ,from equation (4.
IS)) the poroite dra.
coefficient is

Co(f

2 .o7 [ Io(o.0?)iL0(,z7)z]
=0.0086

CONFIDENTIAL
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Drag of Small Projections

General Considerations-On the foil surface there is likely to be small irregularities or
projections in the form of plate joints, rivet or screw heads, control
surface gaps, etc. that have unique drag characteristics due to their
presence within the fluid boundary layer.

(For large protuberances

that extend beyond the boundary layer, see Chapter 9.)

The drag of

these projections can be determined as a function of their shape,
height and chordwise location on the foil.

The material which follows is t4en almost entirely
from Hoerner's"Aerodynamic Drag.".
For a more detailed,
complete coverage, reference should be made to that work.

Spanwise Plate Joints and Other Spanwise Projections
The drag coefficient of continuous spanwise projections can be
represented in the form

where
4

CD. is the drag coefficient based on the frontal
area of the projection (or depression)

is an "independentecoefficient, which is a
function of the type of projection.
is the ratio of projection height to distance of
the projection from the leading edge of the foil.
This relationship is valid for

CON

1*/X less than 0.02.

ENTIAL
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Values of

j

are shom in Figure 4.6 for various plate joints

and projections.

i~z

O41

L0.04

(7t>

0.60

00

~V
0.70

0.51

VALUES

OF

j

FOR

SPANWISE

PROJECTIONS

FIGURE 4.6
Rivet Heads ano Other Local Projoctions
The drag coefficient of rivet and bolt heads and sidlar "spot-

like" projections takes the same form as equation (4.14) above for
plate Joints, except that the coefficient is referred to the &a

area of the projection.

Thus

where Ce. ise baoed on plan area of the proJttoz.,

Again, the relationship is valid for

i,

CON ENTTAL
~ii - 4m1

les,
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than 002,
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Values of
Figure

for various rivet and bolt heads are shown in

h.7.

1EXAGO.AL

F

CYLINDRtICAL

ROUND

VALUES

OF

0.80

SCREW

0.42

h,,0.2A
FLAT

O.21!(AVG)

FLUSH

0.0 2 (Avg)

Z 0.025
(AMO

0.002

FOR LOCAL PROJECTIONS

FIGURE 4.7

Control daps
The drag due to the gap
between a foil and a control
flap can be estimated on the
basis of the .gap (measured

4

as Indicated in Figure 4.8),

CONTROL PP MEA$U

FIGURE 4.8

Thus, based on the plan area

of the gap,
CONFTDENTIAL
II

- 4.18
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Cp..

0.02 for the pressure side

CP+

0.03 for the suction side

or for the simple arrangement shown in the figure

A Co
where

0.5 G/'€- aib

e/c

is the gap/chord ratio

4j

is the spanwise extent of the control flap

b

is the foil span.

(4.16)

A4,O is then added directly as a component of foil parasite drag*

(

(
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 4.2
DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF A BUTT STRAP
ON THE PARASITE. DRAG OF A FOIL
FOR THE 24" CHORD FOIL GIVEN IN EXAMPLE 4.1
THERE IS A 2" X 3/16" BUTTSTRAP ON THE EXPOSED
UPPER 8 LOWER FOIL SURFACES,LOCATED AT MID-CHORD,
EACH SECURED BY A DOUBLE ROW OF 1/4" DIA. COUNTERSUNK,
OVAL HEAD MACHINE SCREWS SPACED 5 DIAMETERS,

For tlh St-.'

Ftom equation

(4.14) an4 FiuJe 4.6

0o0150513 fhan o oz, so is applicable)

h/ - CDo

0.7 K3 (o.o15) T 0.5 .

an4 tA CDC

-

x

o.o041

For 16l SoCV-e5

O.ri
YA! ha. cou.t rsulik, oval hea sc,.ws have aawl(11ametcr
heisht -L- o-omso

FroM equation(4.15)and Fijure 4.7
h)x -oz.5/z = o.oov

19

1

haln,
lessthah 0.01)

0012.

The,-eFore

The.
atiJ

Qo0IKS(o0ooOZI y'0.0046
screw plan area,per UnIT Of- span IS

Co+.

2 ?,(D1,x

o.31,, ,n'/km

ACo, 11aAJ x ~.

0.000 1

=0(

Fi-om Example 4.1, C.(s,4C 0.0096
Thekefore, the total is Co

O. 008-tO.0041 +o.00o1.o

fA

I
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Interference Effects
Foil-Strut Junctions
At the junction of a foil and strut, there is an additionial drag
due to reaction between the fluid boundary layers of the two bodies.

Analysis of test results 7 'indicates that this drag can be approximately expressed as a function of the thicknesses of the strut and
foil.

Figure 4.9 shows the drag coefficient of various tested con-

figurations in terms of the "thickness":

(i.l7)

=

Cv

CID
where
for Junctions with and without fillets.

St
"b

cot

ti

CIto

0
0

00,

0.1

0.2

INTERFERENCE

,

0.3

DRAG

F1GURE 4.9
CON IDENTIAL

ii - 4.21

0.4

05

COEFFICIENT
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j

These test results are for foils and struts of the same chord and
are probably not exact when the respective chords are different.

How-

ever, it is felt that the differences would be small and it in suggested
that the data shown can be used for all cases, basing the co-ordinate
+c

on the chord of the foil.

It

is

also considered that the fillet

order of Jt-t,

There is

should have a radius in the

for the corresponding location along the chord.

an additional interference effect when the foil has an

angle of attack, as indicated by test data 7 .

However, it

is not known

how much can be attributed to viscous influences and how much to
induced drag (due to loss in lift).

For convenience,

it

has been con-

sidered an induced effect and an empirical relationship is given in
Chapter 2 (equation 2.26a).

Foil Nacelle Junctions

There is

a similar parasitic drag increment that arises at the

Junctions of foils and nacelles.

However, since the nacelle replaces

a certain portion of foil area, the reduction in foil drag (calculated

on the basis of a plain wing, as is usually done) offsets the inter-

ference drag to a large extent.

CONFIDENTIAL
-
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That is, adding the parasite drag of a nacelle (see
Chapter 9) to the parasite drag of a foil results in

a drag value that reasonably represents the total
parasite drag of the combined configuration since
the mutual interference drag is offset by the
reduction in surface area.

The actual total effect of the nacelle-foil configuration is

dependent on many geometric factors.

The shape of the nacelle, the

relative spanwise, fore and aft, and vertical location of the nacelle
with respect to the foil, and the type of fairing employed at the

Junction are all important considerations and no general relationship
can be found to cover all conditions.

(

Rather, it is necessary to refer to test data for configurations

similar to that which is being considered.
Jacobs and Wa"

8

Reports such as that by

on tests of wing-fuselage or wing-nacelle configur-

ations can be utilized for this purpose.

(.
CONI ENTIAL
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DETERMINE THE STRUT INTERFERENCE
EFFECT ON THE PARASITE DRAG OF A FOIL
FOR THE FOIL GIVEN I" EXAMPLE 4.1 , A SPAN
OF 12' IS TAKEN (WITH RECTANGULARt PLANPORM),
SUPPORTED ON THE SUCTION SIDE SY TWO STRUTS
OF 24" CHORD, 10 % MAXIMUM THICKNESS.

Froyn examyrple 4J1. the foil has 24"chord, 1211o thicgness
Therefore, from equation (4.17)
And from figure 4.9
CDtz 0.(withouat fairing)
0.07 (with fillet f airing),
Converting Cot

to the

proper Increa.se mn foil dra. coefficient,

0.004-CDt
Thus, ACD
0

0.0009 (withoixt fairing)
0.0003 (with fillet ftiring)

CONMIENTIAL
11I

.2
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FLAP CHARAmISTICS

1.

General Considerations

2.

Lift Characteristics

3.

?ioint Charateristics

4.

Drag Characteristics

Relationships for plain flaps and ailerons are given for
hydrofoils, derived from airfoil theory and data.

Methods to

deteraim charateristics of flapped foils with full or partialspan flaps are indicated.

It

1

indicated that airfoil relation-

ships may not be sufficient for flaps piercing or withtn one chord
c! the surface, and rpeoeiio test data is

CONFIDENTIAL
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FLAPS

General Considerations

Flaps and ailerons are applicable to hydrofoil configurations
for several purposes.

Ailerons may be used on controllable foil

craft and for assisting turns, while flaps may be used on fixed
foil configurations for changing trim and submergence as desired
for changes in craft speed or load.

Some of the flaps developed for airfoils are illustrated in
Figure 5.1.

On a practical basis, the plain flap or aileron

appears to be the most attractive

hI

for hydrofoil use due to its

("

r-AIM FLAP OR AILZ *1

mechanic and hydrodynamic
simplicity and its ability to

*

SPLIT FLAP

"i

serve as an aileron or a trim
flap, as desired.

Theoretical
EXTIRNAL AIRFOIL FLAP

relationships and test data are
SLOTTD FLAPN

more readily correlated for
plain flaps, and formulations
more readily applied to design.

T

Therefore, the characteristics

shown below are primarily

A
TY

applicable to plain flaps or

£US

A

FIWR9

ailerons.

LT

4AP

E 5.-1
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For details of flap theory and additional data on
flaps of all typesj reference should be made to
pertinent airfoil treatises I - 5 .

There is no available data on the characteristics of flaps on
a foil in the vicinity of the water surface.

Generally, it is

considered that the effects of a flap on an airfoil will apply also

to a hydrofoil, taking into account the properties of the unflapped
hydrofoil.

This concept should apply where the submergence is

greater than 1 chord, but for smaller submergences (including
surface-piercing foils) the flap characteristics may well be
different due to the local flow conditions set up by the biplane
image system.

In this latter case, model tests should be employed

to determine flap effects more accurately.

i.

The notation employed for
plain flaps is indicated in
Figure 5.2.

The flap chord,

j ismeasured from the
pivot point and the flap
deflection is measured from
the chord line, as shown.

-FL AP

are taken
Flap hinge moments

A

O

FIGURE 5.£

about the pivot point.

CCN,'1ID NTIAL
T
Ii-
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FLAPS

Lift Characteristics

Section CharacteriStics

The deflection of a flap has an effect on the foil sinflar ti
that of a change in camber of the section,. expressed as an
increment of effective angle of attack'.

where It,

±s

a function of the

flap chord ratio.
value of

h

,

The theoretical

shown in Figure 5.3,

J

gives results that are somewhat

.

higher than those derived from

.-4

experiment.

.2

For flap deflections

of not over 100 to 15,

A

the

experimental data is well fitted

WC

FLAP- E FFECTIVENESS

by the empirical formuala

FIGURE 5.3

below the value fp/c
....
is

The section lift

- 0W7.
equation-for a flapped-foil in infinite flu*

then

CONFIDENTIAL
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(53)

0led
where

o.

is the foil section angle

C

is the unflapped angle of zero lift
is positive downward.

Foil With Full Span Flaps
The lift of a hydrofoil with flaps extending the full span can
readily be des

CL
where

(j)

e

',frm

L(5.4)
is the lift curve slope of the unflapped foil,
as determined in Chapters 2 and 3.

Foils With Partial Span Flaps
When flaps extend only over a portion of the foil span, the
flap effectiveness mast be suitably modified by an additional factor.
.4

so that the total factor is

This additional factor

is shown3 '5 to be a function of the basic spanwise lift distribution
of the unflapped foil, and thus for any but an elliptically leaded
foil a function of aspect ratio.
factor

An approximate value for the

can be readily determined once the basic spanIdse dis-

tribution is known, by the ratio of the basic lft over the spas

I
CONFIDENTIAL
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.[..LC7

of the flapped foil to the

LIFTfISNPLAPIO

lift of the entire foil, as
illustrated in Figure 5.4().LA

FOIL

For an elliptically loaded
foil (of any aspect ratio)
the factor

ljcan be--

determined from Figure 5.4(b).

-.-

~

in terms of the ratio

14

where &/I is the span of the

A4

flap that extends to midapan.

.2

For partial flaps at the tips

00

-

FUNCtION

.A

A

51.0

(b)4

or within the span, the

SPAN
EFFECTIVENESS

eterinedPARTIAL'
-factr
be
cnca
factr
b deermnedFLAP.
from:FIGURE.5.4'

The elliptically loaded case may be'used for al:l fbils iwtJ;9Ut
serious error.

i

greater acuayis required,

e~rdfrt~hd~~~k

iet

h bi~1axme tgMw

incremental lift over the flapped span.

This'nmay be-det Mnd

from the relationships derived for a biplane with unequal spans

CONFIDENTIAL
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(see Durand ).However, for preltiminary purpoet, such cotreetioll
may be negl.ected,
Lift of 13.,.

The normal. force on the flaps is givenappoiaellyO
equation

-

where CA

io the section lift of the

2utet.&d
T0

Adeterminbed for each point 02-OP44Ia

the flap from the bauic lift distributilon.
1%,#%t are coeefficients given In lugre

(

M

INA'

5.5.
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 5.1

So,,,,,,,,

ESTIMATE THE FLAP EFFEGTIVENESS
FACTOR FOR A PARTIAL-SPAN FLAP
A PAIR OF FLAPS HAVINS A CHORD EOUAL
TO 25% OF THE FOIL CHORD, AND AN
OVERALL SPAN Of 60% Of THE FOIL
SPAN ARE INSTALLED ON A 2It TAPERED
FOIL, AS SHOWN ON THE SKETCH
,4 5b

From equation (5.2), the effectivenes5 of the
flap section ',s
kf = 1. /75= 0.55
The foil h3 approximatei 9 an elliptic lift distribution,
(as indicated in Chapter I);
Therefore from Figure 5.4,and poges 5.5 and 5.6
= 0.'57 - 0.36

0.55

Then, tht total flop effectiveness factor lo
krt kf'

- 3 t 5
2
0,ll

Ii - 5.8
p1
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Moment Characteristics

Pitching Moment
The section pitching moment about the quarter-Chord line
oT
the foil, due to flap deflection is given by the equation

VCS
=
*

where

dCm
A

(

)
,dC--t
It

(i6

is given in Figure 5.6, and is seen to
be a function only of flap chord ratio.

For full span flaps,
the total pitching moment
about the quarter-chord
_

_

can then be determined
readily by the methods

-

indicated in Chapter 2.

For partial span flaps,

.

the total pitching moment

-

,

-..-

due to flaps must be determined from the basic
lift distribution (span-

*

ETIOAb

rmTcim'W Milifte CHM11AWWWtTI 0
F| 6UJ*
5.6

wise) of the foil, as
indicated above for the
lift due to flaps.
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ge Moments

The section hinge moments on a flap are given by the equation

where

Ck

(5-7)"

(, *c

C~'z

is the coefficient of the moment about the
flap hinge in terms of the fiap chord

C1

(

is the aflapped foil lift coefficient

(d Cn are factors given in Figure 5.7 and are seen
to be functions of the flap chord ratio..

The total hinge moment for
a full span flap is readily

- HI

determined from equation (5.7)
fcr the section$ by the pro--

-

-

---

cedure given in Chapter 2 for
foil pitching moments.

For"-

the simp]. case where the
flap chord ratio is constant
across the span, the total-k
hinge moment is

found merely

THEORETIGAL HINGE MOMENT CHAAACTRISTICS

FGLJ.

by substituting CL (for the

foil) in place of CA. (for
the foil section).

CONFIDENTIAL
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For partial span flaps, the hinge moment at each section must
be determined from the basic lift distribution of the unflapped
foil, as previously indicated,

COWFIEN71IAL

FLAPS
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DESIGN EXAMPLE. NO. 5.2

,.,.o,,I

ESTIMATE THE PITCHING MOMENT & HINGE MOMENT
CHARACTERISTICS FOR A PARTIAL-SPAN FLAP
FOR THE FOIL-FLAP ARRANGEMENT
GIVEt

From

Folure

for

5.6,

hthe

moment

pitchin9

sectIo

facto.r

0.25 is

Cf /c

(C1m11/)

Fromn Figure

IN EXAMPLE 5.1

5.7)

t0.r.

the section

(~

hiun~e

wmeint

fa.ctors

&r~i

.0.r,0

Since thee Fo,I qm rtcr-chord lint Is stM.Ij).t (of Shown in

ex~tmple 5.1), the section
moAfied
Along

the

by the factor
spon), live

17

OAS

it'

petchin3 movnen

.factor con be.

k' (a. unction of Iift J141r, 01Aen
in . ex.npIle

S.0

6.5q

anJ t € total1 memenit -factors for the foI art
(4 C

__

0.66 x05q

x o.,o x
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Drag Characteristics

Parasite Drag

The parasite drag of a foil section increases with deflection of
the flaps., as indicated by experiment

2 3

' .

However, such increase is

small, being of the same order of nangitude as that experienced when
the unflapped foil is

In other words,

given an equivalent angle of attack.

the simple relationship of the foil parasite drag

varying as the factor (I + A
whether the lift

is

) given in

Chapter 4 appears valid

due to angle of attack of the foil or deflection

of the flap, and no additional parasite drag term need by considered.

Induced Drag

For full span flaps, the expression for the induced drag in term
of the lift

as given in Chapters 2 and 3 is valid, without further

correction.

For partial span flaps, however, the induced drag must be derived
in terms of the redistributed spanwise loading due to the flaps.
airfoil ease involves several additional parameters (see

refersae

The
3)

and the hydrofoil presents the additional eonsidemtion of biplap
images.

Qualitatively, partial span flaps

due to departure of the lift

nwrease the Induced dr4g

distribution trm an optiuma

(

CONFIDETIAL
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the biplane factor is reduced (wihen considering the effect over the,
entire foil.

See Durand6 for biplanes of unequal spans).

It is presently considered that such additional factors need not
be considered for preliminary estimating purposes.

Teat data on

partially-flapped foils should be obtained for actual configurations
under consideration.

IT

5.1
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1.

HIDRO)

WAKE

General Considerations

2. The Wave Pattern
3,

Sab-3urface Flow

4.

Significane of the Wake

%. Design Data and Preo.uwe

The pattern of the wave produced by a hydrofoil is discussed
qualitatively and illustrated by specific test reslts.

Methods

to determine the sub-surface flow are given, the signteaeoe of
the various flow factors for different types of bp'lrofell oraft
are diseuesed, and data is presented on the waves and flow fields
behind a foil.

OON"FWNTIAL
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HYDROFOIL WAKE
Ii

1.

General Considerations
The wake produced by a hydrofoil operating close to the water
surface consists of two distinct flows.

First, the foil produces a

gravity flow, expressed in a surface wave with its
surface flow field.

concomitant sub-

Secondly, the foil also produces a flow similar

to that of an airfoil operating in air but which is restricted due to
the proximity of the water surface.

This '#aerodynamic" flow is

independent of the gravity flow and does not produce a surface
disturbance.

All components of a hydrofoil configuration that are located in
the wake are affected by the flow characteristics of the wake.

Thus,

it is necessary to investigate the effects of the flow field on such
components located in the wake ass additional foils, struts and
rudders,

flaps, and propellers.

iI

11CO-FTI

11
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HYDROFOIL WAKE

The Wave Pattern

The Wave Produced by a Point Disturbance

The pattern of the wave produced by a hydrofoil is essentially
that produced by a series of point disturbances distributed along the
lifting line of the foil, and the observed characteristics of the wave
pattern can most readily be explained on this basis.

Therefore,

the

characteristics of the wave produced by a single point disturbance
will be illustrated briefly.

The pattern of the wave produced by a point disturbance was
derived by Havelock I and later by Lunde 2 and is

the well-known ship

pattern consisting of lateral and transverse waves, as illustrated in
Figure 6.1.

The formulas for the wave amplitudes are only valid "far

behind" the origin and do not represent the conditions close to the
origin.

Furthermore,

the exact amplitudes are not readily ascertained

and the relative amplitudes throughout the wave region are extremely
difficult to evaluate.
is

Generally, however, the amplitude of each crest

greatest near the "cusp" line, where the lateral and transverse waves

combine

to produce a high, short crested wave, called the cusp.

The amplitudes of successive crests and troughs decrease in
proportion to the distance from the origin, with the transverse waves

CONFIDENTIAL
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- 171,0,2,4..
.9
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FORTRUH
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decreasing at a greater rate.

Far aft of the origin, the lateral

waves at the cusps are greatly predorinant.
In shallow water of depth, C,

the characteristics of the wave

are markedly different from those in deep water given above.

Above

a speed V.Z4447 the cusp line angle increases from its deep water
value of 190281,

with consequent spreading of the lateral waves and

decrease in transverse wave amplitude.
speed Vj

, the cusp line angle is

Theoretically, at the critical
900 with a solitary wave pro-

ceeding along in line with the origin and no following disturbance.
At supercritical speeds,

the pat-..n is

as shown in

where the transverse waves have disappeared,

Figure 6.2,

the lateral waves are

concave to the centerline, and the "wave front" is

defined by the

angle_

'MVE

AT SUPERRITICAL SPEED

FIGURE 6.2

(
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The Two-Dimensional Wave

A continuous distribution of point disturbances along a line of
infinite span would result in transverse waves only, with the crests
parallel to the line of disturbance.

The wave has been shown by

Meyer3 to be a simple sine wave extending aft with a superimposed
local disturbance in the vicinity of the foil.

Figure

6.3 shows the

wave profile and indicate6 that the local disturbance disappears
approximately i/4 wave length downstream.

The equation of the sine

wave is given as

S

.-

sin 9/v'

(6.1)

and the slope of the wave

di

at

e"

uCL c

Cos 9-ga

(6.1a)

,

FREE STREAM VELOCITY

WAVE PROFILE IN TWO DIMENSIONS

FIGURE 6.3
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The Three-Dimensional Wave
From the above considerations, the pattern of the wave produced
by a hydrofoil of finite span can be shown.

In the region between

the converging cusp lines emanating from the foil tips, there is a
cancellation of lateral waves and a strengthening and straightening
of transverse waves, simulating the two-dimensional sinusoidal
pattern. Outboard of these converging cusp lines, the pattern
approaches that due to a single point disturbance, and is equivalent
to it at the cusp lines diverging from the tips.

Figure

6.4 shows

the pattern, as described above.

WAVE PATTERN FROM A HYDROFOIL

FIGURE 6.4
Wave contours measured from hydrofoil model tests are shown in
Figure 6.5, showing the general pattern indicated above.
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Sub-Surface Flow

The sub-surface flow in the wake of a foil is due to two effects,
namely:
1.

that gravity flow associated with the surface wave

2.

that due to the "aerodynamic" effects of the foil.

The relative importance of these effects is a function of Froude
number, as will be discussed below.

Gravity Flow
The gravity flow at any depth, h

, below the surface is easily

determined from the surface wave by the classical "decay" formula:

(

•
where

(6.2)

&5, is the flow angle at the submergence,/7

e.

is the flow angle at the surface.

Aerodynamic Flow

The basic airfoil wake will first be considered, after which the
influence of the surface will be taken into account.

The vortex

sheet emanating from the foil wraps up into two distinct vortices
approximately within one span behind the foil, as indicated in
6.6.

The sepiration between vortices, b,

vortex core,

Figure

and the radius of the

, are functions of the foil load distribution, and can

be determined by methods indicated by Dirand4.
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It is considered sufficiently accurate to assume elliptic loading for the foil when determining the flow in the wake far behind the
foil.

Then Durand4 gives the following values

b'

+

o.o85S b

ft!

(6.3)

If

)

1N

The downwash angles in the plane of the vortex lines can be readily
determined from the following expression

CL "(
,
1A
where

£

J

6 . 4)

is considered positive for upwash
a factor depending upon spanwise
location, and is given in Figure 6.6.

Low Froude Numbers
At very low Froude numbers,

the "aerodynamic" effect is that of

h
RiGID WALL

an airfoil near a rigid wall at the
water surface, as indicated in
Chapter 2.

.'

Then the aerodynamic

flow angle would be determined by

the traiMMng vortex system and its
mirror image as indicated in Figure 6.7.

WALL

EFFECT

FIGURE 6.7
In the plane of the vortices,
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the downwash angle given in equation (6.h) would be modified to
the value

Cf.
wA
where

-

(6.5)

is the generalized factor determined for
the foil, as indicated in Chapter 2.

K

Then the total sub-surface flow angle at low Froude Number is

4

(6.6)

6 +F

High Froude Numbers
At high Froude numbers, the wave effects become negligible and

the total effect is that of the "biplane", as indicated in Chapter 2.

(

Then the total flow angle is

I

determined by the trailingI
vortex system and its biplane

C

image as indicated in Figure
6.8.

Thus, at high Froude

numbers,

4. may be

neglected.
BIPLANE

EFFECT

FIGURE 6.8
In the plane of the vortices, the total sub-surface flow angle
at high Froude numbers is
5

(

h'

S:Q g

(6.7)
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Significance of the Wake

The significance of the flow conditions in the wake of a foil as
they affect other components naturally depends on the type of hydrofoil configuration investigated.
craft to be designed.

This in turn depends on the type of

Generally, it is necessary to evaluate the

influence of the wake although some aspect which may be important in
one design is negligible in another, and vice-versa.

How the emphasis on different aspects of the wake changes with
different designs can be illustrated by examples of tuo different
types of craft.

(a)

The large, slow-spebd craft
For a hydrofoil craft of several hundred tons or more
and a design speed of less than 40 knots, the hydrofoil configuration would be of the large span, tandem foil type.
The wake from the forward foil would be essentially twodimensional in nature, as in Figures 5.3 and 6.5. Assuming
the two-dimensional case for the purpose of illustration,
the upwash on the aft foil would be, from equations (6.1)
and (6.2)s
X

de

- C1.1,fs
V2

Cos

(6.8)

where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the forward and aft
foils respectively.
Since the upwash changes the direction of the lift

pro-

duced on the second foil by the angle S& resulting in a
drag component, the total drag due to lift would be
CPW

-

V,

CC - ECLZ
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which for foils of equal geometry, submergence and lift can
be shown to be

e"

-

CDw, 0 +Cos

'(o/

2
(since Co w,=tei
as shown in Chapter 2).

v

C0

(6.9)

for the foil in two dimensions,

Thus, depending on the separation between the foils, the
total wave drag could have a value varying from zero to twice
that of the configuration without upwash.
(b)

The small, high speed craft
For a hydrofoil craft of under 100 tons and a speed of
over ho knots, ther -fils would be small and short in span.
The wave produced would be of the type shown in Figure 6.5
(for high Froude numbers), and the wake would have the
following features:
a.

negligible transverse wave pattern

b.

strong "aerodynamic" downwash

c.

important lateral wave crests and roaches

For this type of wake, the transverse location of the components of the configuration is important as compared to
exanple (a) where the fore-and-aft location is important.
Foils and control surfaces should be positioned so as
not to be in the strong flow of the aerodynamic wash; and
furthermore, vertical struts and rudders should be positioned
to avoid roaches (particularly when located at or near the
centerline) and strong lateral cusps. On the other hand, it
may prove beneficial to locate propellers directly in the
trailing vortex field to take advantage of the rotary flow.

The above examples illustrate the relative importance of different
aspects of the wake for different types of craft.

In any case, all

of the effects should be investigated for a given design.
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Design Data and Procedure
Existing design data on the wake of hydrofoils is limited to that
produced in two exploratory tests.

Breslin 5 conducted wave measurements

on a foil of aspect ratio 20 the wave contours of which are presented
in Figure 6.5.

E.T.T.6 '7'8 conducted a series of tandem foil tests from

which the average upwash angle along the span of the after foil have
been calculated, as shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10.
All the above tests were conducted at a submergence of 1 chord,
with foils of large aspect ratio at relatively low Froude numbers.
There is a need for additional data, particularly for small foils at
large Froude numbers, in order to make reasonable estimates of the
effect of the wake for a greater variety of designs.
The existing data given in the figures can be used for such configurations where interpolations or exLrapolations are reasonable.
Methods for calculating the wake effect are given, as follows:
(a) Use of Wave Contour Data
From the contour map of ths wave produced by a foil of
given aspect ratio at a given Froude number, the flow can be
determined for any point in the wake. Determining the surface flow angle, , , from the contour map, the flow angle at
a given depth can be established by use of the methods
described in Section 3 above.
The determined flow angles along the span of a foil in
the wake can be simply average over the span for a reasonable
approximation.
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(b) Use of Tandem Foil Data
The average upwash data can be interpolated for similar
configurations to those tested, and is more direct than the
contour data when determining the average upwash on the aft
foil, as long as the submergence is the same as that given
in the data. When the submergence (of the aft foil) differs
from that tested, the data must be corrected by use of the
methods of Section 3 above.
(c)

Location of Lateral Cusps and Roaches
Where wave contour data is applicable, the location of
cusps and "roaches* can be readily observed, and the surface
and sub-surface effects reaiily calculated. (The interference between converging lateral crests, behind the fo 4 '. midspan, causes a large upsurge of water, commonly calleu a
roach.) Where data is not available for the conditions to be
investigated, the approximate locations of crest and troughs
can be determined from the theoretical values given in Figure
6.1 for the wave produced by a point disturbance. The waves
are assumed to be generated at the foil tips. The theoretical
location of roaches directly behind the midspan of a foil (or
midway between the tips of port and starboard foils) can be
determined from Figure 6.1
Generally, only the first few
waves are of consequence and these only near the cusps and
roaches where the amplitudes are large. Where more than one
foil is considered (such as with small foils, P/S), the
effects are combined. Since the exact amplitudes of such
waves cannot readily be determined, care must be taken in
evaluating the importance of different cusps and roaches,
particularly when a combination of foils are under study.
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CHAPTIR 7.

STRUT CHARACTERISTICS

1.

Drag Characteristics at Zero raw

2.

Characteristics in Yaw Prior to
Ventilation

3.

Characteristics in Yaw When
Ventilated

ii. Height of Spray

The drag and side force characteristics are given for surfacepiercing struts.

Spray drag and ventflated characteristics are seen

to be functions of section shape, whie side force charaoteristics
are shown to be similar to hydrofoil lift

characteristics.

The

hydrodynamic results given include oxpeimntal dkta on spray height.
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-
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Drag Characteristics at Zero Yaw

Drag Components

The drag of a surface-piercing strut at zero yaw consists of
three components:

the section drag of the wetted strut and the

localized drag at its two ends.

The drag at the upper end where the

strut pierces the water surface is called "spray dragl, being associated with the production of spray at that poiht.

At the lower end,

the drag is either "tip drag" for a free-ended strut, or "interference drag" when the strut is connected to a foil or other body.

(+

A wave drag also exists at low Froude nunLers 1 , but
becomes negligible above V/.JZ - 3.
Therefore, at
the relatively high speeds associated with hydrofoil
craft, the wave drag may be ignored.
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Section Drag
The section drag of a strut can be treated in the same manner as
for a foil, including all considerations of turoulence, roughness, etc.
This material is given in Chapter 4, "Foil Parasite Drag".

From

equation (4.9)s the section drag of the strut can be given:

CoS. -_9c['+ e
(7.1

where

C

is the basic section drag coefficient based
on the side area of the strut
is the strut ihickness ratio

C

The value of

is the flat plate friction coefficient based
on total wetted surface.

9

can be determined as outlined in Chapter 4, for

smooth turbulent, transitional, or standard rough conditions as may be
required.*
Spray Drag
The drag arising at the point where the strut pierces the surface
is manifested in the development of spray along the forebody of the

*

Tank test results on laminar-profile strut sections indicate that the
section drag coefficient is in the low drag "bucket" region at test
Reynolds numbers as high as 6 x i06.
However, foils of oemparable profile at lower Reynolds numbers showed fully turbulent section drag
coefficients, probably due to a higher level of turbulence in the tank
generated by the foil. It is considered that in open waters, the
turbulence level is high and the section drag is essentially that in
turbulent flow.
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strut.

This spray drag is a function of the magnitude and distri-

bution of pressure along the forebody, and thus a function of
fineness or thickness ratio,

and the sharpness of the leading
l/e.,

edge.
At the relatively high speeds associated with hydrofoil craft
operation, the spray drag coefficient apparently does not vary with
Froude number, according to test results.

Correlated, systematic test results of surface-piercing struts
are few in number, and the lack of sufficient data prevents the
establishment of a universal function to take into account the fine-

noe and leading edge sharpness.

Figure 7.2 shows the spray drag

coefficient (based on the area, t.)

for several strut sections

tested2 ,3 .

Cect, DJfEt
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Generally, it is indicated from these tests that the spray drag
coefficient decreases with increasing thickness ratio (but the absolute
drag increases, as should be expected), and that the coefficient is
less for sharp leading edges than for rounded leading edges such as
employed in airfoil sections.
Tip Drag or Interference
The tip drag of a free-ended strut (i.e. not attached to a foil
or other body at its lower end) can be evaluated from airfoil data.
Hoerner4 indicates that for well-rounded tips, there is no tip drag,
while for square tips the drag of one tip is expressed as

C ot

s

.- 0,085

(for square tip)

(7.2)

When attached to a foil, the strut experiences an interference
drag at the junction as it
the foil.

similarly imposes an interference drag an

However, the total interference drag at such a junction

experienced in tests has been ascribed to the foil for convenience
(see Chapter 4), and need not be further considered here.
Effect of Foil Lift
For struts attached to the upper surface of a foil, there is an
increase in fluid velocity past the strut due to the circulation
around the foil, and therefore an increase in section drag.

(There

i
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is no increase in fluid velocity at the water surface and thus no
increase in spray drag.)

This effect is small (being less than 10%

for most applications) and can be approximated by multiplying the
strut section drag, equation (7.1), by the following factor

A

where

T

depends on the spanwise
location of the strut,

0/h, and the subwr-

-

gence-span ratio of the
f0il#,I% e. Values Sze
given in Figure 7-3.
CL

-

-

.
-

- foil lift coefficient

-

A - foil aspect ratio

-

'/b

0

FIGURE 7.3

Zffect of Rake

Raking a strut either forward or aft will reduce the section
drag from that value produced when the strut is vertical.

This is

obviously due to the reduction,in strut thickness ratio in the

direction of fluid flow, and thus the thickness ratio to be emloye4

In equation (7.1) is

Ibere

(i~IS the
?

nuiniMm slen

is the aigle of

001okms

*0t1
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It is not fully evident from existing test data whether there is
any real benefit in rake insofar as spray drag in concerned.

Ganerally,

it is felt that there is some advantage, but significant gains have not
been experienced' .
Ventilation of Struts
Ventilation is characterized by an air-pocket that is formed at
the after-body of a strut, which air-pocket is open to the atmosphere
and extends downward along the strut a distance depending on speed and
configuration characteristics.

(Ventilation should not be confused with

cavitation, which is a condition not directly related to the water
surface.)
The air-pocket is formed only ft the presence of soam sharp
discontinuity in the flow.

The diseontinuity produces a vorben which

allows the air to penetrate the water surface of constant pressure,
after which the full cavity can be formed.

Discontinuities arise due

to abrupt changes in strut section, local protuberances, nomentary yaw
angles, etc.
The effect of ventilation is to reduce the section drag of the
strut, since air of atmospheric pressure replaces water of subatusopherie pressure at the afterbedy, resulting In a forward force
component.

Quantitative results of this drag reduction are

eager

and at present fairly inapplicable for the following reasons:
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Streamlined free-ended strut sections tested at zero yaw
show no tendency to ventilate at moderate and high speeds 2 '3 .
Whether this condition would prevail in practice where
transient yaw angles would be experienced or where local
roughness elements might develop sufficiently to "trigger"
ventilation is not known.

If such were the case, there is

no data available on such a condition*
(b)

Wedge-shaped strut sections whioh ventilate throughout the
speed range have such a high section drag initially that
the reduction in drag d=

to ventilation does not appear to

.
result iU a net gain, as far an existing data indicates 3.

(c)

The effect of foil lift

on strut ventilation is not known.

Depending on the foil submergene, the low-pressure region
above the foil may "trigger* ventilation (which in turn will
lower the lift

produced by the foil).

Further experience with actual craft or testing of various configurations under simlated operating conditions is necessary to
produce aceurate desin information regarding ventilation.

At present,

it is recommnded that for streamlined strut sections, the effects of
ventilation can be ignored in normal operations at sero yaw.
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Characteristics in Yaw Prior to Ventilation
The vertical strut having an angle of yaw,

,

produces a side

force and a resultant induced drag. For a fully submerged strut, this
is equivalent to the characteristics of an airfoil with a horizontal

lift force. For the surface-piercing strut, necessary corrections must
be made to account for the boundary effect and for spray-producing drag.
Surface-Piercing Strut
The effect of the surface on the side force characteristics of a
strut is a function of Froude number, similar in nature to the effect
on the foil discussed in Chapter 2. At low Froude numbers, there is

(

a wave effect and a "rigid wall" effect, the first decreasing the strut
efficiency and the latter increasing it.
At high Froude numbers, the surface effect is similar to the
"biplane" effect on a foil; hydrodynamically, the strut is then
equivalent to one-half of an anti-symetrically twisted wing.
There are no theoretical analyses presently known that give the
force characteristics as a function of Froude number. However, as is
indicated in Chapter 2 for foils and in refereoe 1 for strut wave
drag, the region in which wave and rigid wall effects awe important
is at Froude numbers lower than considered practical for most applications.

Therefore, the "biplane" effect is considered to pmvail.
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On this basis, the side force characteristics of a surface-

piercing strut are approximately as follows:

dsr

S

,(7.3)

rAS

d_C
where

(7.4)

CS

is the side force coefficient based on
the submerged strut area (one side)

C

is the strut drag coefficient, based on
strut area

As is the strut aspect ratio,
I

1S$

is the angle of yaw

6 is the lifting surface correction

(see Chapter 2)
Effect of Foil
For the typical case of a strut attached to a foils the foil exerts
an end-plate effect on the yawed strut.

This single end plate has a

"height* equal to the foil span. Equations (7.3) and (7.h) are thereby
modified to the expressions:

4~t
(....k
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where 0

is the approximate induced factor for

(i,2-t ) a single end plate
is the foil span
h

is the strut length (foil submergence)

Equations (7.5) and (7.6) can also be used for a free strut that has
an end plate at its lower tip, with the actual end-plate "height"
being substituted for the foil span, b

Low AspMt Ratio Correction
Strut aspect ratios are generally low for most hydrofoil applications, and the E factor becomes important, as indicated in Chapter 2.
The non-linear effects, which are based on flow across the tips (as
sho=rn in Chapter 2), are not expected to be present on a surfacepiercing strut supporting a foil, since there is no flow across the
tips in this case, and equations (7.5) and (7.6) still. apply.

For a

free-ended surface-piercing strut, there is flow across the lower tip,
and in the absence of specific test data, it is assumed that the nonlinear effect is 1/2 that for a submerged foil with both tips free.
Thus, rewriting equations (7.2) and (7.3) in different form and
adding the non-linear terms, we get for free-ended str-tst

CS

*

sn

*

sin' Cosv

VAS

(
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cVAS

CD• C%

where

Cos.

+ A

3,1
h

S

(7.8)

is the parasite drag coefficient of the strut
(including spray drag) which is also a function
of yaw angle, If,

Correlation with Test Data
Tests have been conducted on yawod struts at E.T.T. , and results
for free-ended struts are shown in Figure 7.4.

In the non-ventilated

region, equation (7.7) is seen to agree closely with the experimental
results for side force.
For the drag,

Ce

was estimated to be 0,012 including spray,

for the section at the tested speed. Equation (7.8) was then evaluated
(for A - 1/2 and 1, which are identical. A
drag).

The agreement is good.
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SIDE FORtCE AND DRAG C'HARAZTERISTIC S
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 7.1
DETERMINE THE DRAG B SIDE FORCE CHARACTERISTICS
OF A SURFACE-PIERGING STRUTPRIOR TO VENTILATION
A SINGLE STRUT OF CONSTANT SECTION SUPPORTS
A RECTANGULAR FOIL AT MI)SPAN. THE STRUT 15
VERTICAL WITH A 12"CNOD AND 10% TIWCNCESS.
THE FOIL IS 6'SPIAN K It"CHOROMWITH A
SUBMERGENCE OF 2'. AND SUPPOMR
A LIFT OF

SECTION

6500 Lb. AT 35 KNOTS

PLAN

REQUIRED PARTICULARS

g

-pf V2 :ky (35Xt69)s 34-8o
Foil Lift Coefficient LL -0
0.31
Foil Aspect Ratio,
A-6
Foil sLtbmerqence/span ratio, h/b- 1/3
Strut Aspect Ratio, As - 2
Rerolds number(59*sedwoter): 35*1'69AI0

4.(x 10'

STRUT PARASITE DRAG

5ection Dmng (From Chaptcr4)

/At

:

R-4,(ox1O' cot(std)-0.0041
an4 (CDO) std .*o.o0o(oIcl).
2xo.OO41 EI+Io(o.IO)' DHCJ
From pS e 7.z and Fi Lre T3, the factor of d4d*m.oal
dvnamic presswre is
(1+0.35 x0.31/0) 1-0,3s,

Then,
coo-%1.036A 04-000 (1+

O.0093(1Ct)
-
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DESIGN EXA MPL E NO. 7 .1
-STRUT PARASITE

S,.2°F,

I

DRAG (CONT'D

Spray Dr.

RFtpie 7.2, take tI~e m.verete v~ftwe
t'o.,oc 2-0.0
1c onve x se' ct o n
C -p
t * 0 r or a. 6
9'ec
.i t
ess v,'ich
.ries dsrecTly
Then, assum l,3 frronsc(olo
9)
From

and ree.rriml te

T

4 Cb
C

.

qch

o (01

t6

yaw

to tke struT &.roe

spray da-a

D ct

as

t

,o
to) Wo.o2o

0.061 0

.

4 ,

SIDE FORCE t INDUCED DRAG
From

Equa

cI"
V-

't,,n(7 5)

1

cC

-2 &2)

+
7

.

42 1

2 Y(,~

dCs5

".375

From Equation (7.6)
d C=o

( U ) = 0 .18 2

TOTAL CHARACTERISTICS
Side Force

Cs - 2.375

C0 o.0 q3.

0-001 + .

ao.o14

-o.I49

q3 (Z 3 75 y

COIJFID~thJTTAL
TII71

i.5,

o i

-

0,01
,

(aw

u
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Characteristics in Yaw When Ventilated
Inception of Ventilation
As indicated in Section 1 above, ventilation is due to some
discontinuity in the fluid flow at the water surface.

In the case

of the yawed strut, it apparently occurs when the angle of yaw, $,
exceeds the entrance angle,

,

of the strut section at the surface,

as indicated by the test data of Figure 7.4. As has been stated in
Chapter 3, the angla,1 B , is
readily determined for a
section with sharp leading
edge, but has no exact

ARCPORM SECTION

definition for an airfoil
section.

It appears reason-

able to use the angle formed

IROIL

by a circular arc tangent to

I-ASUEVNT OF ANGLEB

FtGURE 7,B

the section at the point of

maxLim

SECTION

j

thickness and pass-

ing thmigh the loading edge, as sho a In Viom 7.5.
Lift nt DzrA
The characteristice of a fl

ventisted stint are similar to.

those of ventilated foila, as treated in Chapter 3,

Can -ITI6
11- 7,16

Thus for a flat

STRUTS

COrNMENTIAL

plate strut with no flow across the tips,0 the normal force is

For a surface-piercing strut with foil attached at the loer tip,,
there is no cross flow at the tips and equation (7.9) should apply.
For a free-ended strut, there is cross flow at the free tip and the
resultant normal force is somewhat reduced.
In practical applications, strut sections are not flat on the
The angle ? in equation (7.9) must therefore ba

pressure side.

measured from the angle of sero side force, which is indicated in
Chapter 3 for ventilated foils to be the angle at which the trailing
edge on the pressure side is in line with the fluid flow.

For

symetrical struts,9 this is the angle of rum (the angle A
trailing edge).

for the

Thus, the equation for side force in ventilatted con-"

dition is

Cs,
where

k',

ak,

*.aw-

9C
'

(T.10)

is a factor depending on the coniin
the strut tips (1.0 for no crom~fw

at

is the ymw ang;lseasured ft=m the A*$~ of
zero side force (in ventkjite condition.).
The drag 'is nt

similarly reduced, however

m3~f doependent

being

on the frontal area of the strut 404*4seto tohe

nte wfc. "nos,

is primrily a f~.ntLon Of the actual yaw mg*ee WdiI4
sently unimmu degree by section shape.
00XWTA
11-7.17
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*
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that the drag component of the basic flat plate normal force be
applied (modified as required for free tips).

where

Thust

is the actual yaw angle

Cp e is the parasite drag coetfiient of the strut
(including spray). The friction drag in this
cas is 1/2 that in regular flow since only
on'j side of the strut is wetted.
Comparison with Test Data
tests, the

For the 12% double arc struts used in the X.

entrance angle is )d - 13.9P (for leading and trailing edges).
(.data

The

of Figure 7.4 indicates the inception of ventilation to occur
between 1* and 15.
The lift data in ventilated condition show a reasonable fit with
equation (7.10), using a factor

v

3/4 and measuring from the aftle

of 13.9.
For the drag in ventilated condition, 46

(1/2 of that for the nen-vontlatd osse.

I

a taken as 006
tI

ster

,

derived above, equation (7.11) is show in the fters, and appeam- to
be a reasonable estimate of thi drag.
As previouly stated# more test dta on a variety of strats under
various conditions is required before more reliable design foealas
can be advanced and reliable factors established.

11 -7.18
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Height of

pa

The spray produced by a strut is primarily a function of the
frontal area of the strut (projected area normal to the fluid flow)
in association with the speed of advance.

Hooern.A has analyzed avail-

able data on spray height, for struts at various angles of yaw.
results can be smarised

His

in the following fomnla.

CS
where

hx is the maximam height of spray
C4

is the strut chord

F~is the Froude number based on forebody length
F5is the Frauds number based on strut chord

(~is

the strut thickness ratio

is the angle of yaw.
Equation (7.12) mnwt be considered preliminary, being based on a
ninimim of data,

In particular, the latter .erms which include. yaw is

based an tests ran at low Reynolds number (A1= 105) anid Froud. number
SF

2.9)p and myl not represent conditions at usual aperating

I.S

11-7.19
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CHAPTER 8.

RUDDER CHARACTERISTICS

1. Description of Types
2.

Characteristics of All-Movable
Rudders

3.

Characteristics of Flap Rudders

h.

Rudders on Hulls

The types of rudders likely to be employed on hydrofoil craft
are discussed and categorized.

It

is

shown that rudder character-

istics can be derived from pertinent foil and strut properties
presented in previous chapters.

IOO
-NTIA
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Description of Types
Rudders on hydrofoil craft may be considered in two broad
categories:

first, as applied to the foil configuration when in flying

attitude; second, as applied to the hull, prior to take-off.
For some simpler configurations, one rmadder or system of rudders
is used for both purposes, whereas in others independent rudders are
used for each type of operation.

The choice lies in the selection of

the configuration to be employed and is a matter of overall design.
However, the pertinent hydrodynamic characteristics of the rudder
depend on its relative location and intended function.
Thus, rudders that are esentiaJ.y part c? the foil configuration
and are used in foilborne operations can be treated in accordance with
the foil principles set forth in previous chapters.

For rudders that

are essentially part of the hull configuration (being used primarily
for hull borne operations),

the various influences of the adjacent

hull must be taken into account.
There are two main types of rudders to be considered:

first,

the all-movable rudder which is also referred to as a balanced rudder
(since the pivot point can be located at the center of pressure), and
secondly, the flap rudder which is located behind a streamlined post
and is essentially a flap pivoting behind a fixed strut (similar to

CONFID3TIAL
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a flap on a foil).

RUDDERS

The character-

istics of each type also depend on
whether the rudder if

fully subALL MOVABLE

merged or surface-piercing.

There are variations which
combine both types to some degree,

FLAP

the characteristics of which can

BASIC
be reasonably determined from

RUDDER

FIGURE 8.1

those of the basic types.
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Characteristics of All-Movable Rudders

Fully-Submerged Rudders
Rudders that are fully submerged are essentially considered to have
the same hydrodynamic characteristics as a foil and thus the lift or
side force, drag and moment of the rudder can be readily determined by

the principles set forth in Chapters 1 and 2.
Since fully submerged rudders are usually of small aspect ratio,
the lifting surface theo: J should be applied.

Reference should therefore be made to those chapters for the
methods and formulas to be used, with the following changes in notation
to be employed:

C5 the side force coefficient, instead of CL
A

the rudder deflection angle, instead of o.

\ the "span" of the rudder (height).

Surface-Piercing All-Movable Rudders
All-movable rudders that extend through the water surface are
essentially surface-piercing struts, insofar as the hydrodynanic
characteristics are concerned.

Thus, the material given in Chapter 7

for struts can apply directly to the rudders of the same type, the
only distinction being that the rudder is referred tot

CONFIDENTIAL
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,the

rudder deflection angle instead of

the strut yaw angle.
This applies to ventilated as well as non-ventilated condition,
including the end-plate effect of any foilp nacelle, end plate, etc.
on the lower tip.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Characteristics of Flap Rudders
As illustrated in Figure 8.1, a flap rudder is essentially the
after portion of a strut so arranged to pivot (as a flap) behind the
fixed forward portion.

As such, it is similar to a foil with plain

flap and its hydrodynamic characteristics can be determined from the
principles of flaps given in Chapter

5.

Side Force of Flap Rudders
Thus, from equation (5.4), with appropriate changes in notation
(and noting the angle of zero lift is zero for symnetrical sections,
as usually employed on rudders), the side force can be given for submerged or surface-piercing rudders:

where

Cs
qdC

is the side force coefficient, based on
total side area of the strut-flap
is the side force curve slope of the unflapped
strut, as determined above or in Chapter 7, for
the submerged or surface-piercing case, as
required.
is the angle of yaw 6f te,. fixed strut section
is the flap deflection angle
is an effectiveness factor.

CONFIDTAL
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The effectiveness is given in Chapter 5 as

where 0;/C

is the flap chord/total section chord ratio.

Equation (8.2) is considered valid for flap deflections of less than
156 and flap chord& less than 70% of the total chord.

Other Characteristics
Generally, then, all of the flap rudder characteristics can
readily be determined tror the principles set forth on flaps in
Chapter 5 in conjunction with the basic strut characteristics set
forth in Chapter 7.

Hinge

omnts, partial-span flaps, drag, etc.

can all be obtained with the same degree of acouraLy as for foil flaps,

,Ventilation
The ventilating characteristics of surfaoe- Iering flap raddt
are expected o be somewhat different from those of struts and .11movable rudders.
its lift

It is considered that since the flap rudder gets

due to change in camber instead of change in angle of attacks

the flow across the leading edge of the section is not as geat

s in

the other oase. and thus the flap rudder should not ventilate a
readily (i.e. it should be capable of higher side force prior to
ventilation).

There is no known data available to support (or disprove)

this contention, and therefore tests are required before design
formulas can be presented.
CONFENTIAL
I
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Rudders on Hulls
Auxiliary rudders are sometimes employed to provide steering when
the craft is hull borne, prior to take-off.

Such rudders are attached

to or in close proximity to the hull and usually rise clear of the
water after take-off.
For the type of hull usually employed in hydrofoil craft, these
rudders would be located beneath the hull.

Thus, no consideration need

be given to surface-piercing rudders for the low speed range (low
Froude and Reynolds numbers) prior to take-off.
Hull rudders may, therefore, be treated as lifting surfaces in
an infinite fluid, and the theory of small aspect ratio foils can be
employed to determine their hydrodynamic characteristics, taking into
account the influence of the hull.
Theoretically, the influence of the hull is to double the
effective aspect ratio of the rudder, when the rudder is attached
directly to the hull (zero clearance).

As the clearance increases

the effectiveness is decreased, so that at about a clearance equal to
1/2 the rudder height the rudder is free of any hull effects.

(This

can be shown quantitatively, from the treatment of air gap in a wing,

given by Durandl).

To what extent viscous effects influence the

rudder effectiveness (boundary layer effects on the clearance and on

CONFIDENTIAL
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the rudder itself) is not known specifically and cannot be generalized

due to the variety of possible arrangements on the hull-rudder geometry.
Much inforation on the characteristics of hull rudders, the effect
of various influences and practical approaches to design can be gotten

from various marine sources 2

3.
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CHAPTER 9.

CHARACTERISTICS OF NACELLES AND SMALL APPENDAGES

1.

Nacelle Size and Shape

2.

Characteristics of Isolated Nacelles

3.

Characteristics of Nacelles in a Foil

Configuration
4.

Drag of Small Appendages

The typical geometry of nacelles used in hydrofoil application
is

indicated and data on the lift,

isolated nacelles is given.

drag, and pitching moment of

The characteristics of various nacelles

in configurations are discussed qualitatively and procedures for
d.~eraining and using various data are given.
ellaneous small bodies are tabulated.
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Nacelle Size and Shape

In hydrofoil applications, nacelles are used primarily for propulsion and transmission machinery.

Characteristically, nacelles are

streamlined in shape, with cross-sections varying from circular to
rectangular (at their largest sections) which generally are faired
into rounded noses and conical tails.

The hydrodynamic characteristics of nacelles are commonly expressed in coefficient form, usually based on the wetted surface of
the nacelle (in marine applications).

The drag of a long slender nacelle (submarine, airship,
etc.) with its axis in the direction of flight is primarily due to friction, and thus the wetted surface is
the most important reference area in this regard.

However, it is conventient in most cases to refer the nacelle
characteristics to the frontal area (maximum cross-section), which
is more readily determined in preliminary investigations and which
is important in evaluating the optimum nacelle geometry for a given
application.

The ratio of the wetted area to the frontal area is approximately
given I for most nacelle shapes ass

5wet
5a

% 31,
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where

is the length of the nacelle

d

is the diameter (or equivalgnt diameter for noncircular shapes) at the maximum cross-section

5,
5D

is wetted surface of nacelle
is frontal area (maximum cross-sectional area).
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Characteristics of Isolated Nacelles

Parasite Drag with Flow Parallel to Nacelle Axis

The parasite drag of a nacelle in an infinite fluid is composed
of friction drag and pressure drag.

the friction drag is most important; for a blunt body (low 91,f)
pressure drag is predominant.

4

For a long slender body (high

the

Thus. the total parasite drag is a

function of the various shape parameters of the nacelle.

Experimental data on a variety of aircraft bodies (airships,
fuselages, etc.) is available in NoA.C.A. reports*. Gertler 2 gives

results for streamlined bodies of revolution of high
4 to 10).

41i (

/f=

From such sources, the parasite drag can be accurately

determined.

From an analysis of such data, Hoerner I gives an empirical formula
which cr be used for preliminary purposes with good accuracy.

In

terms of the wetted area, this formula is

(9.2)

CD+Lt/,+G013

and by substituting equation (9.1), the formula in terms of the frontal
area is:

* See N.A.C.A. "Index of NACA

Technical Publications", 1949
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where

NAr;; T,],

C

is tiCe fric,ioinai
e ()e'f Lcirit
nbased
on
wetted area (see Cha-r'lr b.) at, Ohe amropriate
Reynolds numb, r bawied on khe length of the
nacelle.
is the lengLli/diauieLer
above.

rat-io, as indicated

Figure 9.1 (taken from. regerence 1) shows the frontal drag

coefficient as given in
IN PRESENCE

equation(9.3), and as
derived from experimental

I50LATED NACELLE

data.

The optimum
io
seen to be close to 2 for

CD30.06
0.04

0.02

such isolated nacelles. (As

shown in the following
section, the optimum

oF

HIGH WING

-

0
of

[

the nacelle is larger when

NACELLE

'T !,E 7TTAL

Ti

4

-/.

8

FRONTAL DRAG COEFFICIENT

FIGURE 9.1

in conjunction with a foil.)

COE

z

_
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Wave Drag of Nacelles
2
In his tests on streamlined bodies of revolution, Gertler

lpl--7 at sub-

also determined the wave drag of bodies with
mergences slightly greater than 1 diameter.

From this data, it is

indicated that the wave drag component is appreciable at low Froude
numbers (based on the body length) but is negligible above Froude
numbers of 1.0 to 1.5.

Figure 9.2 shows the results for one of the

bodies tested, from which estimates may be made for other cases in
the absence of specific test data.

."
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FIGURE 9.2
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Characteristics at Angles of Attack

Nacelles may be considered to be foils of small aspect ratio in
analyzing the lift, drag and moment characteristics at angle of attack.
However, due to the shape of the body, the large "thickness" and
different "tip conditions", such analysis would be qualitative only;
and reliable values can only be determined from experimental data, as
is available in reports on airship and fuselage characteristics (see
NACA Index of Technical Publications).

Where the submergence and

Froude number are small, tank tests should be run in order to determine
the characteristics more exactly as influenced by the water surface.
l
Figure 9.3 gives some representative data, as shown by Hoerner ,

and as given by Jacobs and Ward3 for seveial fuselage shapes.
lift and drag coefficients are based on frontal area.
coefficient about the quarter length is
fuselage length.
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Characteristics of Nacelles in a Foil Configuration

General Considerations

When superimposed on a foil configuration, the nacelle exhibits
somewhat different characteristics than when isolated.

There is a

mutual interference effect on both foil and nacelle, which is reflected in different values of lift, drag and moment for the entire
configuration.

In the analysis of such configurations, the standard
procedure is to maintain the total foil area, as if
the nacelle were not present. The superposition of a
nacelle which replaces some of the foil will actually
reduce the foil area, resulting in a reduction in foil
parasite drag from that basically considered. Therefore, it must be kept in mind that the nacelle characteristics determined from tests, wherein the basic
foil drag is deducted from the total configuration
drag, consists of several additive components (the
basic nacelle drag, the interference drags on both
wing and body, and an induced drag increment due to
change in foil lift distribution at the nacelle)
and a deductive component (the parasite drag of the
foil enclosed by the nacelle).

The total effect of superimposing the nacelle on the foil cannot
readily te ascertained for the general case, due to the large number of
factors involved.

Several factors are:

(a)

the characteristics and geometry of the isolated nacelle

(b)

the characteristics and geometry of the foil

(c)

the angle of attack
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(d)

the relative size of nacelle and foil

(e)

the relative location of nacelle in vertical,
horizontal and spanwise directions

(f)

the extent of fairing at the foil-nacelle junctions.

Qualitative Results of Tests

Examination of data on wind-tunnel tests of various nacelle-foil
combinations does indicate certain trends, which are given for a
general guide in evaluating configurations.

(a)

Typical airplane nacelles mounted on a wing are of low
A/,
with an overall length of the same magnitude as t e
foil chord. The drag of such nacelles tend to be larget.

(b)

Nacelles and fuselages of higher 4 'd , and which also have
a length appreciably greater than the foil chord, show small
increases in nacelle drag depending on the vertical location
of the nacelles with respect to the foil. Hoerner I shows
the nacelle drag for various "high-wing" arrangements (the
results of one analysis are shown in Figure 9.1), which
indicates the optimum ./d for the nacelle to be nearly
7.0, and the drag for nacelles of larger I/
to be about
20% higher than when isolated from the foil.

(c) For similar nacelles and fuselages as in (b) above, but with
"mid-wing" arrangement, the net nacelle drag is slightly
decreased according to tests conducted by Jacobs and Ward 3 .
This condition generally holds true for the range of vertical
positions, where the drag would be generally as indicated in
(b) above.
For the complete characteristics of these "midwing" configurations, Jacobs and Ward observe that the simple
adding of the independent foil and nacelle characteristics
(lift, drag and moment) shows very good agreement with the
data (without further consideration of interference, etc.)
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(d)

NACELLES

The addition of suitable fairings at the foil-nacelle
junction tends to reduce the drag appreciably, particularly
for high or low wing arrangements.

Recommended Methods

For accurate determination of the characteristics of nacelle-foil
configurations, tank tests should be run on the contemplated configuration through the range of speed, attitude, and submergence anticipated
in the design.

Under certain conditions, data taken from pertinent

wind-tunnel tests on similar configurations may be suitable.

However,
used that is
(a)

for preliminary purposes,

a simple approximation may be

considered reasonably accurate for hydrofoil applications$

The parasite drag of the configuration is

simply that of the

isolated nacelle (at zero lift) added to the rest of the
configuration.

(b)

The lift

and moment characteristics are considered those of

the foil alone, when the nacelle quarter-length is

in line

with the foil quarter chord.
This procedure is

recommended only when reasonable fairings are

employed at the foil-nacelle junction.
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Drag of Small Appendages

In a practical hydrofoil configuration, there is apt to be small
protuberances or isolated bodies installed for purposes of control,
instrumentation, access, etc.

In preliminary considerations these may

generally be disregarded, but where careful estimates of drag must be
made for performance or structural purposes their characteristics
should be noted.
Hoerner I gives a comprehensive coverage of the drag of many
bodies conceivably to be found in hydrofoil configurations, and
reference should be made to that work for the details.

As a general guide, Table 9.1 gives the drag characteristics of
some of the more common shapes.

Where such bodies are isolated from major components of the configuration, the gi.ven values can be used.

However, when attached to

a foil or strut, consideration must be given to mutual interference
effects, boundary layer effects, etc. in accordance with principles
previously set forth.
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TABLE 9.1
APPROXIMATE VALUES OF DRAG
COEFFICIENT FOR VARIOUS BODY FORMS

L/1

Form of Body

R
--

(based on D )
Circular disk

(

Tandem disks

( L - spacing)
-- diameter)
(

= diameter)
0
1

1

C) - breadth)

> 103

1.12
0.93

1.04
1.54

> 103

1.16
1.20
1.50

20

01.95
0

area
1.12

5

Circular cylinder (axis I' to flow)

frontal

> 103

2
3
Rectangular plate (I to flow)
( L - length)

o

b

i&
0

1.12

( L - length)

1

( 0 - diameter)

2

0.85

4
7

0.87
0.99

Circular cylinder (axis I to flow)

(L - length)
( D - diameter)

1

0.91

105

5

0.63

20

0.74
0.90

I

1.20

5

>5 x 10 5

0.35

r0.33

Hemisphere:

Hollow upstream
Hollow downstream
( D - diameter)

Sphere

( D

-

diameter)

Ellipsoid (13, major axis II to flow
=
(
diameter)
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i03

1.33
0.34

20

0.47

> 2 x 105

0.06

>3 x 105

0.20
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CHAPTER 10.

SKID CHARACTERISTICS

1. General Considerations
2.

Lift and Wetted Length

3.

Drag and Pitching Moment

The application of skids is discussed, and data on the lift
of skids of various geometry is given. Drag and pitching moment
are shown to be obtained from the lift values.
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1.

General Considerations

Small lifting components that plane on the water surface are
used on certain hydrofoil configurations for the purposes of control
(sensing the water surface) and for the combined purpose of control
and lift (as on the Grunberg
type configuration).

LIFT

W,

Such com-

ponents are essentially flat
plates of small aspect ratio
and are commonly known as skids.
The main feature of skids as com-

v

pared to fo.ils is their high

PLANING

OF

FLAT PLATE SKID

sensitivity to change in

FIGURE 10.1

submergence.

As applied to hydrofoil craft, skids are comparatively small in
size with coneequen
angles.

high Froude numbers, and operate at large trim

Since typical planing hull data (referred to in Chapter 11)

is in the range of lower Froude numbers and low trim angles, such
hull data is generally not applicable to planing skids.

Therefore,

specific flat plate data for the appropriate range of operating
conditions must be employed.

The notation used in presenting and analyzing planing data is
somewhat different from airfoil notation, although conversion is

CON17DENT!AL
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The important planing notation (using NACA "seaplane"

readily made.

coefficients) is as follows:

C, ~=

//

CA
C

A

b

• V/

b

"speed coefficient"

r/ ,'

"load coefficient"

V2b'

lift
coefficient based on the square of
the beam (CL
2 CA/CJ )

/"wetted

where

T

length ratio"
(the reciprocal of the aspect ratio)

is the angle of trim in degrees
/ is speed, ft/sec
is mean wetted length of the plate, ft
(see Figure 10.1)

b
W

is breadth of plate (beam, span) - ft.
is load on plate (lift), lbs0
is

the density of the fluid

is acceleration of gravity

w

3
is the specific weight of the fluid lb/ft
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SKIDS

Lift and Wetted Length
At the present time there is no complete three-dimensional planing
theory available which correctly predicts the lift, wetted length, etc.
over the range met in practice.

An empirical equation has been derived

by ETT 1 which is good within certain limits of trim, loading, etc.
NACA 2 has extended the range of variables for the high speed case
(where buoyancy effects are negligible).

Both sources also give the

influence of certain variations from the flat plate (deadrise, chine
flare, etc.)
Data based on the NACA tests is presented in Figure 10.2, wherein
the "lift coefficient" C
angle and

X

can be determined as a function of trim

.

Generally, since the wetted length is difficult to predetermine, the normal design procedure is to determine
Cib from the trim and balance of the entire craft. Then
for various trim angles, the wetted length can be
determined.
In addition to the flat plate data, Figure 10.2 shows the lift

of

skids with various deadrise and local chine conditions as a percentage
of the corresponding flat plate lift.
the factor,

,

Thus, CLb

must be corrected by

for the pertinent case as given in the figure.

These values of I are average, computed from the NACA
data for operating conditions expected to be met by
skids, and are considered sufficiently accurate for
engineering purposes. For greater accuracy, reference
should be made to the original reports 2 .
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CHINE DETAIL

HORIZ. FLARE

PLAIN
1.00

tO0.73

VERT. STRIPS

1.00

1.00

0.85

090

u.J

405

N.

0.70

VALUES OF
VARIOUS

FOR

SKID FORMS
,//./

/

!

,40

A

0

.35 --

C4,

.25

.10

.000

10

5

15

LIFT OF PLANING SKIDS

FIGURE 10.2
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SKIDS

Drag and Pitching Moment

The drag of the skid may be found by calculating the induced drag
and the frictional drag separately, although the latter is seldom
important in a practical case due to the high trim angles (i.e. the
induced drag is predominant.)

The induced drag is simply given by

DI

W +an

since the dynamic pressures act normal to the plate.

The frictional

drag is easily determined (see Chapter 4) once the wetted length is
found, as above.

From test data, the center of pressure is

found to be about 70%

of the mean wetted length forward of the trailing edge.

This value

may be used for all high speed skids without serious error.
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2842

40
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2876

200 and 40 0

2981
3052

20

Plain

0

Plain
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nd 40"

Vertical Strips
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CHAPTER 11.

hULL DRAG

1.

General Considerations

2.

Basic Hull Drag

3. Hull Unloading
Characteristics
4. Air Drag

Reference is made to standard marine and seaplane data for
determining the basso hull drag.

Drag through the unloading range

can be approximated by a zimplified method, as a functioti of the
basic drag, as shcwn.

A formula for the air dr&g is given, as a

function of the hull shape, based on existing data.
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HULL DRAG

General Considerations
The drag of the hull is an important component of the total drag
at speeds below take-off.

At comparatively slow speeds when the foil

system provides virtually no lift (or for controllable foils when set
at zero lift)

the hull supports nearly all of the required weight due

to its displacement and/or planing action (if

any).

Thus, the drag

of the hull for this condition must be determined.
Through the take-off range, the hull is gradually "unloaded" by
the lift

of the foils with consequent raising of the craft and re-

duction in hull drag.

The hull drag in this range is most readily

expressed as a percentage of the drag of the fully waterborne hull,
as is indicated below.

The air drag of the hull becomes important at the high speeds
beyond take-off when the hull is completely clear of the water.

In an important hydrofoil craft design, model test data should
be obtained directly for the hull to be employed.

However,

for pre-

liminary purposes, the methods and formulas proposed herein should
be adequate.
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Basic Hull Drag

Theoretical methods of calculating the resistance of waterborne
craft are availablel' 2, but the calculations are arduous and the
results are not as reliable as those obtained from model tests.
3 ,4 ,5
There are several systematic series of model tests available

on various types of hull form along with some collections of results6,7
on large numbers of specific designs.

Table 11.1 lists some of these

sources along with a description of the variations tested and the data
reported.
Since there is a wide variety of hull forms possibla
for application to hydrofoil craft, and since all of
the basic data is readily available in the referenced
works, it shall not be produced herein.

The methods of applying the data in each case is given in the
sources,

and are also described in standard references 8 , 9 .

The main

difficulty in utilizing the results usually occurs in the selection
of coefficients in the series to give a hull form as similar as
possible to the one in question.

In this respect, a general guide

can be given, based on the Froude concept of ship model testing, as
follows.
The resistance of the model is assumed to be separable into two
components

the "frictional" due to viscous effects and depending on
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the wetted surface and Reynolds number, and the "residual" which
influences the wave resistance and "eddy-making" (separation effects)
depending on the Froude number.

The model is tested at the same Froude

number as experienced by the full sized ship, and the model results are
corrected by assuming the frictional resistance to be that of a plank
of the same area and Reynolds number in each case (ship and model).
Test data on planks is available for making this correction1 0 .

The Froude and Reynolds numbers are defined on the basis of speed
and length as follows:

Froude number

-

Reynolds number

=

where

V/V

- speed of advance in ft/sec

V

- length in ft.
-

SThe length

"1"

2
acceleration of gravity in ft/sec

kinematic viscosity in ft2/sec

is usually defined as the wetted length of the ship in

the direction of motion with the 'exception of some data on seaplane
models where (for use in the Froude number only) the beam "b" of the

model is used.

In ship parlance the Froude number in usually

abbreviated excluding the constant "g" and using the speed in knots

"Vk". Definitions of these quantities are as follows:
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Category.

Ships

Seaplanes

Quantity:

"Speed-Length Ratio"

"Speed Coefficient"

Symbol,

Vk/J

Definition:

*Cv

Vk/IIT- 3.36 v/g

/97

The general guide, therefore, is to attempt to match the hull
form characteristics influencing the wave or residual resistance such
as the fullness and Froude number, and to make corrections for differences in frictional resistance (especially wetted surface).

A

knowledge of the basic mechanism of resistance is indispensable in
this respect.

*

"L" and "j

have the same meaning
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. 11.1

I"IO

ESTIMATE THE HULL RESISTANCE OF THE
FOLLOWING PLANING HULL FORM
LENGTH (B.P.)
BEAM

62.51
16.0'

DISPLACEMENT

50 TONS

L.C.G.
SPEED

4.05'AFT
30 KNOTS

J

HULL IS SAME AS THAT

GIVEN INd
AP'sENDIX A
NO UNLOADING CONSIDERED

-

SERIES 50 PLANING DATA (REFERENCE 2) IS USED.
DATA IS PRESENTED ON RESISTANCE, TRIM, L.C.G.
AND WETTED SURFACE FOR A SYSTEMATIC SERIES
OF 40MLONG MODELS.
A TYPICAL DATA CHART IS SHOWN BELOW. KNOWING THE
HULL CHARACTERISTICS (SPEED, DISPLACEMENT, LENGTH, ETC.)
VALUES ARE READ DIRECTLY FOR THE MODEL AMC
CONVERTED AS REQUIRED FOR THE FULL SIZE CRAFT.

ON T R160
5 FTolAL MO~i-RE -5
;40

---- --

--.--

-

-

4F5 -SAL.

~

-

-

-

-

Im
-

ISO

-

4__40

___~

:zo
20r

m

00A*0

BE

1R11.7
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. I11

OF 3
2

FROM THE HULL PARTICULARS, THE LCG IS 56.5 o/- OF
LENGTH AFT OF THE FOR'D PERPENDICULAR. FROM SERIES

THE

LENGTH

DISPLACEMENT

A,

ZERO STATIC TRIM (T-0 ON THE CHARTS)

TO

THIS CORRESPONDS

50,

RATIO OF THE

HULL IS

. 200

WHICH IS OUT OF THE MODEL TEST RANGE. HOWEVER,
OVERLOAD CONDITION
BY CONSIDERING THIS TO BE 20/
AND THE RATIO TO BE USED 15
A

)j=167

ON THE CHAR"TS

FOR

THE CORRESPONDING
SERIES

50 TEXT)

8/HTHE SPEED

BEAM/DRAFT RATIO IS FOUND (IN

rHE

TO BE

4.77

LENGTH RATIO IS

vK/
THEN,

AN+200%

FROM

-- 3.80

THE CHARTS

THE

FOLLOWING

INFORMATION

IS TAkEN

.247

3.0
3.5

075

7.2

4.o

0.10

7.3

2.03

w,178

7.3

2.12

IN'MT-RPOLATING

3.8

Nov

,S "runnins" t,,ni of t,
: 1I,

hu
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. I1.1

SH 3O3

THE MODEL RE5i5TANCE DATA MIU5T HOW BE CORRECTED
FOR REYRIOLDS NO. EFFECT. AND ASERVICE ROIJG-NE55
FACTOR ADDED TO GEI THE CORRECT RES15TANCE VALUE
FOR THE FULL 51ZE CRAFT
MODEL

FULL SIZE

3.33
WEIGHT 16. G*
ll.fp.s.
50EED
REYNOLDS NO. 3.28K(06
0.00354
ci
LENGTH

RtYNOLDS NO.

[FROM A/(/oOd 200]
[FROMVK/,/I , 3.8J
[FW. 0 69 ° J
[TURBULENT]

2.23%108 [5W. @ 59-]

0.00186
ROUGHNESS ALLOWANCE 0.00040

c, (ROUGH) 0.0022
THUS,TWE MODEL RESISTANCE MUST BE REDUCED AN
AMOUNT EQUIVALENT TO
(ACj): o.oOIzS
THIS CORRESPOND5 TO
(AR): Ac- xP/ V2 5 (model)

(AJw : o. 37k,.6 : 0. Z2
THEN,THE FULL SIZE RESULTS ARE
R/A

:0.I18-0.-Z
:0.156

HULL RES15TANCE :0.156Y
HULL TRII

,I,000:I7,5OO

:"7.3
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Hull Unloading Characteristics

The drag of the hull during the "unloading" process prior to
take-off is

a function of many variabloo and cannot be readily

determined except when the hydrofoil configuration and operating
characteristics are specified.

Model tests1 1 '1 2 have been conducted

on several hull models at various specified unloading speeds and angles
of trim, but the results are not necessarily applicable to general
cases since the trim is

difficult to predetermine (except for fully

controlled configurations).

Therefore, model tests of the proposed configuration should be
conducted for accurate determination of the hull unloading characteristics.

For preliminary purposes, hull unloading characteristics can

be approximated by the method proposed by Ward13 for both displacement
and planing type hulls.

Since planing type hulls are generally used

in hydrofoil craft application (for moderate size craft, at least),
the approximate unloading characteristics of the planing hull are
proposed for use.

It

is

assumed that the hull is

an essetially flat hull planing

at an angle of trim, and that the foil system unloads the hull at the
center of gravity.

It

is

a characteristic of planing that the center

of pressure location relative to the wetted length remains fixed
regardless of the trim, and that the lift

CONFIDENTIAL
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proportional to the trim.

This causes the craft to pivot about the

forward edge of the wetted area during the process of unloading, as
indicated in Figure 11.1.

NO UKLOADIN6

YZ

---'--oW.

90"7-907. I't1LOADINI-

?O TRIM OR LOAD107
N

ILLUSTRATING

SIMPLIFIED

N

W G

UNLOADING

FIGURE 11.1
It is also evident that the "residual" resistance is equal to the
component of dynamic lift in the horizontal plane and therefore

proportional to the load on the h41l and the angle of trim. The
drag (at a fixed speed) may, therefore, be related to the drag at
sero unloading as follows:
fI
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"Frictional"

"Residual"

we
-L

I

S/S.

combinings

where

I

S

-

hull resistance

-

loading on the hull

-

angle of trim

-

wetted surface

-

residual

Subscripts:

r

- frictional
o

refers to values oi the parameters at zero unloading.

The assumed unloading curve is
It

therefore as given in Figure 11.2.I

should be noted that the resistance at zero unloading mist be broken

down into frictional and residual components which is

usually standard

procedure in resistance tests on series results, as indicated above for
the basic hull drag.
at low values of

The assumption
and in fact

CONFIDENTIAL
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must be equal to zero when the
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hull is completely unloaded.

The dotted lino on the graph (Figure

11.2) represents this transition.
speed VK since the ratios

The graph is good only for one
and

RV/

R/JR

will in general

vary with speed.

0 ET.T. EXPERIMENTAL DATA
-- ASSUMED CURVF

I.00

.,

1.00

,.o,,

.-

W~l -z~oV~R/R
0

o0

0

,1"
I

0 0

1.00

W/w,,
TYPICAL

w/W.

LOO

UNLOADING CURVES

FIGURE 11.2
Tests points are shown on the graph which were derived from
unloading experiments on a series 50 hull 1 2 .

It is seen that the

assumed characteristic variation of resistance with unloading is
at least approximately correct and sufficient for engineering
applications.
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h.

Air Drag

At the high speeds associated with foil-borne operations of
hydrofoil craft, the air drag of the exposed parts of the craft (the
hull and superstructure, primarily) must be taken into account.
However, while the air drag is important, it is generally a small
percentage of the total and may be approximated by a simple expression with reasonable accuracy.

Thus, the air drag may be expressed as:

PDIr
where

CD

V2 5

(n.2)

Dir

is the air drag (in pounds)

p

is the density of air (0.00238 # see2/fth,

'

at sea level)

5

is the cross-sectional or frontal area2 of

the hull and major superstructurq, ft

V

is the speed in ft/sec

C,

is the drag coefficient based on the area S,
and is to be determined.

This may be more conveniently expressed in terms of the speed in

knots (VK),

ors

Datr

w

(where
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CD

)

(1.3)
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Eggert 3 used a drag coefficient of 1.18 for ships based on an
assumed cross-sectional area of 1/2 e (where 5 is the beam of the
ship).

However, this area is probably less than the actual maximum,

including the superstructure, for such cases.

Furthermore, there is

no attempt at streamlining in the case of large ships as there is in
the typical fast craft such as a hydrofoil boat.

The effect of stream-

lining is by far the most important consideration in determining the
drag coefficient.

It is proposed that a coefficient of 0.60 (which

would check with Eggert's formula using
i/2

for the area instead of

%

5 ) be used for blunt ended hulls and superstructures 114 , and 0.30

for well streamlined configurations (seaplanes,
coefficients as low as 0.20).

with no houses,

have

The corresponding V, values are there-

fore .002 and .001 respectively.

The recommended formula for the air drag is

D,

= (0.001 +. 0.002) S

then

(i1.4)

where the choice of the factor depends on the amount of streamlining
incorporated in the hull and superstructure.
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CHAPTER 12. ASPECTS AND INFLUENCE OF CAVITATION IN
THE HYDRODYNAMIC 2HARAOTERISTIGS OF-HYDROFOIL BOATS
Notation
1.

Physical Mechanism oi Cavitation

2.

Inception of Cavitation

3.

Forces in Cavitatir4 Flow

A preferred field of application for hydrofoil boats iS in
higher speeds.

In fact, realization of speeds above 'sm 140 hat s t

em reason for the derolopent of these boats.

At smch speeds,

eavitation is ho longer avoidable, both in the propeller and in the

hydrofoil system.
form

Consideration of oavitational effects upon per-

e and behavior is,

therefore, necessary.

A basia review of cavitation is presented by Aokprotl

a soft

recent and more detailed analysis is given by Bienberga, and an
extensive bibliography is available in reference I.
atiua here, reiterates theo phyvical umhnoo

thi Present-

im of eavitiozen,

wunbiozn

dely In the onset of eavitatie in certain odaftieps, *kes
predictions of the critical speed (ineeptioa .f eaevittiou), fA hydvefalls

an

preaents sow, force 0.4

11

in qavltatft flow.
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Notation

d

bubble or body diameter
W chordwise distance

C

foil chord

t

thickness

f

height of camber

b

wing span

S
A

submergence
aspect ratio,
half apex angle of wedges or cones

'I'

CY4

air content of water
angle of attack

~- weight density
mass density

V

speed in ft/sec or knots
2
dynamic pressure, (0.5?V
p static pressure

Cp static pressure coefficient, j6 P/4~
13

(,4-PP

cavitation number,

1; critical cavitation number

ID
C6

drag or resistance
drag coefficient, Diq.S

L

lift; also subscript for lift

CL

lift coefficient, L./4jS

1~Reynolds

number on

),(w,/
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Physical Mechanism of Cavitation

The compressibility of water is negligibly small when compared
with conditions in air.

However, as a function of speed, water flow

reaches a critical condition characterized by vaporizatiun and
cavitation.

Cavitation Bubbles

Vaporization is the growth of a gas- or vapor bubble.

There is

an equilibrium in such a bubble between a force (proportional to the
projected bubble area

CI/4)

corresponding to the pressure differ-

ential between inside and outside, and a force (proportional to the
circumference
reference 1).

cI

) due to the surface tension of the bubble (see

For a given pressure differential, therefore:
Suction ,- Diameter

(12.1)

Tension

This function means that a critical or minimum diameter is necessary to
assure growth of the bubble.

In "clean" water, there are no bubbles or other cavities existing.
As a consequence, water which has been distilled does not readily boil
at the temperature which is commonly called boiling temperature; and
it does not "rupture" or cavitate upon reaching the "vapor pressure"
corresponding to temperature.
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If certain nuclei (gas bubbles of microscopic or macroscopic
size) are available, however, it is to be concluded from equation (12.1)
that there is a critical (negative) pressure at -which the diameter of
the bubbles is just sufficiently large to permit growth.

Upon reaching

critical conditions, the bubble may suddenly increase its diameter.

In concluding, a certain air bubble content or existence of gascarrying particles is a necessary prerequisite of cavitation.

Air Content

Water with a "free" surface has the natural characteristic of
absorbing air.

There is a maximum amount of air which "saturated"

water can retain.

Under standard atmospheric conditions, for example,

corresponding to 59°F and 760 mm Hg, the saturated air content is in
the order of 2% by volume, which is only a ratio of 25/106 by weight.
It is the content of bubbles, rather than the dissolved amount of air,
which makes cavitation possible 2 . One way of providing such bubbles is
locally reducing the static pressure by placing a body in a flow of
air-saturated water.

In certain preferred places, the water becomes

over-saturated, thus shedding bubbles.
According to basic experiments4 , cavitation starts at pressures
close to vapor pressure provided that the air content is close to the
saturated condition.

In waves and turbulent water, air is entrained

CONFIDENTIAL
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and suspended in the form of bubbles, thus raising the total content
above the saturated value.
carry gas bubbles.
content is

Also, dirt and organic substances seem to

Therefore, in practical applications, the nuclei

always above any critical limits; and ships and hydrofoils

are faced with the problem of cavitation.

The air content also has another more direct effect.

Existing

air bubbles grow upon entering a low-pressure field, and may combine
with each other.

The result is a "cavitating" flow pattern without

any vapor, which is similar to "real", vapor-type cavitatioa.
ty-s

Two

of cavitation and two different critical cavitation numbers can,

therefore, be considered:

one indicating the onset of air-bubble

formation ("bubble" phase) and the other one defining incipient
("steady" or "sheet" or "laminar") vapor cavitation.

Naturally, air-

bubble cavitation usually starts above the vapor pressure.

Erosion

There have been considerable discussions and arguments about the
mechanism of erosion, caused by cavitation.
accepted effect is

The predominant and

the mechanical hammering or impact at spots where

vapor-filled bubbles or cavities suddenly collapse upon the surface
(see reference 2).

In contradistinction, air-bubble cavitation does

not lead to erorion because there is no sudden collapse and the introduction of air (ventilation) into a cavitating water turbine has
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been found to reduce the noise (of collapsing bubbles) associated
with vapor cavitation.

As an example, Figure 12.1 shows lift-coefficient areas indicating inception of cavitation and erosion past a certain hydrofoil
section.

Impact and damage only take place within the dotted areas,

where cavity or bubbles end ahead of the trailing edge.

"

There is

DANGER OF EROSION

1.0-

FROM - 50%
\0

1100

FULL CAVITATION BEYOND

/,

TRAILING EDGE
0.8

..

.

CHORD

ON UPPER SIDE

~os

. .

0.6-

CL
100%

50%

0.4-

NON-CAVITATING

t
-. 35%

0.2-

0

""'ID".E

LOE

o65

1:0

CAVITATION NUMBER

1.5

G'

PHASES OF CAVITATION ON CIRCULAR-ARC SECTION (REF 5)

FIGURE 12.1
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only a restricted tnterval of lift coefficient (in the orer of ACL
t 0.1, at both sides of CLopt) where cavitation can be avoided at
4" in the order of 0.5.

After traversing the phase with partial,

eroding cavitation, erosion is no longer to be expected within the
fully cavitating region.

DT-HITT AL

CC
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-
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Inception of Cavitation

As a Function of Pressure

Upon increasing the temperature or decreasing the pressure, water
is likely to vaporize, boil or cavitate at the vapor-pressure level.
At a standard temperature of 59*F (15"C)

this pressure, Pvapor' is

comparatively low (33 lb/ft 2 or 0.55 ft of water, in fresh water)j it
is less than 2% of the sea-level atmospheric pressure.

Therefore, in

proximity of the free surface, water is

expected to vaporize and to

cavitate shortly before reaching

2ero.
z

On the basis of the available pressure differential (Pambient
svapor), the cavitatiin number is

6'

vQ et

-- ')Or

(12.2)

If disregarding the value of Pvapor which is small in many practical
applications, the cavitation number simply appears to be the ratio of
the undisturbed static to the dynamic pressure of a considered flow
of water.

The cavitation number is a feature of the flow as such it

indicates the "preparedness" of a water flow in respect to cavitation.
The smaller (,

the stronrer is the tendency of cavitating.

The static pressure in a flow around a body exhibits variations.
In certain places, the velocity is locally increased, and the static

COID-NTAL
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pressure is consequently decreased.

This decrease is indicated by

~
0.5

where
flow, and

Cpqtn

(12.3)

.

denotes the dynamic pressure of the undisturbed
indicates a negative static pressure coefficient

depending upon shape and attitude of the body involved.

The minimum

static pressure on the surface of the body

, approaching zero as the dynamic

steadily decreases from p
pressure I

(12-4)

+ &Pw.n

S

increases from zero to the critical value.

In other

words, at a certain preferred point at the surface of the body, the
pressure reduces tc the level of the vapor pressure

-

The critical cavitation number is, therefore, expected to be

(12-5)

-

with the subscript "A.." (incipient) Indicating the onset of cavitation.

Critical Cavitation Number

The onset of cavitation in experiments can be determined by
visual observation, or by a sharp increase in sound level which is
associated with the collapse of vapor bubbles, or by the divergence
of lift-, drag- or moment coefficients from their undisturbed values.
Proper definition of quoted critical cavitation numbers is desirable.

:Er
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Figure 12.2 preserts some experimental results on threedimensional head shapes, demonstrating the correlation between incipient cavitation number (Ga
taken from reference 7) and the
;Lvapor
pressure coefficient (taken from reference 6). The graph also
indicates the influence of the shape upon the inception of cavitatico,*

1,4

+

+ 61a
X
m

CONICAL

HEADS
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.x

IOWA (8)

OGIVAL SHAPES
.O.0

x

0

*

Cph*,
6

iair

IOWA(6)

DITTO

n0dAvmpor CALTEC(T1
AND
dA 0.6-

+

01
0
THICKNESS RATIOd

x

CRITICAL CAVITATION NUMBER OF VARIOUS HEAO SHAPES

FIGURE

12.2

Figure 12.3 presents the pressure characteristics of twodimensional streamline shnpes.

For statistical analysis; the fqre-

body of these sections is considered onlyjon the basis of the
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MINIMUM PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT THE SIDES OF
SYMMETRICAL SECTIONS AT ZERO ANGLE OF ATTACK

FIGURE 12.3

length X.

It

appears that the influence of the afterbody upon the

flow pattern past the forebody is of secondary important4. Hence,
the minimum pressure coefficient increases in proportion to the
thickness ratio of the equivalent, approximately elliptical section.
For symmetrical sections at zero lift, the pressure coefficient is
approximately

S2.1

t
(12.6)
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with

t

and

as defined in Figure 12.3.

The constant is nearly

equal to the theoretical value of 2.0 for elliptical sections.
Unfortunately, there is only one suitable value for

Figure 12.3.

available for

General experience confirms, however, that in slender

shapes c31 M: -CPMr,

The pressure distribution around a lifting foil section is
basically composed of a component due to thickness (equation 12.6) and
a component corresponding to lift.

The average and minimum additional

pressure differential at the suction side is simply

= (0)L

ACp
in the first

approximation.

-0.5

The lift,

CL

however,

(l .7)
is

not uniformly dis-

tributed along the chord and the value of the pressure minimum is
than indicated by the last

equation.

higher

Distribution and minimum coeff-

icient depend upon the section shape.

Cambered sections have an "optimum" lift coefficient, defined by
a flow pattern in which the streamlines meet the section nose without
flowing around from one side to the other.

This condition may be

identified by "smooth" or "symmetrical entrance".

camber ratio

f/c

,

CLopt

As a function of

smooth entrance flow is existing at

= (0 tD Ic) -C-

CC" '
. ;,

T' %
T,
.2

12j.t

(12.8)
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With respect to minimum pressure and cavitation, operation in the
vicinity or somewhat above CLp,

is expected to provide the highest

possible critical speeds for a given foil section at the respective
lift coefficient.
Assuming now that the minimum-pressure differential due to lift
be simply superimposed on that caused by thickness, it is possible to
reduce experimental results to zero thickness, and to isol- e approximate values due to lift.

Available experimental data presenting the

minimum-pressure coefficient at or near the "optimum" lift coefficient,
have been evaluated accordingly, by subtracting a value attributable
to thickness as indicated by equation (12.6).

The remaining component

due to lift is plotted in Figure 12.4 for a number of foil sections.
The experimental points are evidently grouped according to thickness
location.

In each group, cavitation-tunnel results (with 6;

defined

by the deviation of drag- and/or lift coefficients from the x.,ncavitating values) are seen in close agreement with the minimum-pressure
measurements.

The component due to lift is approximately

SkCL

(12.9)

where k is a function of thickness location (and probably of other
shape parameters as well).

Combining the pressure minimum due to

lift (which is in the vicinity of 25% of the chord, at CLO.)
thickness location at 50%, provides a factor

CC. FTDY'IAL
II - 12.1.3

k

0.7.

with a

An appreciably
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higher value results for a location at 30%, where thi-ie
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FIGURE 12.4

____________

Example

oi

What is the cri- cal cavitation number of a.

section having t/c,

10% (at

0,5

3%

chord) arid.A

According to equation (12.6), the critic &Lal.c
number due to thickness is qA-

2.1-0.1

-

vi:t,&vbton

0.231.

Hence, the mimber indicating incipiwt.L~rr

ation is expected to be 6-
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0..21 + 0.23

For

0. 7 - O.33

CL - 0.33, equation (12.9). indicates a Atc
0.23.

?

Q

4

cavit-
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Delay of Vapor Cavitation

Even on the basis of a sufficient number of nuclei, cavitation
may not exactly start at reaching vapor pressure.

Evidently, the

growth of air- or vapor-filled bubbles and the transition from liquid
to vapor phase require some time.

This time element may not be

important in many cases where the flow velocity is small and the
geometrical size of the low-pressure field is large.
results in Figures 12.2,

In fact, the

12.3 and 12.4 demonstrate that up to -4'm41

,GP&O.8,
delay in the onset of cavitation is in general, small.
Considering, however, as an example, conditions at the leading edge
of a foil, where Cpftj

may reach values which ;,re ten times as high

as those just quoted, and where such values are only existing in
narrow peaks (that is,

during very short periods of time)- the

influence of small si:e and high speed may be important.

As an example, characteristics are presented in Figure 12.5 of
the NACA 6hAOO6 foil section, tested in a wind tunnel 1 7 and also in
a towing tank 18 .

The incipient cavitation number G'Z

is decisively

lower than the value of the corresponding pressure coefficient

for values between CL = 0.3 and 0.5.
where -'..'

For example, at CL - 0.5,

=5, the incipient cavitation number is only 4 %2.
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-Cp.,.n

IN AIR (17)

AT R& 5 6N10

6

64-006; NACA T.RPT 824
4-

o6";

(VISUAL) IN TANK (IS)

AT Rt.6XIO5

~EOUATIONS
0

0.2

12.6 AND 12.11

0.40608I0

CL
PRESSURE AND CAVITATION COEFFICIENTS OF
64A006 FOIL SECTION

FIGURE 12.5

In the considered foil tests at CL - 0.5p the time during which
a particle of water travelling past the point of minimum pressure, is
really exposed to pressures below vapor pressure, is only in the
order of

exposure time = length

Vlocal

0.002 = 5/100,000 second

2 x21

(12.10)

This short interval may be responsible for the discrepancy between
-Cp=

and

(3 = 2, as observed at CL = 0.5.
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Reference 19 presents experimental results of another foil section,
the 4412 section, as tested in a cavitation tunnel.
tween G

and

-

Good agreement be-

is found at pressure coefficients or cavitation

numbers below one 2 0 . However, at negative as well as at higher
positive lift coefficients, where pressure peaks are to be expected at
the respective sides of the section, considerable discrepancies of the
same magnitude as those in Figure 12.5 are evident.
Cutting off the peak of a really narrow pressure minimum may not
mean losing much of the total lift produced in a foil section.

The

pressure distributions during the cavitation-tunnel tests may not have
been the same as in the wind-tunnel investigations.

It is suggested

as a possibility that in the water tests very small air bubbles (nuclei)
may have levelled off the pressure peaks to some extent before visible
bubbles could be observed and reported.

This levelling-off effect may

be combined with the time effect, described above.
Whatever the explanations may be, Figure 12.5 and reference 19
demonstrate that in the case of suction-pressure peaks as may occur on
lifting hydrofoil sections, inception of cavitation cannot reliably be
predicted from non-cavitating or theoretical pressure distributions.
This facti also discourages application of the theoretically correct
method (reference 21) of correlating the critical cavitation number
with the critical Mach number which is available for many sections and
lift coefficients.
CONFIDENTIAL
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The available results on the delay of cavitation (or whatever
the effect may be) are assembled in Figure 12.6.

It appears that

results of slender bodies, or streamline sections in the vicinity
of zero lift, having by comparison "no" delay, Lre compatible with
such extreme cases as the lifting section in Figure 12.5.

A

statistical conclusions is that
(12.11)

A

5.

X
o
*
A
4 0

MACA 64A006 SECTION (18)
CALTEC 4412 SECTIONIIS)
DITTO,AT POSITIVE LIFT COEFFIS
BALNAN ARC SECTIONS%(22)
CALTEC HEMISPHERE (23)Z

air,0 -(0.06 TO 0.121 4mki

3.

00

4

-CP Wil
STATISTICAL SURVEY ON THE DEA OF
CAVITATION IN PEAKED PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
FIGURE '12.6
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Vortex Cavitation
The minimum of the static pressure does not always occur on the
surface of an obstacle.

Tip vortices, for example, originating from

lifting surfaces, have a core with a static pressure on a negative
level.

According to Prandtl I , the pressure differential in the core

of a wing-tip vortex is
-,.

where :

-

-

-17

aspect ratio of the wing.

Q/~(12.12)
Cavitation may start accordingly

within such cores, as has been observed behind the blade tips of wator
propellers.
Vortices are also shedding from bodies exhibiting a separated flow
pattern, especially in the form of a "vortex street".

As an example,

cavitation was found starting within the cores of such separation
vortices, originating from a blunt, cylindrical head shape (see
reference 6) at G

-

1.76, while the ninimum pressure coefficient at

the surface of this body was only

-

Cprmn

- 0.64.

Here again, the

pressure distribution would not be a reliable indication for the onset
of cavitation; and the deviation would be in the direction opposite to

that as found in pressure peaks.
In concluding, equation (12.5) ony seems to hold for slender
bodies (foil and strut sections in Figure 12.3 or three-dimensional
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shapes in Figure .12.2) and in "smuoth" flow patterns (such as near
CLOrt , in Figure 12.4).
Critical Speeds in Hydrofoil Systems

Considering boats with hydrofoils operating beneath the free
surface of water, the ambient static pressure is

P

where

=

+

62.43 lb/ft3 for fresh water and

"Atlantic" sea water.

c

(12.13)

64 lb/ft3 for

On the basis of a critical cavitation number

(assumed to be known for the system considered), the critical

dynamic pressure is then

=

o

+

if

The standard atmospheric pressure is

p

ing to a head of 34 ft.of fresh water.

- 2120 lb/ft2
.

(12-14~)
correspond-

At a standard temperature of

59*F, the vapor pressure is conmaratively low, in the order of 1.6% of
the atmospheric pressure; the corresponding head is roughly 0.5 ft of
water.

Disregard-ing this small quantity the critical pressure reduces

to

L

-

at

h

0.5 ft), the critical dynamic pressure is

; and in close proximity to the surface (more correctly

Pein(

2.2.0l
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Using the standard sea-water density

-

1.99 (lb sec2/ft4), the

corresponding "standard" critical speed of hydrofoil systems is
found to be

2

_

2.120of

(F-

(12.16)

In knots, the critical speed is

(12.17)

__27c.

This function is plotted in Figure 12.7.

I0100'
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Example
What is the critical speed of a hydrofoil system
operating near the water surface, on the basis of
a minimum-pressure coefficient q'c

-

-0.44 (as

found in the preceding example)? - Using equation

(12.17),

Vc,

- 27/--V .

o knots.

Introducing the critical cavitation numbers indicated by equations

(12.6)

ind (12.9) into equation (12.17), the standard critical speed of

favorably designed hydrofoils can be predicted as a function of section
shape and lift

coefficient:

2.7
o.

'2,
This function is

(12.18)

plotted in Figure 12.8.

Example
What is the maximum permissible lift
of a hydrofoil section having

t/c

coefficient
-

10% (at 0.5

chord) for a speed of 40 knots? - Figure 12.8 indicates
lift

CL

-

For comparison, the average

0.36.

coefficient in

the blades of a destroyer

propeller is well below 0.1, to avoid cavitation.
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Forces in Cavitating Flow
Transitional Phase
At speeds (or lift coefficients) above the inception of cavitat!on;
lift-

and drag coefficients do not immediately change their magnitude.

Within the "bubble" phase, they remain essentially at their noncavitating level; the lift

coefficient sometimes increases slightly.

Sabsequently, as soon as any real, coherent cavity develops, the lift
coefficient decreases, the drag coefficient increases.

This transition

(see Figure 12.11 for illustration) can be rather extended, reaching up
to twice the dynamic pressure (1.4 the speed) at which cavitation first
sets on.
this time.

No systematic informatio

can be given on this phase as of

Once in fully-cavitating condition, stable flow patterns are

prevailing, some of which are presented as follows.
Resistance of Blunt Bodies
In fully cavitating condition, the resistance of an obstacle
evidently corresponds to the uniform negative pressure at the rear side
(within the cavity) and to the average positive pressure component on
the face of the body.

For W - 0, the latter one has been calculated

for wedges24 and cones 25 as a function of the half apex angle

£.

Upon increasing the cavitation number from zero, the flow pattern
past the forebody changes,
the drag coefficient is

as explained in

reference 26.

expected to increase as
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C~
where

drag coefficient at

-

a

(

+~)(12.19)

0. Figure 12.9 presents ex-

perimental results of disks, confirming this function very well.
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In the case of round bodies, the minimum pressure point is
located somewhere on the forebody (and not at the trailing edge as in
wedges and cones).

Cavitation, therefore, starts from that point.; and

the starting point may move further forward as the cavitation number
is decreased.

As a consequence, the CD

straight as according to equation (12.19).

function is no longer
Such characteristics are

demonstrated in Figure 12.9 by results of a hemispherical body2 8 and a
sphereI . Results of circul cylinders (in cross flow) also show a divergence from the mechanism according to equation (12.19)
Drag in Ventilating Flow
Insight in the drag mechanism of blunt bodies may be amplified by
discussing results of a "streamlined" half section tested in ventilating
(rather than cavitatn)
between 1 and 10 ft/sec.

flow in the Gibbs & Cox towing tank at speids
A piece of strut having a chord of 3.1 inches

and an aspect ratio of 4 was towed between hollow end plates (connecting the cavity with the atmosphere) at an average submergene

-

1.5 c. The cavitation number is then simply
(12.20)

At higher cavitating numbers (above 0.6), ventilation (or cavitation)
does not take place; the drag coefficient is approximately constant and
practically equal to the base drag coefficient of such body shape.
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Within the range of small cavitation numbers (below 0.3), the
coefficient is approximately
(12,21)

Flow pattern and drag coefficient would not be the same, however, in
cavitating flow.

There is evidently a line of minimum pressure some-

where between leading and trailing edge.

Cavitation would start from

there, rather than from the trailing edge as in ventilating flow; and
the drag coefficient would be higher than according to equation (12.21).
Lift in Fully-Cavitating Flow
The force on a flat plate in cavitating flow (at
calculated by Kirchkoff and Rayleigh.

7,- 0) has been

Using such a klate as a lifting

surface in two-dimensional flow, Bets predicts in reference 30 that the
coefficient of the force normal to the plate's surface is

C4 +,
For G_ - 0 and for angles of attack

q/

(12.22)

Ok-. below some 10", this function

reduces to

-

(12.23)

which is only one quarter of the basic lift-curve slope of an airfoil
section (which is 2 1r).

Experimental results (see reference 5) of

foils tested in a water tunnel (with a geometrical aspect ratio of
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one, between the test-section walls), are plotted in Vigures 12.10
They evidently confirm the theoretical function

and 12.11,

sufficiently thin sections (up to and including

t/c

-for

-

Thicker sections and sections with rounded noses show lift
coefficients, however, which are sometimes higher (because pf nose
suction), and at small angle of attack lower (cavitation shifting
from the upper to the lower section side), than according to the

fully cavitating theory.

SECTIONS WITH FLAT PRESSURE SIDES,
HAVINO t/C a 2.5 TO ?.S%.,TESTED E1TWEEN
WALLS OF CAVITATION TUNNEL (REF.S)
WITH bao"OMM.

7.
L0"0"

*00

4o
a IN 2-DIMENSIONAL FLOW

LIFT COEFFICIENT AT O0

FIGURE 12.10
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span, the induced angle of attack

k L f1 where

k -biplane factor

4

"

/5

-aspect ratio

CONFDENTIAL
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must be considered; the "

,, in equation (12.22) is to be replaced

).

by the effective angle (at-

consequently

C1

(12.25)

This equation is compared4 (in Figure 12.13) with points tested in the
Gibbs & Cox Tank on (the flat bottom of) a plate towed in ventilating
flow between hollow end plates.

On the basis of a biplane coefficient

indicating the effect of the free water surface,
"box plane" condition at

fb

-

k

- 1, for the tested

0.25, magnitude and character of the

function according to equation (12.25) seem to be verified.

Resistance of Hydrofoil Sections

Walchner5,

16

is

the only source of information availabl% indicating

resistance of foil sections in truly cavitating condition at or near
zero lift.

The pressure component of this resistance at

G- - 0,

plotted in Figure 12.12 shows some relation to that of wedges, having
the same forebody-thickness ratio.
the non-cavitating phase,

Between the values at

Or

-

0 and

the drag coefficient decreases considerably

(hardly without any first-increasing trend as per Figure 12.9).
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In lifting foil sections (with fully cavitating upper side,
the pressure drag is a geometrical component of the total force.
For flat pressure side is

(12.26)
where

'A is indicating the angle of the lower side in two-dimensional

flow. Utilizing equation (12.23), this angle is
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I CL

-

)

(12.27)

Therefore, the drag due to lift of sections having flat lower Sides in
two-dimensional, fully cavitating flow is expected to be defined by

1

For G

CL- L

(12.28)

- 0, some experimental evidence can be found in references

and 15, confirming the trend of dCZ /at
sections with

<

5

-2/f , for circular-ard

7.5% and o( up to 6*.

For higher angles of attank, as in the case of Figure 12.13,
the complete equation '12.25) has to be employed to find
and then C)pressure as a function of
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Cambered Sections
For a long time, only circular arc sections (with flat pressure
sides) have been considered, possibly to be .used in cavitating flow
conditions.

It has been suggested, however, that cambered pressure
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sides, should provide higher sectional-L/D ratios or lower resistance
ratios, respectively

-on

account of certain forward components of

the forces normal to the surface elements of such cambered sections.
Figure 12*14 presents the characteristics of such a section'.
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tested in the same manner as the plate in Figure 12.131 that is, in
ventilating flow.

The transitional phases in these graphs would not

be the same in cavitating flow, however; and they should be disregarded
if considering vapor cavitation.

For the cambered section, the fully

ventilating-cavitating phase exhibits considerably higher lift
coefficients and.appreciably lower resistance ratios than for the flat
plate.

The performance of fully-cavitating foil sections, in two7

dimensional flow at

-

0, has recer.ly been investigated by

linearized theoretical methods (see reference 32).

The optimum shape

is found to be cambered (at the pressure side) according to

)

0.2 CL

Q

(12.29

Disregarding frictional drag, theory predicts for this camber ratio
that the pressure-resistance ratio will only be i 1/6 of that of the
flat plate.

The results in Figure 12.14 do not confirm this much of

improvement.
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e given for the drag and required foil settimp
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LIFT AND DRAG CALCULATIONS

General Considerations
The hydrodynamic characteristics of the components of a hydrofoil
craft, as presented in this volume, are used for the purpose of cal.u.at ng th. various performance characteristics of a proposed design.
Thus, with this information and having a knowledge of the methods to
be employed,

one can calculate the total drag throughout the speed

range (including take-off),

the turning circle, required foil ard

rudder angles, etc.

This volume presents only the basic characteristics of components,
and the methods of utilizing this information is the subject of other
volumes.

However, for the purpose of illustration, design calcula-

tions are included herein.

These examples are for the drag and

required foil settings of a specific configuration at two foil-borne
speeds.

IJ
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Characteristics of the Configuration

The copfiguration chosen for these examples is
hydrofoil craft, and is
reference 1.

that of a 50 ton

based on the design study reported in

This craft is

a "Canard" type with automatically con-

trolled, fully submerged foils, and with the power transmitted through
a single nacelle on the main (rear) foil; as shown in Figure A.l.

The

dimensions of the foil system and other pertinent information are given
in Figure A.2.

For the purpose of these calculations,

the craft is

assumed to be

at zero trim and normal submergence under full load condition.

Two

speed- (30 knot cruising speed and 45 knot maximum speed) were selected.

Reference 1

Confidential Letter from Bath Iron Works
Corp. (by Gibbs & Cox, Inc.) to ONR, file
13531/S1/3(1-1283) of April 3, 1953 enclosing
'Design Study for 50 Ton Hydrofoil Craft"
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Ir

DESIGN STUDY MODEL
OF 50 TON HYDROFOIL CRAFT
FIGURE A.I
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LIFT AND DRAG CALCULATIONS

Design Examples

The overall calculation is broken down into individual design
examples, included on the sheets following:

Design Example

Al

Induced Characteristics

A2

Wake Effect

A3

Foil and Flap Settings

A4

Parasite Drag

A5

Summary of Drag and Foil Settings
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. A.1
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DESIGN EXAMPLE NO. A.2
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CALCULATE THE FOIL ANGLE SETTINGS
AND FLAP DEFLECTIONS FOR THE 50TON
CANARD CONFIGURATION AT 30 AND 45KNOTS
DESI6N CON51DERNTION.5
The main foil is Fixed in confiqurion with 25%
full-span flaps on a cambered foil section. The
foil is 5et so that the flap deflection is zero

at 45 knots.
The canard foil has no section camber, and
pivots about on axis thru its quorter-chord.
The main foil setting is referrei to the 'oection at
mid-spanand is thus the angle derived below, withoof
correction. The main foil flop and the canard foil angles
are refcrred to planes normal to their axes, and the
aniles derived must be corrected for sweep and
dihedral.
MAIN FOIL
45 KNOT5
The m,.dn foil Is set at zero angle to the effective
fluid flow at 45 knots (the foil eecfion comber is
deeigned to account for the lift at 45 knot).
The induced and downwaoh angles are:

di K't+cLc~

=

=
=

dCL
[d(i

dwi CL(+ 1UC,)

+dCLJ
+

o.0566

-, 0007I

W0.ZO5 .Ot(from Example k.l)

0.013 Z

0.0031 (from Eample 4,)
F
Thei,, foil ang)le cit 45 knots:
+,,Cvw + E - 0.016B radians

CCNFI) FNTT AL
1T - A.12
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MAIN FOILCCONT'D)

-0.050Z (Examlile A.1)
--0.0163
-00339

Reqluired foil anile

Deried flo'i settinq
Equivalenil anle due to

-foil camber
NOTE' The foil section must be. chosen, to have
cos o0
0.0355
o-.-LLO - -0039
30 KNOTS
Req,,,-ed

0.1163 (Example A.1)

Foil Angle

Downwash Anile

+ 0.0031(Example A.)

Equivalent Settin at 45 Knots
R.equ,red fo -Flaps

-0.0502

0.069Z

Flap eF edfivcness (Equalion 5.2)
P-f = 1,1\/--5--055
Required Flap angle equivalerit
-.°"92-/o.55 = 0.1Z57
Actual flap de,:lechton(about own axis)

P 0.1257

COS '

0.1317 radiahs

7.550

CANARD FOIL
s (Exampl
Required foil alqlc_: 0.1311 () 30
knots)
0.056b9 @45

.I)

Required anqles about own axis
a. 0.1311 x Co
Cos 15
2130 0.1434 tat4ians- 8.22'0@ 30KNoTs
J-.0.0)56q cos 15-

0.06Z

CONFIDENTIAL
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CALCULATE THE PARASITE DRAG OF THE 50TON
CONFIGURATION AT 30 AND 45 KNOTS
DRAG

FOIL PARASITE

(rom Ch.tr4)

30

Meal,

Ckord

Cf (std)

45 KNOTS

2.,83'

1.12 -I0

?

(t,. -,oY)

[I+ 1(%)0 ]

A

I.G5'

I.C5'

IG8 "10 16.51 ,' 0( q.76

10'

0.00374

1.10

1.10

1.10

0.00810

0.00770

o.oos

0.oo822

O.S00

0.222

=0

c

Eq (4.13)

0.oo810

0.00770

eZ V 2 s

-qS

174,000

3q0,00e

1)410

TOTAL FOIL PARASITE

45 KNOTS

0.003q93

0

D

FOIL

30 KNOTS

0.00350

quton4.1h 0.003G 8

-

l. t,.,o(N)]

2C~1

FOIL

2.83'

ReqtjolJs No
(S.
w.at 59 *F)

CANARD

MAIN
KNOTS

3,000

DRAG

AT 30 KNOTS

2048

AT 45 KNOTS

4143

COQFT DENTIAL

TI - A.lh

0.01081

5q, 00e
G-38'

1.10

0.00863

137,500V
I,143

I,
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STRUT DRAG
AREAS
Lct.9th i chord

Iterm,

Main Foil- t5trut
P/5"

Cahat-d Foil-I Stul
"

"

P/S -

S.08'

2.58'

.08'

24-,'

3.00'

2.1Z'

1.14

1.15'

Avca
7.954

.1
06
6.3Gl
3.O46

NO. F-t31_Area
7.9.5 24,54
I.20)

I
2

I

6-34

2

6.00

DRAG
30 KNOTS
MI /5tpis
N CAN ARD CANAR.D

RenolJ

No

8.31,,Io (..91xo

0.0362
0.00380 0.00390

c; Csid) Eq(4.1Z)

0.00796 0.00835
(sid') E (4.13)
x
POal A-c (Co 5)s qft
o.97
0.053
CD 5-Ptaj (AssumerD-F,07.) 0.012 0.01Z
tvc (s pt)
0.924 0.217
CDo

Sp~a4 Di-al Aa
Toal Dai Av-a

PIS 4 4 -'cAlUhAR
,
i. ,i
'd

COARO

pis

I.Z6xWo' 1.041IO7

0.00345 0.0036

040370

0.00858 0.00760 0-00794 o.0081
0.0,5Z

o.183

o.051

0.050

0.020.350

0012
0.924

0012

0o0Z

0.2 2 0.350

0.011

0.003 0.004 1.01,

0.03 0.004

0.205

0.056

0.054

Ttal Steul Daj Avea
/

6

45 KNO'TS
WAIN

0.315
60

V

TOTAL STRUT DRAG

806

CONFIDENTIAL
TI

A.

0,05(

o.IQ4

o.302
5150
I,737 *

0.04.
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3

NACELLE DRAG
(Chapter 9)
2'-5" dia. x '-O" long

Nocelle

L/d

3=.72

Frontal Area, -

r/4 (2.42)' - 440O
45 KNOT6

0 KNOTS

I3.56

Regnolds No.
CO. (Equation 9.3)
[Ct
C

4.60)

z

107

5. 5

0.00 30.

0.O00,6B

Cf (Bid)

Draj f,3,e

IO7

0.0413

0.035 2

0.190
2560

0,180
5750
0B#65

DroLq

AIR PRAG (HULL)
(Chapter 11)
Cross-Sectionol Area of the
Hull t Main 5uperrtructure:
=
15 - 1-, 8 + 16 x 1

M
.)

i

I=

-'

From equation 11.4, use coefficient of 00 1_ (for a fair
bow and square stern).
Then,
Air Droq

Pair

=

0,0015
0.0015
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Zt
21

30' = 284."
45 t - 640

(30 KNOT5)
(45 KNOT13)
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DESiGN"J EXAMPLE NO. A-t4SH4F4

51IN11fl,4l/ )1_OF P/--)5 7
/ TU7
F014 5S

VRR9

0 /VO rS
2048

5 TR~LT
ZI7-'06
A4 CEWF
I? OPQl~

71077191

45/i',V

5

4143W
/737i

486~
284

.~/6SIZ/'~
3,624

A-i7

1035l
640~

7,~555

11,TPT AND D9An CALCUL'EAT IONS
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,,OFI

SUMMARY OF DRAG AND FOIL SETTINGS
FOR 50 TON CANARD CONFIGURATION AT
30 AND 45 KNOTS

,"/,'

55TT-/Mqs
3O0AW"OT7S

4A/"d7s
0,-930

IYA PO/A/14 RI0.9,.o
/YiAf/.I r4QP D£6.C T/OfV' *

7 5,30

C, ARD 401

8,220

3,560

3/88

1321

V,#/HE CAP('rCe

559

248

Poe9./Er

3624

7555

73 7/

9,124

AVj t'*

,J80Ur OWA' 4X/S

IIV-DL/CED

DR,9,;

TOT4.
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